framework for modeling the acquisition of sound patterns.
It argues that in order to model this acquisition, not just
phonological but also extra-phonological levels are necessary.
To build on previous literature of phonological acquisition,
especially in Optimality Theory, the framework is constraintbased. The thesis then presents a number of studies that utilize
one such multi-level constraint-based framework, Bidirectional
Phonetics and Phonology, to simulate a number of scenarios
in both first and second language acquisition. In this way, it
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CHAPTER

1

General introduction

1.1

Introduction

This thesis presents a computational framework for phonological acquisition
– that is, the process by which people learn the sounds of a spoken language,
together with rules about how these can combine to form meaningful words.
It builds on a rich tradition of using computer simulations as a tool to investigate how learning shapes sound structure in language. In particular, the simulations conducted in this thesis are informed by Bidirectional Phonetics and
Phonology (Boersma 1998 et seq; henceforth BiPhon). The stated aim of that
model is to increase explanatory adequacy by being able to do whole-language
simulations, capable of handling not just phonology but also its interface with
other aspects of the grammars.
This work aims to get closer to this ambition, by expanding realism of the
simulations in a number of ways. First, the input data presented to simulated
learners is taken from empirical studies and corpora, to more closely mirror
the input available to real learners. Second, by increasing the efficiency of
learning and evaluation in the model, many different assumptions over the
model and parameter settings can be tested systematically. The feasibility of
these expansions is tested in a number of case studies.

2

1.2

1.2. Theoretical and computational foundation

Theoretical and computational foundation

Chapter 2 lays out the general properties of the framework that informs the
three simulation chapters at the heart of the thesis. This framework models
phonology as a constraint-based, stochastic, multi-level grammar. Phonological acquisition is modeled using learning algorithms that alter the prominence
of constraints on the basis of input data. I argue that these properties, in particular the use of multiple levels of representation outside of phonology proper,
are useful for arriving at a more complete model of phonological acquisition.
The chapter introduces Bidirectional Phonetics and Phonology as the particular theory that informs the representational choices made in each chapter. However, it should be noted that the broader simulation framework is also compatible with other multi-level, constraint-based theories of linguistic structure.

1.3

L2 perception as a window onto L1 phonology

In Chapter 3, the simulation framework is used to test and refine the L2LP
model, which builds on BiPhon to form a theory of the mechanisms that shape
phonological perception in a second language, at the level of the individual learner. The L2 acquisition of Spanish front vowels by native speakers of
Dutch is simulated, using data from vowel production studies in both languages. The predicted outcome is shaped not just by these input data but also
by representational choices within a learner’s grammar. By comparing different outcomes with data from perception studies, the relative merit of these
choices can be scrutinized, and the predictive power of the model improved.

1.4

A scalable multi-level learning model

This chapter illustrates multi-level evaluation and learning on a minimal “toy”
grammar of French liaison. It is shown that even for a small number of input
data, the size of the candidate set generated for each input can grow exponentially in the number of levels. An efficient method for evaluation and learning
is therefore proposed, whose complexity grows only linearly in the number of
levels. The method is tested on the toy liaison grammar, illustrating again how
the multi-level, data-driven approach can be used to evaluate the learnability
of different analyses that yield the same surface data. Various approaches to
learning in constraint grammars are also compared.

1.5

A corpus-based analysis of liaison

Chapter 5 presents a final simulation, which scales up the liaison learning
model of Chapter 4 in two respects. First, a large number of input data with
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and without liaison is obtained from a corpus of spoken French. Second, the
number of candidates generated for each input datum is increased considerably, by implementing a candidate and constraint generation function with
relatively few assumptions about possible morphological and phonological
structures and their relations. Although the resulting grammars are many orders of magnitude larger, the efficient evaluation and learning algorithm of
Chapter 4 keeps learning computationally tractable. After a walkthrough of
the candidate and constraint generation mechanism, the results of two series
of simulations are presented. The first series generates small ”toy” languages
similar to those of Chapter 4, to demonstrate the viability of the generation
mechanism. In the second series, virtual learners are presented with an input
data set generated on the basis of the corpus Phonologie du Français Contemporain (PFC, a corpus of spoken French). As in Chapter 3, variations of the base
model are compared for their ability to successfully reproduce the patterns espoused by real speakers. For successful learners, the particular analyses chosen are inspected and compared with theoretical analyses from the literature,
and with findings from studies of phonological acquisition.

1.6

Conclusion and discussion

A brief final chapter summarizes the results from Chapters 3 to 5 and evaluates them in light of the main theme of whole-language simulation. Implications and limitations of these results are discussed, leading to some suggestions for future research. The thesis concludes with some general methodological recommendations and remarks.

CHAPTER

2

A framework for multi-level constraint grammars

2.1

Introduction

This chapter establishes the framework for multi-level constraint grammars
(MLCGs) that is used in the analyses and simulations presented in the rest
of this work. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 introduce the central concepts of standard
two-level Optimality Theory, learning through reranking, and stochastic evaluation. Sections 2.5.1 and 2.6 introduce MLCGs and the particular framework
that informs the simulations described in subsequent chapters, Bidirectional
Phonetics and Phonology. Finally, section 2.7 sets out the computational framework that underlies the simulations of Chapters 3, 4 and 5. While more specific implementational details are sometimes given in the relevant chapters,
all simulations described within this work follow the general framework described in this chapter, and the reader may want to refer back to it in order to
fully understand the details of the simulations in later chapters.

2.2

Introduction to Optimality Theory

This section introduces the basics of Optimality Theory (OT), the constraint
framework underpinning the simulations in this thesis. Readers already familiar with OT may safely skip to Section 2.3.
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2.2. Introduction to Optimality Theory

2.2.1

Basics of OT evaluation

Optimality Theory was introduced by Prince and Smolensky (1993). It is chiefly
used in the discipline of phonology, where it became the dominant paradigm
in a matter of years after its introduction. However, it has also seen use in
other subdisciplines of linguistics such as syntax (e.g. Bresnan, 2000; Legendre et al., 2001), and semantics, (e.g. Blutner et al., 2003, De Swart, 2009) and
even outside of linguistics proper (for instance Jones, 2003 on kinship terms,
Biró, 2011 on religious rituals; see Biró and Gervain, 2011 for more examples).
The central concept of OT is that the outcome of a given cognitive process
is decided through an ordered set of constraints. These constraints express a
(dis)preference for various properties of candidates, the possible outcomes of
the process. Constraints are ordered by importance, and this hierarchy determines the relative desirability of a candidate (its harmony). The evaluation
process, given a hierarchy and a candidate set, appoints the most harmonious
candidate(s) as optimal: informally put, the candidate satisfying the most important constraints in the hierarchy emerges as the winner.
The idea that several conflicting constraints, laws or principles shape a decision is a familiar one, perhaps a contributing factor to OT’s overnight success
in phonology. Imagine a person entering a store to buy a pair of shoes.1 Suppose that precisely three factors matter to this consumer: affordability, comfort
and style. If we also make the simplified assumption that these three properties are binary and can be objectively determined, eight possible types of shoes
can exist in the world:
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type E
Type F
Type G
Type H

expensive, uncomfortable and ugly
expensive, uncomfortable and stylish
expensive, comfortable and ugly
expensive, comfortable and stylish
cheap, uncomfortable and ugly
cheap, uncomfortable and stylish
cheap, comfortable and ugly
cheap, comfortable and stylish

If all types of shoe are available at the store, it is unlikely that anyone in
their right mind will buy type A, since it truly has nothing going for it. Conversely, type H should fly off the shelves, as it is superior to all other types no
matter what one looks for in a shoe. Within the subset of types B to G however,
the optimal choice depends on the relative importance of the three factors. A
frugal consumer less concerned with style will prefer a type G shoe to a type B
or D. Optimality Theoretic writings usually visualize the decision process in a
tableau. Figure 2.1 shows a tableau for our shoe world under a ranking where
cost is the most important factor, followed by comfort and finally style.
Each row in the tableau represents a candidate, and the columns stand for
1A

very similar example was used in Boersma (1998).
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Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type E
Type F
Type G
Type H
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*E XPENSIVE

*U NCOMFORTABLE

*U GLY

∗!
∗!
∗!
∗!

∗
∗

∗
∗

∗!
∗!

∗
∗!

Figure 2.1: An Optimality-Theoretic tableau for our shoe world, with the ranking *E XPENSIVE  *U NCOMFORTABLE  *U GLY.
the constraints, ordered from left to right according to their standing in the hierarchy. Constraint names tend to be set in SMALL CAPS, and are often formulated as prohibitive commandments or negative imperatives: e.g. *E XPENSIVE
is shorthand for ‘Thou shalt not buy expensive shoes’. The content of the cells
in a tableau indicate the violations that a candidate incurs on a constraint.
Additionally, the shading of a tableau may indicate a candidate’s state in an
evaluation procedure, which I call E VALUATION BY ELIMINATION. It can informally be stated as follows:
1. Starting with the highest-ranked constraint, count the number of violations it assigns to each active candidate.
2. Eliminate all candidates that incur more violations than the minimum
found in the previous step.
3. Count the number of remaining candidates:
(a) If only one active candidate remains, this is the optimal candidate
and the evaluation terminates.
(b) Else, go back to step 1 for the next highest-ranked constraint on the
remaining active candidates.
4. If all constraints have been iterated over and more than one candidate
remains, this set of candidates is optimal and the evaluation terminates.
All steps of this evaluation procedure are represented in a tableau. Step 1
begins in the leftmost column, at the highest-ranked constraint *E XPENSIVE.
Asterisks mark the number of violations this constraint assigns to each candidate. In step 2, we see that the lowest number of violations incurred by
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*E XPENSIVE is zero; therefore, candidates A to D have incurred a fatal violation and are eliminated. Exclamation marks signify that these violations are
fatal, and the subsequent cells in these rows are grayed out to indicate that
they are eliminated from the evaluation. In step 3, we check how many candidates are left after elimination; as no single optimal candidate has been found
yet (3b), we move on to the next column in the tableau, repeating step 1 for
constraint *U NCOMFORTABLE over candidates E to H. Candidates E and F
fatally violate this constraint, so that two candidates remain. Finally, *U GLY
eliminates candidate G and we are left with a single optimal candidate (3a):
the impeccable affordable, comfortable and stylish shoe H. The pointing finger
symbol + indicates its optimality.
The E VALUATION BY ELIMINATION procedure illustrates strict domination, an important assumption of OT. Compare candidates D and E: the former violates just one constraint, the latter violates two. Nevertheless, under
the ranking of Figure 2.1, D is suboptimal to E. The violation of a high-ranked
constraint by D cannot be “outweighed” by its nonviolation of lower-ranked
constraints. Strict domination is not a property of all constraint-based frameworks: Harmonic Grammar Legendre et al. (1990) and Maximum Entropy
Goldwater and Johnson (2003), among others, use weighted violation marks
in order to calculate the harmony of a candidate. In this case, the cumulative
weighting of lower-ranked constraints may outweigh a higher-ranked constraint.
To know what the outcome of OT evaluation would be under a different
ranking, one may mentally “switch” two columns in a tableau like Figure 2.1,
leaving the violation marks (asterisks) intact but erasing and redrawing the
fatal violation marks. But even without this operation, a glance at the tableau
should make clear that H will be the optimal candidate from this set under any
permutation of the constraints – since it never incurs more than the minimum
number of violations (zero), it can never be subject to elimination. Likewise,
no reordering of the constraints will change the optimality of candidate A, as
it will always be suboptimal to any other candidate in the set. It will be more
instructive to consider the subset consisting of shoe types B to G in order to
see the effect of permuting the constraint hierarchy (Figure 2.2).
Within this more realistic subset of shoe types, the optimal candidate depends on the ordering of the constraints. Under the six possible permutations
of the three-constraint set, types D, F and G each emerge twice as the optimal candidate. As long as the constraint that these respective candidates violate is ranked lowest in the hierarchy (e.g. *U GLY for the inexpensive, comfy
and unsightly type G), the order of the first two constraints does not influence the final outcome of evaluation. To frame this in linguistic terms, the
same language that appoints type G as the optimal candidate may result
from two distinct hierarchies: *E XPENSIVE  *U NCOMFORTABLE  *U GLY and
*U NCOMFORTABLE  *E XPENSIVE  *U GLY. This has important consequences
for Optimality Theory both as an analytical tool and as a model of language
processing. If multiple constraint rankings yield the same observable (linguis-
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tic) behavior, more data are needed in order to arrive at a definitive ranking in
a phonological analysis; alternatively, it raises the possibility that actual language users may entertain distinct hypotheses about the underlying rules of
the grammar, which then lead to the same surface data. In Chapters 4 and 5,
the learnability of distinct rankings resulting in the same surface language is
further explored.
Candidates B, C and E illustrate another important concept. Under no ordering of the three constraints will any of these three candidates emerge as
optimal. In fact, this follows from comparing these candidates to others in
the set. For instance, compare the violations inflicted on candidate B to those
inflicted on candidate D. There is no constraint on which B incurs fewer violation marks than D, but there is at least one constraint on which B incurs
more violation marks than D. Under step 2 of E VALUATION BY ELIMINATION,
this means that a situation where D is eliminated but B is not can never occur,
whilst the reverse should eventually occur if all constraints are considered.
This guaranteed superiority of one candidate over another is called harmonic
bounding (Samek-Lodovici, 1992, Samek-Lodovici and Prince, 1999). In this
set of candidates, D harmonically bounds B and C, F harmonically bounds B
and E, and G harmonically bounds C and E. These same bounding relations
hold in the exhaustive candidate set of Figure 2.1. Additionally, A is bounded
by all other candidates; and H bounds all other candidates in that set. The
invincibility of type H regardless of ranking is a consequence of the latter fact.
Discussing harmonic bounding at length may appear unnecessary –why
consider candidates that we know to be perpetually suboptimal?– but in fact
the existence of bounded candidates increases the predictive power of the
model. If we consider our footwear buying model to be an accurate reflection of a rational shoe consumer’s behavior, we expect that certain types of
shoes will forever remain unsold as long as better (unbounded) alternatives
are available. Likewise, given a set of constraints, OT predicts that certain linguistic forms will never be observed in human language, because they are universally suboptimal; it bounds the “hypothesis space” for the surface forms
that we can expect to encounter in the languages of the world. Encountering
such a form means that our hypotheses must be rejected or sharpened. The
next section takes a closer look at standard OT’s application to phonological
analysis.

2.2.2

OT as a linguistic model

In Prince and Smolensky (1993)’s foundational work on OT, an Optimality
Theoretic grammar is defined as a composition of two functions. The first is
the generator function, usually abbreviated G EN, which takes an input form
that has been retrieved from the lexicon, and generates or derivates outputs
as a set of candidate forms. This set is the input for the evaluation function, usually shortened to E VAL. On the basis of a constraint hierarchy, E VAL outputs
the optimal candidate(s) from the candidate set, for instance through the elim-
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Figure 2.3: Final devoicing in Dutch: underlying /bid/ surfaces as [bit].

ination procedure described above. In the strongest version of OT as originally
formulated by Prince and Smolensky (1993), the available set of constraints, or
C ON, is universal in all languages; only the hierarchy over the constraints in
C ON is language-specific.
The notion that language is shaped by several conflicting constraints, forces
or principles is much older than OT. The chief and most clearly opposing
two principles are those of clarity and economy (Passy, 1890; Gabelentz, 1901;
Martinet, 1955). We speak in order to be understood, and as such strive to
pronounce words clearly and unambiguously. At the same time, we aim to
minimize the effort and time spent on speaking. Assuming that the words of
a language have some sort of canonical target form which is shared among
speakers, maximizing clarity demands that a word be pronounced as closely
as possible to this target. On the other hand, the need for economy may distort
this canonical form through vowel reduction, consonant lenition, deletion, assimilation, and so forth. Clarity and economy are opposed to the extent that
all linguistic forms violate one or the other principle to some degree. Just as
the ideally cheap, comfortable and stylish shoe does not exist in the real world,
no expression can be maximally distinct to a hearer while exerting minimal effort from a speaker. OT’s notion of violable constraints allows a formalization
of how languages resolve conflicts between these principles. A familiar (e.g.
Kager, 1999) and useful example is the process of final obstruent devoicing. Figure 2.3 illustrates an Optimality Theoretic analysis of Dutch final devoicing.
Compared to the non-linguistic examples treated up to this point, the tableau
introduces some new concepts and notation. The underlying form that serves
as input to G EN, a string of phonemes traditionally placed between slashes, is
written in the top left cell. The output candidates produced by G EN are surface forms, usually notated as a broad phonetic transcription between brackets.
Candidates are enumerated (with letters instead of numbers) in order to refer
to them easily in running text. Finally, note that unlike above, some candidates
incur more than one violation mark on a constraint: our current formulation
of E VALUATION BY ELIMINATION allows for this.
The three constraints in Figure 2.3 work as follows:
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• M AX -IO assigns a violation mark for every segment in the input that is
not represented in the output.
• *V OICED O BS C ODA assigns a violation mark for every voiced obstruent
in coda position in the output.
• I DENT-IO[ VOI ] assigns a violation mark for every segment whose value
for the [voice] feature changes between input and output.

These formulations of the relation between constraints and candidates hint
at an important dichotomy in the constraint set C ON. M AX -IO and I DENTIO[ VOI ] concern the relation between input and output: they respectively militate against deletion and changes in voicing. *V OICED O BS C ODA on the other
hand makes no mention of the input: it only constrains what is allowed on the
output. Prince and Smolensky (1993) name the class of constraints concerned
with the input–output mapping faithfulness constraints, and the class of constraints concerned only with outputs markedness constraints. This closely
parallels the principles of clarity and economy mentioned above. A completely
faithful mapping will be unchanged from the canonical form stored in the lexicon; to violate a faithfulness constraint is to obscure or neutralize some distinguishing feature of the underlying form, reducing its clarity. On the other
hand, markedness is concerned with the relative desirability of certain segments or structures appearing in surface forms. For instance, placing a voiced
obstruent in coda position appears to be slightly unattractive, given the fact
that many languages avoid this altogether. This typological observation may
be grounded in phonetic factors: devoicing obstruents in this position requires
less articulatory effort or control (Ohala, 1983). Markedness constraints such
as *V OICED -O BS C ODA punish forms which violate the principle of economy
in this way.
Figure 2.3 shows how ordering a markedness constraint above a faithfulness constraint changes underlying /bid/ “(I) bid” into surface [bit], neutralizing the distinction with underlying /bit/ ‘beet’. Under the hierarchy M AX -IO
 *V OICED O BS C ODA  I DENT-IO[ VOI ], the unfaithful but less marked candidate c. is more optimal than the completely faithful candidate a. Nevertheless, the low-ranked I DENT-IO[ VOI ] still serves to eliminate candidates with
superfluous changes in voicing, such as d. Candidates that would obviate the
problem of voicing by deleting segments altogether (such as e.) are eliminated
by the high-ranked M AX -IO.
The evaluation is simple enough that we may mentally picture what its
tableau should look like for languages that allow voiced obstruents in coda,
such as English. Switching the positions of *V OICED O BS C ODA and I DENTIO[ VOI ] makes a. the optimal candidate; this means that an equivalent tableau
for underlying /bid/ ‘bead’ will yield faithful [bid]. The distinction with underlying /bit/ ‘beet’ is maintained at the price of a more marked or less economical articulation, although it is unlikely that native speakers of English
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are conscious of this increased effort.2 We can also construct two hierarchies
where M AX -IO is dominated by the other two constraints. Under these hierarchies, candidate e. [bi] emerges as optimal. This more radical manifestation of “markedness over faithfulness” is often used to model the speech of
young children, where processes like cluster simplification and coda deletion
are common (see e.g. Demuth, 1995; Gnanadesikan, 1996; Smolensky, 1996).
Unlike the exhaustive constraint set of the previous section, the tableau
in Figure 2.3 lists only a very small subset of what we may presume to be active constraints in Dutch or English phonology. Similarly, the set of candidates
is limited to a select number of forms that demonstrate the behavior of the
constraints. Indeed, nearly all publications that present Optimality-Theoretic
analyses list only a “hand-crafted” set of constraints and candidates that are
immediately relevant to the phenomenon at hand. An immediate practical
reason is that interesting effects often arise from only a handful of interacting
constraints, and enumerating scores of non-crucial constraints and suboptimal
candidates would only muddle the presentation. A more problematic theoretical reason also exists. Prince and Smolensky (1993) explicitly formalize E VAL,
but are less precise about C ON and G EN. Among phonologists working in OT,
a broad consensus on the precise contents of C ON has yet to emerge.3 Concerning G EN, under certain formulations it is capable of generating an infinite
number of candidates, for instance if epenthesis of segments is unbounded.
The informal E VALUATION BY ELIMINATION algorithm cannot find the optimal candidate in finite time on an infinite candidate set.
In a computational model of OT or other constraint grammars, such as will
be pursued in this thesis, these concerns are not trivial. A number of authors (Ellison, 1994; Eisner, 1997; Riggle, 2004), suggest formulating G EN as
a regular expression or finite state automaton, which makes evaluation over
large or even infinite candidate sets feasible as long as certain conditions on
constraints are met. Alternative solutions to the problem of infinite candidate sets have also been proposed by Tesar and Smolensky (2000) and Biró
(2006). Regarding C ON, an alternative view is that constraints are learned and
language-specific instead of innate. This eliminates the problem of establishing a definitive C ON, but introduces the question of how constraints may be
deduced from linguistic data. While Chapters 3 and 4 employ ’‘hand-crafted”
constraint and candidate sets, Chapter 5 explores approaches to formalizing a
(finite) G EN and creation of constraints, respectively.

2 I ignore some phonetic details: the English lenis–fortis distinction is in fact one of aspiration
rather than voicing, and vowels are shortened (clipped) whenever a fortis obstruent follows.
3 A survey by Ashley et al. (2010) found that a total of 1,666 distinct constraints had been
proposed in the literature by that time.
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2.3. Learning and parsing

Learning and parsing

The previous section showed that different permutations of a constraint set
will result in distinct surface preferences, such as absence or presence of final obstruent devoicing in different languages. Different hierarchies may also
represent different stages in the acquisition of a language, such as the codadeleting learner of Section 2.2. In this second case, the constraint hierarchy can
be equated with a speaker’s internal knowledge of the phonological rules of
their language, and the process of learning is then a question of constraint
reranking. For example, learning to faithfully reproduce coda consonants requires that a learner raise M AX -IO’s standing in the hierarchy. More generally,
acquiring the rules of a language can be modeled as permuting the ordering
of constraints until a hierarchy is found that correctly reproduces the target
language.
The idea of learning as constraint reranking has been pursued since OT’s
inception, and various learning algorithms have been proposed in the literature. Perhaps the simplest learning algorithm imaginable is to iterate (randomly) over the possible permutations of a constraint set until the correct language emerges. In a three-constraint grammar like that of Figures 2.3 and 2.4,
this algorithm will find a ranking for any of the three possible languages in
maximally five iterations. This brute-force search of the factorial typology is
not expected to scale well to larger constraint sets; even with a modest grammar of ten constraints, more than three million (10! = 3628800) total orderings are possible. Nevertheless, this simple algorithm can serve as a baseline
to which allegedly “smarter” learning algorithms may be compared (Jarosz,
2013b; see also Chapters 4 and 5).
Tesar (1995) proposed the first learning algorithm in a class that Magri
(2012) calls error-driven reranking algorithms or EDRAs. EDRAs update the hierarchy on the basis of two candidates: one that is optimal for a given input
under the current ranking, but considered incorrect; and one that is suboptimal under the current ranking, but deemed correct, i.e. congruent with the
language to be learned. By comparing the constraint violation patterns of both
candidates, two sets of constraints can be assembled: a set that is eligible for
promotion in the hierarchy, and a set that is eligible for demotion. Usually, the
constraints to be promoted are violated by the currently optimal, but incorrect
candidate; and those to be demoted are violated by a correct, but currently
suboptimal candidate.
Figure 2.4 gives an example of a learning tableau, where a learner of Dutch
updates their hierarchy in such a way that it will produce Dutch-like final obstruent devoicing instead of English-like faithful voicing. The constraints selected for demotion and promotion are found by comparing the incorrect optimal candidate (+) with the target suboptimal candidate (X). Arrows indicate
which constraints are promoted (←) and demoted (→). In a somewhat counterintuitive terminology, the literature often labels the currently optimal but
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Figure 2.4: A learning tableau for Dutch devoicing. Arrows in a column indicate the direction into which the corresponding constraints will shift.
incorrect candidate (+) the loser and the non-winning but correct candidate
the winner. Inspired by the notation of Biró (2013), I will instead abbreviate +
the L-candidate (standing either for Learner or Loser), and X the T -candidate
(Target or Teacher candidate).

2.3.1

Parsing hidden structure

Error-driven learners acquire a target language through positive examples (Tesar,
1995). For instance, a positive learning datum for Dutch may be to hear an
adult coupling underlying /bid/ “(I) bid” to the surface pronunciation [bit].
The T -candidate /bid/ → [bit] is then fully provided by the linguistic environment. The L-candidate is produced by running the same input /bid/ through
the current grammar, yielding perhaps /bid/ → [bid]. In this case, a mismatch
has occurred: the learner notices that their output for /bid/ differs from that
of the learning datum, and proceeds to update their grammar accordingly.
In many cases, this may be too simple a view of learning. Acquiring a language often requires interpreting hidden structure: the surface data available to
learners is not fully specified in terms of its underlying structure. Tesar and
Smolensky (2000) use the example of deriving hidden metrical structure from
surface stress data. Under the assumption that all metrical feet are binary, a
trisyllabic word like Polish [tE"lEfOn] ‘telephone’ may be parsed as containing
either an iamb or a trochee (example from Jarosz, 2013a):
The learning datum /tElEfOn/ → [tE"lEfOn] is not congruent with the Lcandidate /tElEfOn/ → tE(lE"fOn) → *[tElE"fOn], triggering an update of the hierarchy. However, candidates b. and c. are both compatible with the positive
example. The learner cannot recover which of the two candidates corresponds
to the structure employed by adult speakers. Which should be chosen as the
T -candidate?
Tesar and Smolensky (1998)’s solution is to select as T -candidate the optimal candidate, given the current hierarchy, among those congruent with the
learning datum. They name this solution Robust Interpretive Parsing (henceforth RIP). We may see RIP as performing a second evaluation on a more re-
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Figure 2.5: Parsing problem: surface [tE"lEfOn] may correspond to two candidates.

stricted subset of candidates: the optimal candidate under this second run of
E VAL is the T -candidate.4 Tesar and Smolensky (1998) test RIP in combination
with the Error-Driven Constraint Demotion algorithm on a large test set of artificial languages with various types of underlying stress. They found that this
combination of parsing and updating would at times get stuck in a local optimum, failing to converge on the target grammar. This has led several authors
to propose alternative algorithms for both updating and parsing. Chapter 4
will explore the viability of a number of these algorithms.

2.4

Stochastic ranking and gradual learning

This section introduces two mechanisms that underpin all the constraint-based
simulations used in this thesis: stochastic ranking, which introduces an element of randomness in the ranking of C ON; and gradual learning, which uses
stochastic ranking to effect incremental changes in the state of the constraint
ranking.

2.4.1

Stochastic ranking

Under Prince and Smolensky’s 1993 original formulation, E VAL is fully deterministic: the same hierarchy will always lead to the same optimal candidate(s). Stochastic OT (Boersma, 1997, Boersma, 1998) is an extension of OT
that enriches the constraints in C ON with a real-valued ranking value. A hierarchy is produced by sorting the members of C ON by their ranking value,
in descending order. At evaluation time, however, each constraint’s ranking
value is temporarily distorted by generating a random number from a normal distribution centered around zero. This random number is added to the
ranking value. Constraints are then sorted in descending order by the resulting disharmony values. Following Jarosz (2013a), we call this pre-evaluation
randomization sampling.
4 In Tesar and Smolensky’s formulation, E VAL is always performed twice, and an update is
triggered iff candidates T and L are not equal.
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Figure 2.6: A tableau with constraints sorted by ranking value.
Stochastic ranking allows constraint grammars to robustly deal with optionality, variation and frequency effects. Figure 2.6 shows a stochastic version
of the obstruent devoicing grammar. The three constraints have ranking values of 102.0, 101.0 and 100.0, yielding the ranking M AX -IO  I DENT-IO[voi]
 *V OICED O BS C ODA and giving faithful /bid/ → [bid] as the winning candidate. However, after sampling this hierarchy, the resulting disharmonies may
well yield a different ranking, as long as the evaluation noise parameter (the
standard deviation of the normal distribution used to generate random values) is large enough.
Figure 2.7 shows the result of a simple simulation in which 100,000 hierarchies were sampled from the template of Figure 2.6, with evaluation noise
set to 2.0. Under these settings, roughly a third of the sampled hierarchies
retained the original ranking. The other five possible rankings are all found,
albeit not with the same frequency: naturally, hierarchies where M AX -IO is
ranked highest are more probable given its higher ranking value. Note that
only three winning candidates result from the six rankings: the other two
candidates are harmonically bounded. Stochastic ranking of constraints thus
allows an OT grammar to exhibit variation for a given input. The relative
frequencies (probabilities) of variant outputs are a function of the distance
between ranking values of competing constraints, relative to the evaluation
noise parameter.

2.4.2

Gradual learning

The distribution shown in Figure 2.7 reflects the final obstruent realization patterns of neither Dutch nor English: the former tends towards 100% devoicing,
the latter towards 0%. Instead, we might consider this grammar to be a snapshot taken during a young learner’s acquisition of English. When attempting
to say /bid/ ‘bead’, this learner produces the correct form about half the time.
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Figure 2.7: Relative frequencies of rankings when sampling the tableau in Figure 2.6 with an evaluation noise of 2.0.
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At other times, she incorrectly devoices the final obstruent or even deletes it
altogether. The acquisition process is not yet complete.
Besides modeling variation, stochastic ranking allows modeling gradual
learning (Boersma 1998, Boersma and Hayes 2001). In gradual learning, promoting and demoting constraints is equated with adding to and subtracting
from their ranking values. Instead of immediately reordering the hierarchy to
accommodate the T -candidate, the relative harmony of the T -candidate over
the L-candidate is raised slightly, increasing T ’s probability of emerging as optimal. For our hypothetical learner of English, increasing the distance between
V OICED O BS C ODA and I DENT-IO[voi] will lead to a more adult-like distribution.
The amount that is added/subtracted to the ranking values at each gradual
learning step is called the learning plasticity, and may be decreased over the
course of a learning simulation. Stochastic OT with gradual learning adds an
element of randomness to learning which can prevent a learner from being
misled by certain forms in the data into a grammar which is suboptimal for
the language as a whole. Continuous ranking allows a learner to precisely
tune its production to the variation exhibited in the target language.
Boersma’s original EDRA for stochastic grammars, the Gradual Learning
Algorithm (GLA, Boersma, 1998), divides the plasticity value equally over the
promotion and demotion sets. Several alternative methods of distributing the
plasticity have since been proposed (see also Magri 2012 for a discussion of
the relative merits of different methods). Chapter 4 gives an overview of the
update rules that are used for the simulations in this thesis.

2.5

Multiple levels of representation

The next section will go into more depth about the multi-level aspect of multilevel constraint grammars. It will also go into detail about serial versus parallel evaluation, a theme which is experimentally explored in all subsequent
chapters, especially Chapters 3 and 5.

2.5.1

Beyond two-level OT

A strong position of Prince and Smolensky (1993)’s original formulation of OT
is that evaluation occurs in parallel: C ON contains constraints bearing on the
input-output relation (faithfulness constraints) as well as constraints bearing
on the form of the output (markedness constraints, the alignment constraints
seen in 2.3.1). Within this parallel evaluation, any thinkable permutation of
these types of constraints is allowed by the theory. Single-step parallel evaluation is a marked departure from the generative framework (Chomsky and
Halle, 1968) that spawned OT; in generative phonology, surface structures result from the serial application of rewrite rules, feeding the output of one rule
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as input to the next. Strictly speaking, OT works with two levels of representation: the input to G EN is the first of these, the output the second.
Several authors have proposed variants of OT with more than two levels,
a class of constraint grammars which I will henceforth refer to as multi-level
constraint grammars or MLCGs. Within this class, a further distinction can be
made between parallel MLCGs, which retain original OT’s insistence on free
interaction for constraints that act on different levels of representation; and
serial MLCGs, which divide E VAL and C ON over the different levels of representation. Figure 2.8 illustrates two-level OT, parallel MLCG and serial MLCG.

level 1

EVAL

EVAL

CON

CON

level 2

Two-level

level 1

level i

EVAL
CONi

level n

Multi-level, parallel

level 1

level i

CONn

level n

Multi-level, serial

Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of standard two-level constraint evaluation (left), parallel multi-level evaluation (middle) and serial multi-level evaluation (right).
Many parallel OT analyses that have been proposed in the literature implicitly consider more than two levels of representation, and can be recast as
taking place in parallel MLCG. For instance, the metrical parsing scenario of
Tesar and Smolensky (2000), reproduced in Figure 2.5, introduced an intermediate ‘hidden’ metrical level of representation in between the underlying form
and surface form, with constraints referring to the representations located on
this level. However, Tesar and Smolensky (2000) still frame metrical parsing
as a two-level input-output relation, where the output level contains both the
hidden metrical representation and the overt phonetic representation (Figure
2.9). The mapping from the former to the latter is quite trivial, since it merely
involves erasing the parsing brackets.
Figure 2.9 illustrates how some standard, two-level constraint grammar
concepts translate to a MLCG view. Functionally speaking, both sides of the
figure are equivalent: they visualize the candidate set depicted in the tableau
of 2.5, showing the four ways in which underlying /tElEfOn/ can be mapped
to a phonetic surface form. Conceptually, there are a number of distinctions
to be made. Candidates in two-level constraint grammars are pairs of input
and output like (/tElEfOn/, ("tElE)fOn ["tElEfOn]) whereas candidates in n-level
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Figure 2.9: Two alternative views of the /tElEfon/ metrical parsing scenario.

grammars are n-tuples like (/tElEfOn/, ("tElE)fOn, ["tElEfOn]). The latter notation allows us to be more formally precise about properties of candidates and
the learning scenario. Expressed as 3-tuples (i.e. triples), the two possible T candidates (/tElEfOn/, (tE"lE)fOn, [tE"lEfOn]) and (/tElEfOn/, tE("lEfOn), [tE"lEfOn])
share their third element, which is what makes them suitable parses for the
learning datum /tElEfOn/→ [tE"lEfOn].
More generally, the n-tuple representation allows breaking candidates into
sub-candidates, together with the constraint violations incurred by these subcandidates. Together with the graph-like representation hinted at in Figure 2.9,
this allows optimization in the evaluation of large multi-level candidate sets.
These optimizations are explored further in Chapter 4, and used to advantage
in the large-scale case study of Chapter 5.
Serial MLCG models use the constraint evaluation mechanism of OT, but
reject Prince and Smolensky (1993)’s assertion that (morpho)phonological evaluation is strictly parallel. An example is Stratal OT (Bermúdez-Otero, 1999;
Kiparsky, 2000), which posits that evaluation of phonological forms passes
through multiple cycles corresponding to the morphological word, stem and affix levels. Such a model deals quite naturally with phonological processes that
are sensitive to different types of morphological boundaries. By dividing the
complete constraint set C ON of the grammar into multiple strata C ON1 ...C ONn
for n levels of representation, an optimal intermediate form is decided at each
level up to the output level n. Stratal OT and other serial constraint evaluation frameworks are thus explicitly multi-level, with both candidates and
constraints distinguishing multiple levels of representation, and constraints
assigning violation marks only to mappings and forms on specific levels.
One may question the above view of serial OT models where only C ON
is split into multiple strata: why not consider serial grammars as performing serial evaluation, i.e. splitting E VAL into multiple strata together with C ON
and taking the output of each evaluation as input to the next? In fact the two
approaches yield equivalent results: OT’s principle of strict domination guar-
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antees that a stratified C ON will evaluate in a serial manner. As an example,
Figure 2.10 depicts a candidate set consisting of four 3-tuples: (1A, 2A, 3A),
(1A, 2A, 3B), (1A, 2B, 3B) and (1A, 2B, 3C). Let us suppose that two “markedness” constraints militate against the forms 2A and 2B respectively, and that
two “faithfulness” constraints militate against the mappings (2A – 3B) and (2B
– 3C). The markedness constraints (operating on forms located on level 2) are
located in a higher stratum than the faithfulness constraints (operating on the
relation between forms located on level 2 and 3). Figures 2.11 and 2.12 illustrate that a stratified C ON with monolithic E VAL will output the same winning
candidate (1A, 2A, 3A) as a two-step E VAL/C ON.

3A
2A
3B

1A
2B

3C
level 1

level 2

level 3

Figure 2.10: Graph representation of a small four-candidate set in a three-level
grammar.
Representing serial MLCGs with a single evaluation over a stratified C ON
offers a number of advantages. First, it stays close to OT’s original conception,
Input: 1A
stratum:
a.
b.
c.
d.

+

(1A, 2A, 3A)
(1A, 2A, 3B)
(1A, 2B, 3B)
(1A, 2B, 3C)

*2B

*2A

*2A-3B

*2B-3C

1

1

2

2

∗
∗

∗!

∗!
∗!

∗

Figure 2.11: Serial evaluation of the candidate set of Figure 2.10, with single
pass through E VAL.
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1A
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+

(1A, 2A)
(1A, 2B)

2A
a.
b.

+

*2B

(2A, 3A)
(2A, 3B)
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*2A
∗

∗!

*2A-3B

*2B-3C

∗!

Figure 2.12: Serial evaluation of the candidate set of Figure 2.10, with two
passes through E VAL.

and as such is directly compatible with most superimpositions on OT such
as learning with EDRA and stochastic, real-valued ranking. Secondly, for the
purposes of this thesis, it allows a very close comparison between serial and
parallel evaluation over multi-level grammars with all else being equal: the
only difference is that for the latter, all constraints are located within the same
stratum. This direct comparison will be explicitly made in Chapter 3.
The constraints of Figures 2.11 and 2.12 were referred to as ‘faithfulness’
and ’markedness’ constraints; however, these terms refer specifically to the
underlying and surface representations of standard two-level phonology in
OT. In MLCGs, we can view them as instances of two basic types of constraints: interlevel and intralevel constraints, respectively. The first type concerns mappings between adjacent levels, the second concerns forms within a
level. A crucial assumption in the unified MLCG framework presented here is
that all constraints must belong to either the interlevel or intralevel type. Constraints that consider forms on more than two levels of representation, or on
nonadjacent levels, are not considered in this thesis. This locality restriction
allows computational and representational gains, as Chapter 4 will demonstrate.
A second important remark is that constraint strata need not correspond
to the levels of representation in a serial MLCG, as is the case in Stratal OT.
A constraint stratum may cover two or more levels of representation. For instance, in Chapter 3, a four-level MLCG will be introduced which is divided
into two (not three) strata. Conversely, different strata may pertain to the same
level(s) of representation, as in Ito and Mester (2009).
The next section introduces a specific example of MLCG modeling: the
BiPhon framework of speech perception and production, which forms the basis for the simulations described in this thesis.
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Bidirectional Phonetics and Phonology

This section introduces Bidirectional Phonetics and Phonology, the theoretical
framework central to the simulations conducted in this thesis. It also gives
some rationale for going beyond two levels of representation in a model of
sound learning.

2.6.1

On the BiPhon model

Bidirectional Phonetics and Phonology (henceforth BiPhon) was first conceived
as Functional Phonology by Boersma (1998), and has since undergone a name
change to reflect its growing scope. In a programmatic paper, Boersma (2011)
describes BiPhon as
an Optimality-Theoretic (OT) grammar model that is intended to
be capable of handling all of phonology: its representations with
their relations, its processes with their relations, its connection to
the semantics, its acquisition by the child, its evolution over the
generations, and its typology across languages.
Many of the characteristics that define the framework follow from the ambitions stated in this quote. BiPhon is multi-level: besides the Underlying and
Surface form of two-level OT, it presumes additional levels of representation
pertaining to semantics/morphology and phonetics. Constraints govern the
relations and mappings between representations, and it is explicitly designed
as a computational model of learning and variation through reranking of
stochastic constraints.5 A final important tenet is bidirectionality: evaluation
over a single constraint ranking governs both perception and production.
Stochastic evaluation and gradual learning have proven to be the most influential properties of the model, inspiring a considerable amount of work
on variation and learning in constraint-based grammars. The framework as a
whole has seen less adoption in “mainstream” phonology, but BiPhon-based
multi-level analyses of various phenomena have been proposed: e.g. loanword adaption in Korean (Boersma and Hamann, 2009), h-aspiré forms in French
(Boersma, 2007), metrical phonology in Latin and Modern Greek (Apoussidou, 2007), prepositional allomorphy in Czech (Chládková, 2009), as well as a
plethora of work exploring the phonetics–phonology interface (e.g. Boersma,
2009a). The Second Language Linguistic Perception model of Escudero (2005),
further explored in Chapter 3, is an application of BiPhon to L2 phonology.
Figure 2.13 depicts the six levels of representation and the constraints that
govern the relation between them. An extensive walkthrough of the levels
5 The constraint-based approach is not a necessary ingredient of the framework; since 2013,
BiPhon’s bidirectional multi-level approach has also been used in neural network models, replacing forms and constraints with nodes and weighted connections. In this thesis however, BiPhon
will be taken to mean its OT-based variant.
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“Context”

semantic
representations

semantic constraints
<Morphemes>
lexical constraints

|Underlying Form|

phonological
representations

faithfulness constraints

/Surface Form/

structural constraints
cue constraints

[[Auditory Form]]

phonetic
representations

[Articulatory Form]

sensorimotor constraints
articulatory constraints

Figure 2.13: Overview of levels and constraints in the BiPhon Model. From
Boersma (2009a).

and constraints, including a detailed motivation for their inclusion in a model
of speech perception and production, can be found in Boersma (2011). Subsequent chapters will go into more detail about the representations and constraints used in those specific studies. Note however that BiPhon uses a slightly
different notation for different levels of representation than standard two-level
OT: underlying form is notated with |square brackets|, and surface form with
/slashes/. Unless otherwise stated, this book conforms to the BiPhon notation.

2.6.2

Why multiple levels of representation?

Purely-phonological approaches treat phonology as an autonomous component of language, and its “interface” with other modules is accounted for only
implicitly. Indeed, some researchers argue that phonological models ought to
be completely “substance-free”, devoid of representations and rules that refer to phonetics (Hale and Reiss, 2000; Blaho, 2008). On the other hand, many
parallel phonological OT analyses do include constraints referring to other
components of the grammar, but do not make a formal distinction between
these different components (e.g. Tranel, 1996).
Both approaches are adequate for descriptive analyses of a wellcircumscribed phonological process in a given language or set of languages.
These processes often extend to novel (loan) or nonce words, indicating an
active phonological component and vindicating the explanatory adequacy of
these two-level grammars. However, many phonological phenomena display
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complex interactions with phonetics, lexicon or morphology, and cannot be
fully described without referring to non-phonological representations. This
becomes more apparent in cases where we can trace the historical emergence
(“phonologization”) of a process.
Including non-phonological representations in our model lets us formalize various forces that shape phonological grammars and inventories of individual speakers: categorical perception, functional load, stylistic variation,
second-language acquisition, reanalysis, and so forth. By explicitly modeling
the role of the language learner, our phonological analyses come a step closer to
not only describing but perhaps also explaining some sound patterns of spoken
languages.
Formalizing extra-phonological relations
A two-level view such as that presented in Section 2.2.2 provides an elegant
model of many phonological processes such as final obstruent devoicing, and
allows easy comparison between languages that do and do not exhibit this
phenomenon. By distinguishing Underlying and Surface representations, we
can view the sounds as being underlyingly distinct (|d| versus |t|) yet surfaceidentical (/t/). Neutralization is a many-to-one mapping from segments on
UF to a segment on SF. A one-to-many mapping, where a single underlying
segment surfaces in distinct ways, describes allophony, a zero-to-one mapping
is insertion, its reverse is deletion, and so forth.
By formalizing the relation between elements within and between these
two levels through constraints, OT can be used to differentiate and predict
possible outcomes of a phonological process. Outside of phonology proper,
we may likewise formalize many familiar concepts in terms of inter- and intralevel relations. Taking the same approach to formalizing representations
outside phonology allows us to create or generate constraint grammars that
can hold precise hypotheses about these non-phonological processes, with
constraints expressing preferences for certain interlevel mappings or intralevel
configurations.
Learners cannot access phonological representations
The metrical learning model of Tesar and Smolensky (2000) characterizes a
difficulty inherent in phonological learning: the phonological representations
employed by a speaker cannot be directly accessed by a listener. Often, a phonetic signal is ambiguous, allowing for multiple possible representations on
the Surface and Underlying Form levels. To disambiguate and analyze the
signal, real listeners rely partly on knowledge of the language, and partly on
knowledge about the world and discourse context. A comprehensive model
of phonological acquisition must account for this ambiguity.
Phonological representations should not serve directly as input to the learning process, since they are in reality hidden from the learner. This is another ar-
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gument for including extra-phonological levels of representation. In the BiPhon
model, only the Context and Phonetic Forms are directly accessible to learners. The covert intermediate representations are “parsed” on the basis of the
current grammar. As in the shoe world of Section 2.2, a consequence is that
distinct grammars (i.e. different hierarchies) may produce the same language,
or one which varies from the target language only slightly. In this way, MLCGs
can account for reanalysis as a force of language variation and change.
Data-driven evaluation of models
The possibility of distinct hidden representations leading to the same output
forms opens up interesting methodological questions. If two or more instances
of an MLCG model can replicate a set of linguistic data, but differ with respect
to the hidden representations employed, which is the preferred analysis? One
approach is to prune hypotheses based on properties of the models themselves. A well-known criterion is Occam’s Razor: the model that makes the
fewest assumptions while accounting for all the facts is superior. Parsimony
or explanatory power is also often invoked as an argument in favor of certain analyses: it is desirable that a small set of rules or constraints can account
for many phenomena. However, the computational approach that informs the
simulations of this book is primarily data-driven. Using the constraint-based
modeling framework, we consider the learnability of different grammars in
the face of large and varied data sets culled from experiment and corpus studies. This gives us an additional criterion to distinguish between models that
correctly predict overt forms using different covert representations: we should
prefer the model that is learnable on the basis of the data available to the
learner.

2.7

Description of the simulation framework

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, various BiPhon-based MLCGs will be trained and
tested on different data sets. The EDRA simulation framework, however, is
basically the same in all chapters, forming the foundation of the research presented in this thesis. Where possible, the simulations also reuse parameter
values of previous work in OT learning. e.g. Boersma and Hayes (2001). Algorithm 1 outlines the basic procedure in pseudocode.
Training data come in the form of pair distributions, tables listing meaning–
form pairs together with their relative frequency. A single learning trajectory runs for a predefined number of steps. At each step, a learning datum
(DIn , DOut ) is drawn at random from the data, where DIn is the overt input
form from the first level and DOut is the overt output form from the last level
of an MLCG. A pair’s probability of being drawn is derived from its relative
frequency in the distribution. The generator function G EN – which is a universal property of the model, rather than an input or parameter of the algorithm
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Algorithm 1 The main training procedure used in the simulations
1: Input A constraint hierarchy H and pair distribution P
2: Parameters nSteps, nEpochs, evalNoise, initPlasticity, decay
3: stepsPerEpoch ← nSteps ÷ nEpochs
4: plasticity ← initialPlasticity
5: for i ← 1 to nSteps do
6:
(DIn , DOut ) ← P .drawDatum()
7:
Cans ← G EN(DIn )
8:
H 0 ← sample(H, evalNoise)
9:
L ← eval(H0 , Cans)
10:
if LOut 6= DOut then
11:
Cans0 ← G EN (DIn ).filter(contains(DOut ))
12:
T ← eval(H 0 ,Cans0 )
13:
H ← update(H, L, T, plasticity)
14:
if i mod stepsPerEpoch = 0 then
15:
plasticity ← plasticity × decay
16: Result A trained hierarchy H

– creates a candidate set Cans from one half of this pair. Next, the current
constraint hierarchy H is sampled (see Section 2.4.1) yielding H 0 . E VAL then
computes the “learner candidate” L on the basis of H 0 . If the output overt
form LOut is the same as DOut , the learner proceeds directly to the next step.
If not, the learner has erred and an update will be performed. The optimal
teacher candidate T is parsed by applying E VAL on Cans0 , the subset of Cans
that contains DOut . One of various update algorithms then shifts the rankings
in H based on the violation profiles of L and T , by an amount based on the
current plasticity. After the update, the learner proceeds to the next step. The
total number of steps is divided into a number of epochs. At the end of each
epoch, the plasticity value is multiplied by a decay factor known as plasticity
decay, a positive number less than or equal to 1. As an example, if nSteps is
10000 and nEpochs is 4, stepsPerEpoch will be 2500. Under these settings, with
an initial plasticity of 1.0 and a plasticity decay of 0.1, the plasticity will be
lowered to 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 at step 2500, 5000 and 7500.

Initial state of the grammar
In most of the simulations described in this thesis, the initial ranking of constraints will be equal, set to 100.0.6 This means that no assumptions are made
about an initial “markedness over faithfulness” representation (Gnanadesikan,
6 An initial ranking of 100.0 is standard in most BiPhon literature. A beneficial effect of choosing
a positive number is that such a ranking will also work for a Harmonic Grammar evaluation
where constraint weightings are summed; if ranking values are allowed to drop under zero, a
violation would actually improve the optimality of a candidate.
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1996; Tesar and Smolensky, 2000) . An exception is Chapter 3, where a faithfulness relation between different levels of representation is expressed through a
lower constraint ranking for some mappings.

2.8

Conclusion

This chapter presented a brief overview of the theoretical and computational
framework that drives the simulations in this thesis. Each of these simulations makes use of gradual learning and stochastic evaluation in a multi-level,
constraint-based grammar to investigate aspects of modeling phonological acquisition. It was also explained that multi-level grammars, employing levels
of representation outside of the traditional Underlying and Surface Form of
two-level OT, may be more adequate to model some cases of sound learning.
The subsequent chapters go into more detail about the particular representations and simulation choices made for those specific case studies.

CHAPTER

3

Learning to perceive and recognize a second
language: the L2LP model revised

Abstract
We present a test of a revised version of the Second Language Linguistic Perception
(L2LP) model, a computational model of the acquisition of second language (L2) speech
perception and recognition. The model draws on phonetic, phonological, and psycholinguistic constructs to explain a number of L2 learning scenarios. However, a
recent computational implementation failed to validate a theoretical proposal for a
learning scenario where the L2 has less phonemic categories than the native language
(L1) along a given acoustic continuum. According to the L2LP, learners faced with this
learning scenario must not only shift their old L1 phoneme boundaries but also reduce
the number of categories employed in perception. Our proposed revision to L2LP successfully accounts for this updating in the number of perceptual categories as a process
driven by the meaning of lexical items, rather than by the learners’ awareness of the
number and type of phonemes that are relevant in their new language, as the previous
version of L2LP assumed. Results of our simulations show that meaning-driven learning correctly predicts the developmental path of L2 phoneme perception seen in empirical studies. Additionally, and to contribute to a long-standing debate in psycholinguistics, we test two versions of the model, with the stages of phonemic perception
and lexical recognition being either sequential or interactive. Both versions succeed in
learning to recognize minimal pairs in the new L2, but make diverging predictions on
learners’ resulting phonological representations. In sum, the proposed revision to the
L2LP model contributes to our understanding of L2 acquisition, with implications for
speech processing in general.
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Introduction

Adult second language (L2) learners often struggle to understand native
speech and to make themselves understood by native speakers. One important reason behind this difficulty seems to be that adult learners rely on the
rules and categories of their own native language (L1) when learning to perceive and produce L2 sounds. Numerous experiments have demonstrated the
influence of L1 perception and the specific problems it causes for L2 learners:
for instance, troublesome English minimal pairs are “rocket” and “locket” for
Japanese speakers (Aoyama et al., 2004), “beat” and “bit” for Spanish (Flege
et al., 1997) and Portuguese (Rauber et al., 2005) speakers, or “bet” and “bat”
for Dutch speakers (Broersma, 2005). The overarching cause of these problems
is that these specific sounds do not contrast in these learners’ L1 phoneme
repertoires. In other words, novel L2 contrasts are difficult to perceive and
produce.
Linguistic experience is therefore at the core of current theories and models of L2 perception and production, which advance proposals and predictions
based on how L1 speech sounds compare to those in the new language. Three
such theories, the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM; Best 1995) and its extension to L2 learning (PAM-L2; Best and Tyler 2007), the Speech Learning
model (SLM; Flege 1995; Flege et al. 2003) and the Second Language Linguistic Perception model (L2LP; Escudero 2005, 2009) explain how L1 experience
influences L2 sound learning in a number of learning scenarios. We sketch
three such scenarios and their predicted result in L2LP, SLM, and PAM-L2 below. Unlike the other two models which account for either naı̈ve non-native
and beginning L2 perception (PAM and PAM-L2) or L2 speech learning (SLM),
as reviewed in Tyler et al. (2014), L2LP aims at modeling the entire developmental process of L2 speech perception, from naı̈ve, non-native to advanced,
native-like performance. L2LP therefore proposes precise learning tasks and
developmental trajectories for learners, depending on the learning scenario
with which they are confronted, and comes with a computational learning
model within the connectionism-inspired learning framework of Stochastic
Optimality Theory (Boersma, 1998).
The basis for all predicted L2 learning trajectories in L2LP is the optimal
perception hypothesis (Escudero, 2005, 2009). This states that learners will
initially perceive L2 sounds in a manner resembling the production of these
same sounds in their L1 environment. The L2LP model thus explicitly represents the result of L1 acquisition as the initial state of L2 learning, predicting
that acoustical differences and similarities between the phonemes of two languages will shape development. From this starting point, three scenarios can
be distinguished. Unlike the SLM which deals with isolated L2 sounds, both
the L2LP and PAM make predictions for the perceptual development of sound
contrasts. When the majority of productions of an L2 contrast are acoustically
closest to typical or average productions of a single L1 sound, learners face
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what L2LP calls a N EW scenario and PAM calls single category assimilation
(Best, 1995). Learners facing this scenario must either create a new L2 category or split their existing single L1 category. L2LP and PAM predict that this
is a difficult scenario for L2 learners, and the experimental studies cited above
confirm this. In contrast, when the majority of the tokens of an L2 contrast
are acoustically closest to the typical productions of two separate L1 sounds,
learners are faced with a S IMILAR scenario (PAM: two-category assimilation).
According to the L2LP, in this scenario, the existing L1 categories are simply replicated and then adjusted so that their boundaries will come to match
those of the L2 contrast, as there is hardly ever a perfect match between the
productions of an L1 and L2 contrast. PAM and L2LP predict that this shifting
is less problematic than creating new categories (Escudero et al., 2014), while
Flege’s SLM predicts that new sounds would be easier to learn than similar
or old sounds (Flege, 1995). However, since the SLM focuses on single sounds
and not on sound contrasts, as the PAM and L2LP models, a comparison of
predictions across models may not be straightforward.
A third possible case only considered by the L2LP and PAM is the S UB SET scenario, which may be comparable to what is called uncategorized or
categorized-uncategorized assimilation, depending on how each of the members of the contrast are assimilated to native categories, in PAM. It takes place
when a single non-native sound is perceived as more than one L1 category, socalled multiple category assimilation within the L2LP (Escudero and Boersma,
2002; Escudero, 2005). Both the PAM and L2LP models predict that this scenario poses fewer problems than the N EW scenario, since no new contrast
has to be created in L2 perception (L2LP) and little discrimination difficulty
is predicted (PAM). Given that the PAM and PAML2 use perceptual assimilation data to make predictions for discrimination accuracy, while they do not
predict assimilation patterns (Escudero et al., 2014; Tyler et al., 2014; Colantoni et al., 2015), these models would predict little discrimination difficulty
for Dutch learners of Spanish from Escudero and Boersma (2002)’s categorization pattern. This is because as reported in Escudero and Boersma (2002),
Dutch listeners perceived Spanish /i/ mostly as Dutch /i/ (in average 71%
of 25 tokens) and Spanish /e/ mostly as Dutch /I/ (in average 65% of 25 tokens), which according to PAM would lead to a two-category assimilation or
a category-goodness scenario 1 , resulting in very good to good discrimination. However, L2LP’s architecture allows pinpointing a potential difficulty
for learners in this scenario that goes beyond discrimination difficulty: Escudero and Boersma (2002) note that if a learner’s L1 contrasts are left intact
when acquiring an L2 without this contrast, this may in turn lead to spurious
1 Escudero and Boersma (2002) did not collect goodness of fit ratings together with L1 categorization, which is crucial for establishing the perceptual assimilation types proposed within
PAM, which are the start point for the model’s discrimination difficulty predictions. However,
following Bundgaard-Nielsen et al. (2011), one can conclude that Spanish /i/–/e/ are categorized
or assimilated to the Dutch contrast /i/–/I/, given that an L2 vowel is defined as categorized if it
was identified as an L1 vowel in more than 50% of presentations.
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contrasts at the word level (i.e., lexical contrasts), ultimately hampering the
attainment of a fully native-like command of the L2.
If the purpose of speech communication is to understand and to be understood, it seems important to not only concentrate on how perceptual development takes place in an L2 but also to examine how the novel L2 categories
are employed to recognize and store new words in the L2 lexicon. Experimental evidence suggests continuity between L2 perceptual and lexical abilities,
as difficulties in distinguishing novel L2 sounds are commonly accompanied
by difficulties in distinguishing L2 minimal pairs. However, other research
has shown dissociation between perceptual and lexical abilities in L2 development. For instance, some studies document that L2 learners fail to encode
a novel L2 contrast lexically, despite them being fully able to perceive the L2
contrast (e.g., Curtin et al., 1998), while other studies show that the opposite
can also be true: L2 learners may develop distinct lexical representations for
words that they cannot reliably discriminate in perception (Weber and Cutler,
2004; Cutler et al., 2006; Escudero et al., 2008) or production (Hayes-Harb and
Masuda, 2008). These studies suggest that distinguishing pre-lexical perception from lexical recognition in an L2 model will provide further insight into
the processes underlying L2 acquisition. By incorporating separate but linked
representations for perceptual and lexical contrast, L2LP can serve as a model
to investigate both continuity and discrepancy between perceptual and lexical
abilities in L2 acquisition.
The computational architecture of L2LP allows simulating the entire trajectory from naı̈ve to experienced L2 listener in various scenarios. These trajectories can then be compared to empirical data to assess the adequacy of the
model. Escudero and Boersma (2004) and Escudero (2009) performed simulations with computer-modeled learners in the L2LP framework, showing that
these exhibited developmental paths that are comparable to the performance
of Spanish learners of the Southern British (SBE) and Scottish English (SE) /i/–
/I/ contrast. These learners face a N EW and S IMILAR scenario respectively, as
exemplars of the vowels in SBE are acoustically closest to Spanish /i/, while
exemplars of SE are acoustically closest to /i/ and /e/. However, the modeled
learners in these studies had direct access to the phonemic or phonological
categories of the L2 in the input data. Escudero (2005) argues that ultimately
L2 learning should be modeled as meaning-driven or message-driven2 : learners have no direct access to the phonological categories employed by native
speakers of the L2, but rather infer these based on how well they are able to
understand the meaning intended by a speaker. This is, in fact, a more ecologically valid proposal. Escudero’s theoretical account of this more realistic
mechanism for language learning used the S UBSET scenario for Dutch learners
of the Spanish /i/–/e/ contrast as a case study. Dutch has three front vowels
/i/, /I/, and /E/ in the area of the vowel space where Spanish has only /i/
2 Escudero (2005)’s original proposal considered learning message-driven, but as the learning
data for the model described in sections 2 and 3 do not strictly contain messages, we use the term
meaning-driven here.
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and /e/, which according to the L2LP should lead to the multi–category assimilation of Spanish /i/ as Dutch /i/ and /I/, and of Spanish /e/ as Dutch
/i/ and /E/, which was confirmed in naı̈ve, beginning, intermediate, and advanced Dutch learners of Spanish (Escudero and Boersma, 2002). The theoretical account predicted that meaning-driven learning would result in a reduction of the middle /I/ category. However, a computational implementation of
the model by Weiand (2007) failed to confirm this hypothesis, as the modeled
learners mostly did not manage to converge on a more L2-like grammar. A
thorough inspection of Weiand’s results has led us to believe that by revising some details of learning and representation in the model, meaning-driven
category reduction could be borne out.
In the present study, we further investigate the adequacy of the L2LP model,
in its theoretical proposal (Escudero, 2005) and earlier computational implementations (Escudero and Boersma, 2004; Weiand, 2007; Boersma and Escudero, 2008), for explaining a case of perception and lexicalization of an L2 contrast. Although PAM-L2 incorporates the role of the lexicon in L2 sound perception, it is limited to hypothesizing that vocabulary size determines L2 sound
perception success. Current psycholinguistic models of spoken-word recognition (e.g., McClelland and Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994; Gaskell and MarslenWilson, 1997) assume that the process of identifying a word in the lexicon is
the result of a process of competition between lexical candidates that are activated at the same time, with each candidate being supported to different
degrees by the speech signal. L2LP uses this activation process in a networklike model. Another important feature of L2LP that is compatible with a number of L1 acquisition models (e.g., P RIMIR, Werker and Curtin, 2005) is the
assumption of continuity between perceptual and lexical development: perceptual learning is triggered as learners attempt to improve recognition by
updating their lexical representations. This trickle-down view of meaningdriven lexical learning and lexicon-driven perceptual learning will be detailed
below. In short, L2LP bridges insights from the field of L2 sound acquisition
with more general cognitive theories of linguistic processing. These concepts
are embedded in a simulation framework that is capable of generating quite
specific predictions for various acquisition scenarios.
The present study has two aims. First, we present a revised version of
L2LP, changing two crucial details of how learning takes place but retaining the fundamental properties of the model listed above. We assess the explanatory adequacy of this revised L2LP by re-applying it to an instance of
lexical and perceptual learning in the Dutch-to-Spanish S UBSET scenario described above. Our hypothesis is that the revisions will improve the L2LP’s
ability to model the learning process in a multiple-category assimilation case
followed by a S UBSET scenario, as observed in real L2 learners by Escudero
and Boersma (2002).
Second, we propose two alternative versions of the revised model with regards to information flow from speech signal to lexicon, given that pre-lexical
and lexical perception can be implemented as sequential (strictly bottom-up)
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or interactive (allowing lexical feedback to lower-level perception). The existence of lexical feedback is a matter of much debate within models of psycholinguistics, as shown by Norris et al. (2000)’s proposal and the many alternatives that emerged in response (McClelland et al., 2006; McQueen et al.,
2006). In Escudero (2005)’s account, L2 comprehension is described as sequential, but this is not a necessary property of the model. We will thus contribute
to this more general debate by investigating the explanatory adequacy of these
alternative views on processing grammars in L2 speech comprehension. Below, we present our revised version of the L2LP model and its specific application to the S UBSET scenario, and demonstrate that it successfully explains
L2 learning of perception and lexicalization.

3.2

The L2LP model revised

Escudero (2005)’s L2LP model aims at providing a comprehensive platform to
explain L2 acquisition, perception, and lexicalization. It grew out of, and coevolved with, the Bidirectional Phonetics and Phonology framework (Boersma,
1998, 2011; henceforth BiPhon), which itself is an extension of Optimality Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky, 1993). In this section, we describe how linguistic knowledge, processing, and learning are implemented in a revised version
of L2LP, taking care to highlight changes from Escudero (2005)’s description
and Weiand (2007)’s implementation.

3.2.1

Architecture of the L2LP-revised: levels and connections

Like its predecessors, L2LP is an explicit computational model of the processes
driving L2 perception and learning. Modeling the acquisition of pre-lexical
phonetic categorization in the L2, as well as the subsequent recognition of L2
categories in stored lexical items, requires units on four levels of representation. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of these four levels and the connections
between them.
At the bottom we find the acoustic level, representing incoming speech
sounds as they arrive in the peripheral auditory system. The subsequent phonetic level encodes a speaker’s language-specific, invariant representations of
speech sounds, including context-specific allophonic detail. These intermediate representations are linked to the phonemic level where possible canonical forms of words/morphemes are stored, encoding only contrasts that may
change the meaning of a word. Finally, phonemic forms connect to possible
meanings at the lexical level3 . By including an intermediate phonetic level
between the acoustic signal and phonemic forms stored in the lexicon, L2LP
3 Traditionally in BiPhon and L2LP these four levels are known as Auditory, Surface, Underlying, and Lexical Form, respectively. Here we replace these phonological concepts with terms
more familiar to psychologists and psycholinguists.
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<lexical forms>
lexical connections

|phonemic forms|
recognition

phonological connections

/phonetic forms/
perception

cue connections

[acoustic forms]
Figure 3.1: The levels of representation and connection types in the L2LP
model.
.
aims to explicitly represent the distinction between the pre-lexical and lexical
stages of speech perception, as was described in the Introduction.
Units on adjacent levels are connected, and the process of perceiving and
eventually recognizing an incoming word is represented in the model as a
four-step path through this network: [acoustic] → /phonetic/ → |phonemic|
→ hlexicali. The winning or optimal path is decided by relative strength of
connections among competing paths. While the units themselves are fixed,
the strengths of the connections are altered over the course of learning. This in
turn alters the optimal paths from acoustics to lexicon through the network.
Knowledge of a language is thus stored in the connection strengths: for instance, a strong |phonemic| → hlexicali connection encodes knowledge of a
given lexical item as a meaning-form pair.
A central assumption of L2LP is the Full Copying hypothesis (Escudero,
2005): L2 learners initiate their learning process on a duplicate or copy of their
L1 perception grammar, so that their L2 grammar is attuned to the sounds and
categories of the L1. Over time, exposure to the new language shifts the connections of this copy to a state more suited to perception and recognition of
the L2. The next sections elaborate this learning process, showing how perception, recognition, and learning are modeled in the Dutch to Spanish S UBSET
scenario that is the focus of this chapter.

3.2.2

Evaluating optimal paths

An incoming word is represented as a unit on the [acoustic] level. As this
study concerns the L2 acquisition of Spanish front vowels, inputs are repre-
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<girl>

<Czech.F>

|t ika|

|t ka|

|t ka|

/t ika/

/t ka/

/t ka/

[t Vka;
F1(V) = 4 Bark]
Figure 3.2: Possible mappings for the input [tSVka; F1(V) = 4 Bark], via phonetic and phonemic representations, to a lexical form. Each bottom-to-top path
through the graph represents a possible pathway of perception and recognition.

sented by two variables, namely a “carrier” word containing a front vowel,
and the first formant (F1) of the said vowel, which is the acoustic cue for vowel
height. The carrier words (see Appendix A) are always members of a Spanish
/i/ - /e/ minimal pair, and are represented as acoustically invariant: they can
be seen as narrowing down the available units in the network to those specific to a given minimal pair. The F1 input values do show acoustic variation:
they are represented as discretized values on the psychoacoustic Bark scale,
ranging from 2 to 8 Bark in steps of 0.1 Bark. For example, the acoustic input [tSVka, F1(V) = 4.0 Bark] corresponds to a realization of either the Spanish
word chica ‘girl’ or of checa ‘Czech female,’ with an F1 value of 4 Bark for the
front vowel (V). Figure 3.2 shows the possible mappings from this particular
input form, via phonetic and phonemic representations, to one of two possible lexical meanings. All other combinations of carrier words and front vowel
realizations are similarly connected to two possible meanings via the two intermediate levels of representation.
Under the assumption that the L2 grammar is initially a copy of the L1
grammar, the learner may connect the [V] contained in the acoustic input to
one of the three different front vowels of Dutch on the /phonetic/ level, embedded in a phonetic representation of the carrier word. Our example input
[tSVka, F1(V) = 4.0 Bark] thus connects to the phonetic representations /tSika/,
/tSIka/ and /tSEka/. These connect in turn to three phonemic representations
|tSika|, |tSIka| and |tSEka|, which lead to either of two hlexicali items, namely
hgirli or hCzech.Fi. This yields a total of 18 paths (3 × 2 × 2) from acoustics to
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<Czech.F>

|t ika|

|t ka|

|t ka|

/t ika/

/t ka/

/t ka/

[t Vka;
F1(V) = 4 Bark]
Figure 3.3: Recognizing a lexical form by finding an optimal path. Of the 18
possible routes to from sound to meaning, the optimal path is that whose
weakest connection is stronger than the weakest connection of any other path.
In this figure, line thickness visualizes connection strength. The input containing a front vowel with an F1 of 4 Bark is perceived as phonetic /tSika/,
phonemic |tSika|, and ultimately recognized as lexical hgirli.
.
lexicon for each representable acoustic input. The relative strengths of connections along the paths decide the optimal route. However, the ranking values
encoding these connection strengths are distorted slightly at each evaluation
step by adding a random value from a normal distribution. This stochastic
evaluation (Boersma, 1998) allows the model to deal with probability and variation when mapping from input to output. Stochastic evaluation is also robust
to occasional errors in the input data during the learning procedure (detailed
in Section Meaning-driven learning below), making it more likely to converge
on a target language (Boersma and Hayes, 2001).
Following a central tenet of Optimality Theory, the optimal path from
[acoustic] to hlexicali is not defined by the sum of its connection strengths.
Rather, a path is as strong as its weakest link, which means that the optimal path is the one containing the least weak connections. Equivalently, one
can envision evaluation as iterating through the connections from weakest to
strongest, pruning each connection until a single route remains. Figure 3.3 illustrates this evaluation procedure and is further explained below.
The [acoustic] → /phonetic/ connection strengths are initially inherited
from the L1 Dutch grammar and thus suitable for the Dutch system with three
front vowels. The /phonetic/ → |phonemic| connections are also not arbitrary,
as the grammar is biased toward what phonologists refer to as faithful mappings, i.e., the connections between a phonetic representation and its identical
phonological counterpart (e.g., /i/ → |i|, /I/ → |I| and /E/ → |E|). The bias is
enforced by initializing these connections as stronger than the other six /pho-
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netic/ → |phonemic| connections. Nevertheless, this is an important conceptual shift from the original architecture proposed by Escudero (2005) and its
implementation by Weiand (2007). While they also biased the grammars toward faithful mappings, this bias was qualitative, so that these connections
could never be weaker than a non-faithful mapping, and their strength was
impervious to learning. In the revised L2LP, this initial bias is quantitative and
may diminish or vanish over the course of learning. Thus, our revision retains
symbolic representations but has a connectionist perspective on the relation
between the /phonetic/ and |phonemic| levels: the two types of representation are of a distinct nature, there is no identity mapping, and the affinities
between units on the two levels are gradual.
Finally, the |phonemic| → hlexicali connections are all initialized at equal
strength in the L2 grammar, since no knowledge about the lexical meaning of
Spanish word forms could be inherited from the L1 grammar. While |phonemic|
→ hlexicali mappings are specific to the subnetworks selected by the carrier
words, the [acoustic] → /phonetic/ and /phonetic/ → |phonemic| connection
strengths pertain only to the representations of front vowels and are shared
between representations regardless of carrier word. An update triggered by
our example acoustic input [tSVka, F1(V) = 4.0 Bark] will therefore also affect
the outcome of all other inputs with an F1 of 4 Bark; at the same time the updating of |phonemic| → hlexicali connection strengths affects the outcome for
the carrier word [tSVka] across all F1 input values. This update to both levels of connections triggered by an acoustic input validates the need for both a
phonemic and a lexical level within the model.

3.2.3

Sequential vs. interactive processing

As discussed in the Introduction, a standing debate in cognitive models of
speech processing is whether the outcome of (pre-lexical) perception forms
the input to recognition, or whether the two processes are performed in parallel and may interact with one another. Escudero (2005)’s theoretical treatment
of L2LP and its implementation by Weiand (2007) is sequential: their learners always evaluate the [acoustic] → /phonetic/ connections of perception
before the /phonetic/ → |phonemic| and |phonemic| → hlexicali connections
of recognition. However, this two-step processing is not a necessary feature
of the model, as Boersma (2011) shows that BiPhon (and by extension L2LP)
can handle interaction between different levels of representation. By removing the strict ordering of connections in evaluation, recognition may interact
with perception.
In our implementation, assigning connections stratum indices besides their
ranking value enforces strict sequential ordering. At evaluation time, connections are ordered first by stratum, then by (distorted) ranking value. This
means that if we place the [acoustic] → /phonetic/ connections in a higher
stratum, perception precedes recognition and we simulate a learner with sequential perception and recognition. Conversely, by placing all connections in
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the same stratum, the connections of recognition may influence the outcome
of perception. This allows us to compare a purely bottom-up version to an
interactive version of the model, all else being equal.

3.2.4

Meaning-driven learning

Learning in the L2LP framework equates with updating the connection
strengths in the network, and is error-driven: simulated learners attempt to
improve perception and recognition of the L2 whenever the current state
of the grammar leads to misunderstandings. This is referred to as meaningdriven learning, as described above. After an acoustic input is evaluated and
matched to a lexical form (Section Evaluating Optimal Paths), the learner is presented with a target hlexicali form encoding the intention of the speaker. If
this target form matches the lexical form as understood by the learner, recognition is correct and no action is undertaken. In case of a mismatch, the learner
will attempt to decrease the likelihood of a future mismatch by updating their
grammar through weakening all connections along the path that led to the incorrect lexical form, and strengthening all connections along the path to the
intended target form. If the two paths share subpaths, the net change in the
strength of that connection will be zero. The plasticity value that is subtracted
and added in order to weaken and strengthen connections, respectively, gradually decreases during learning.
Importantly, the target hlexicali item presented to learners contains no information on the /phonetic/ or |phonemic| categories employed by the speaker.
The connection strengths on these intermediate levels must be updated such
that future instances of this acoustic input will follow a path to the intended
target item. Although the use of minimal pairs restricts possible outputs to
two hlexicali items, the learner is confronted with several possibilities for performing this update, and is initially biased toward retaining its three-vowel
L1 Dutch system where possible.
Since nine distinct paths lead from any input to each individual lexical
form, the learner must first parse a single path to the correct form to decide
which connections to strengthen. Finding this parse occurs through interpretive parsing (Tesar and Smolensky, 1998). That is, the learner uses its current
grammar to find an alternative path, but this time considers only the subset of nine paths leading to the target form, instead of the full network, as
shown in Figure 3.4. Following Jarosz (2013a), and departing from the implementation of Weiand (2007), evaluation noise is re-applied to the connections
prior to parsing. Jarosz found that this resampling technique greatly increases
the chances of finding a grammar that is compatible with the input data in
Optimality-Theoretic, error-driven learning models.
To summarize, the present L2LP-revised model implements Escudero
(2005)’s proposal with the following three revisions: (1) the phonologically
inspired bias for “faithful” mappings is less restrictive (Section Evaluating Optimal Paths), (2) the possibility of interaction between perception and recog-
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<girl>

<Czech.F>

weakened

|t ika|

strengthened

|t ka|

strengthened

weakened

/t ika/
weakened

|t ka|

/t ka/

/t ka/

strengthened

[t Vka;
F1(V) = 4 Bark]
Figure 3.4: Error-driven learning. The learner discovers that it should have
recognized lexical hCzech.Fi rather than hgirli. It performs another evaluation,
this time within the subset of paths leading to hCzech.Fi. Learning strengthens connections along that path, and weakens connections along the incorrect
path initially found.
nition can be explored (Section Sequential Vs. Interactive Processing), and (3)
Jarosz (2013a)’s resampling is applied in parsing to enhance the likelihood
of convergence. The next section describes the methodology for training and
testing our model of the S UBSET scenario using computational simulations.

3.3

Computational modeling with the L2LP-revised
model

We performed a number of learning simulations to investigate whether the
revised model described in Section The L2LP Model Revised can successfully
implement the meaning-driven S UBSET learning scenario described by Escudero (2005). The simulation program consisted of two phases: L1 training, in order to create the “naı̈ve” L1 starting point from which L2 acquisition proceeds, and L2 training to simulate the acquisition of Spanish categories through error-driven learning on lexical items. This two-stage simulation procedure was applied both for sequential-type learners whose [acoustic] → /phonetic/ connections are always evaluated before all other connections, and for interactive-type learners whose connections pertaining to recognition are allowed to outrank connections pertaining to perception. At various
points during both training procedures, learners were given data from a test
set in order to investigate to what extent L2 training improves recognition of
the Spanish lexical items, as well as how phonemic/phonetic categories were
remapped to this end.
Parameter settings were identical to those used in Boersma and Escudero (2008) and Weiand (2007) wherever possible. Ranking values (strength)
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for all connections were initialized to an equal value of 100, with the exception of /phonetic/ → |phonemic| connections, which were set to 95 for “faithful” connections that preserved identity across these levels (Section Evaluating Optimal Paths), and to 105 for the other connections. The evaluation noise
parameter was set to 2.0, which represented the standard deviation of a random normal distribution (centered around zero) that distorted ranking values
before each evaluation. Plasticity was initialized to 0.1 at the start of learning,
with a decay rate such that plasticity shrank by a factor 0.7 every 10,000 steps.

3.3.1

Acoustic input data for the simulated learners

In both training phases, simulated learners were repeatedly given [acoustic]
inputs, each of which represented some word or utterance containing a front
vowel. The auditory correlate of the height of these front vowels is its first formant (F1), which the grammar represents on the psychoacoustic Bark scale,
from 2.0 to 8.0 Bark in bins of 0.1 Bark. In order to increase the ecological validity of our simulations, we obtained these F1 values from two recent, methodologically similar vowel production studies, as described below.
The F1 values for the L1 Dutch input data were generated by taking all female tokens of the vowels /i/, /I/, and /E/ from the corpus of van van Leussen
et al. (2011), converting the F1 of these tokens to Bark and rounding it to the
nearest “bin”. The L2 formant values were likewise generated by taking all
female tokens of /i/ and /e/ from Chládková et al. (2011), but these were also
paired with a randomly selected carrier word containing either /i/ or /e/ in
Spanish. Carrier words were the minimal pairs listed in the Appendix, which
were the same as those used in Weiand (2007).
Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of the F1 per category in the L1 and L2
input data.

3.3.2

Training and testing procedures

In the L1 Dutch training phase, simulated learners were exposed to [acoustic]–
/phonetic/ pairs of binned input F1 values and target vowels, in order to train
them directly on the three-way Dutch contrast. In this way, we cast L1 learning as perceptual, as in Boersma and Escudero (2008). This special status for
L1 learning is warranted by results in the infant learning literature, which
strongly suggest that infants learn language-specific perceptual warping before a lexicon is in place (Werker and Tees, 1984; Polka and Werker, 1994; Maye
et al., 2002). An example input-output pair would be [F1 = 3.4 Bark] - /i/.
To test whether training resulted in correct Dutch-like perception of /i/, /I/,
and /E/, we used a holdout method where the production tokens described
in Section Acoustic Input Data for the Simulated Learners were first split into
a training (90%) and testing (10%) subset. A total of 40,000 [acoustic] input
tokens was then randomly sampled from these training sets for each learner,
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of input data over the F1 continuum for Dutch (above)
and Spanish training phases. The histograms represent the “binned input
data.
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with the grammar updating the ranking in case of an error as described in Section Sequential vs. Interactive Processing. Following Jarosz (2013a), the ranking was resampled (i.e., evaluation noise was applied a second time) after an
error, so that the connection strengths used for parsing may differ slightly
from those used for the initial evaluation.
To simulate immersion in the L2 environment, the simulated learners were
next trained on labeled pairs of binned input F1 values plus invariant carrier words (Section Acoustic Input Data for the Simulated Learners), and output hlexicali forms representing a meaning congruent with the chosen carrier
word and vowel token. An example input–output pair would be [tSVka], F1(V)
= 3.8 Bark] – hgirli. Learners were given no information about the intermediate /phonetic/ and |phonemic| categories; remapping these representations
takes place only on the basis of the target hlexicali form through the parsing
strategy described in Section Meaning-driven Learning, and learners began
with a system optimally suited to perceiving the L1 training data.
In all other respects, L2 training resembles L1 training: again the input data
were split into a training (90%) and testing (10%) subset, and a total of 40,000
training tokens (generated from the training data) was given to learners, who
again employed resampling to determine which ranking values to update in
case of an error. The (informal) pseudocode below summarizes the learning
algorithm performed on the L1 and L2 training datasets.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

for each pair (inputT ∼ outputT ) do
add evaluation noise to ranking values of all connections
evaluate optimal path (inputT ... outputO ) from inputT
if outputT 6= outputO then
add evaluation noise to all connection strengths in grammar
evaluate target parse between inputT and outputO
decrease ranking value for each connection in optimal path by plasticity
increase ranking value for each connection in target parse by plasticity
decrease plasticity by decay rate

3.4

Modeling results

Results were obtained by evaluating tokens from the test sets at various stages
of L1 and L2 training. No learning took place on these test tokens. Since there
are some elements of randomness in the model and training (specifically in the
division of the input data into training and test sets, and the noise employed
in evaluation), we ran 50 simulations for both the sequential and interactive
versions of the grammar, representing 50 simulated sequential-type and 50
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Figure 3.6: Classification of inputs after 0 (left) and 40,000 (right) learning iterations on the L1 input data
simulated interactive-type learners. The results reported here are averaged
over these 50 simulated learners per grammar type.

3.4.1

L1 learning

As stated above, L2LP assumes the initial state of an L2 grammar to be a copy
of the L1 grammar. We simulated this initial state by first training each grammar on the discretized acoustic values coupled to the phonetic categories mentioned above. Since the L1 training concerns only the mapping from [acoustic]
inputs to the /phonetic/ level, without involving the lexicon, there is no difference in behavior between the sequential and interactive learners. Figure 3.6
shows how these [acoustic]-/phonetic/ mappings develop over the course of
training. At the end of training, the categorization curves matched those of
the input distribution of Figure 3.6. Since the distributions of the three vowels
on the F1 continuum show some overlap, learners reached a ceiling of about
80% correct recognition of the test set (Figure 3.7, left). This means that without lexical or semantic context, it is not always possible to distinguish these
vowels from one another.

3.4.2

L2 learning

Both sequential and interactive learners were able to improve their classification of the Spanish minimal hlexicali pairs, arriving at a stable recognition rate
of around 85% over time. As in L1 learning, this is probably the peak possible
success rate given the fact that the distributions of Spanish /i/ and /e/ overlap, as shown in the original vowel production study (see Chládková et al.,
2011 and Figure 3.5). Although sequential learners needed a slightly larger
number of input data to attain this peak rate, both types ultimately reach this
ceiling (with overlapping confidence intervals) after about 8000 iterations, as
shown in Figure 3.7 (right). This slower attainment may be a consequence of
the more L1-like representations maintained by sequential learners, as will be
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Figure 3.7: Success rates over time for Dutch L1 (left) and Spanish L2 (right)
training. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
discussed below.
The success of this new implementation of the model in learning to recognize the L2 confirms our hypothesis that the original L2LP’s predictions as
implemented by Weiand (2007) failed because of the phonologically inspired
“faithfulness” connections. The current revision, which implements phoneticphonemic mappings through a more general concept of connection strength,
is more successful in modeling empirical L2 learning results. The revised L2LP
furthermore shows that the meaning-driven learning of lexical items proposed
by Escudero (2005) can account for improved understanding of the L2 through
exposure to the language.
Furthermore, the L2LP model makes specific predictions on learners’
phonological categorization of speech sounds over the course of development. All learners shifted the boundaries between /phonetic/ categories during learning: they adapted to the two-vowel L2 system at the cost of the middle /I/ category, as shown by the /phonetic/ categorization of learners over
time (Figure 8). This result of the simulations closely resembles the empirical
findings of Escudero and Boersma (2002), as well as the modeling results of
Boersma and Escudero (2008), which assumed learners access category labels.
The revised model however shows that acquiring L2-like representations can
also be modeled as meaning-driven, without assuming that a learner has explicit knowledge of the L2 phonological categories, an assumption that was at
the core of Boersma and Escudero (2008)’s model.
Without phonetic or phonemic labels in the L2 input data, learners are
faced with several options on how to adapt their old perceptual systems to the
L2. Interestingly, Figure 3.8 also shows that the sequential and interactive versions of the model do not predict the same extent of perceptual remapping in
the L2. For interactive learners, the former Dutch /I/ category eventually falls
into complete disuse, so that these L2 Spanish learners are effectively nativelike in their perception of front vowels, employing only two categories. The
sequential model predicts that perception of /I/ diminishes, but is retained
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Figure 3.8: Sequential (above) and interactive learners’ categorization of inputs after 2,000 (left), 10,000 (middle) and 40,000 (right) learning iterations.

for certain inputs. This difference in /I/ responses after learning, corresponding to the area under the /I/ curve after 40,000 training tokens, is significant
between the two groups of learners4 .
This difference between the two groups is restricted to a small range of
inputs: the phonemic categorizations of the two groups are significantly different for [acoustic] inputs whose F1 lies between 4.5 and 5.1 Bark.5 This range
corresponds to Dutch /I/ and includes the boundary between Spanish /i/ and
/e/. The sequential model thus predicts that L2 perception remains filtered
by the L1 for these intermediate vowels, with more open vowels usually classified as /e/ but occasionally as /I/. Despite this maintenance of a three-vowel
system in their internal L2 representations, sequential learners attain the same
recognition rate of Spanish lexical items (Figure 7). These learners appear to
consider /I/ an “allophone” of /e/ in Spanish, and store both phones as possible realizations for words containing phonemic |e|. We discuss the implications of these predictions below.

t-test, two-sided, t = 30.5903, df = 69.32, p = 5.5 × 10−35
input F1 value, relative frequency of response for each vowel was summed per learner
type (sequential vs. interactive); Pearson’s chi-squared (response type) was significant (N 1 =
N 2 = 50, df = 2, χ2 = 7.06, Bonferroni-corrected p = 0.00047).
4 Welch’s
5 Per
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Discussion

Experience in one’s native language largely shapes the perceptual and lexical
acquisition of a second language. We provide a computational, network-like
model of L2 perception and lexicalization. The revised L2LP retains (psycho)linguistic concepts on representations and evaluation of input data, but removes a number of assumptions from theoretical phonology about the way
units on these levels of representation are connected. Discarding these assumptions has increased the explanatory power of the model, suggesting that
a strictly symbolic view of the phonetics–phonology interface is not consistent with what we know about L2 learning. Another novel aspect was that we
trained our simulated learners on data taken directly from vowel production
studies, rather than artificial distributions.
Our first aim was to explore the viability of a meaning-driven learning
paradigm, in which learners have access to the intended meanings but not
to the phonological specifications of the L2 input. Simulated learners showed
progress toward native-like perception and recognition of front vowels, progressively adapting to the L2 in a way similar to real-life L2 learners Escudero and Boersma (2002). This mirrors the results of an earlier modeling study
(Boersma and Escudero, 2008) but obviates the assumption that overt phonological structure is present in the learning input.
Secondly, the revised model allows us to differentiate between a sequential and an interactive perspective on phonetic (pre-lexical) perception and
lexical recognition. While both versions of the model gravitate toward correct
recognition of the L2, they make different predictions on the phonetic representations ultimately employed by learners. Specifically, sequential learners
are predicted to retain an L1 phonetic category for certain “boundary” stimuli
whereas interactive learners ultimately fully adapt their vowel system to the
L2. Anecdotal evidence suggests that adult L2 learners only very rarely reach
native-like ability, which at first glance seems more in line with the results of
our sequential learners (but see Bongaerts, 1999). However, experimental evidence is needed in order to untangle the influence of L1 on the perception of
L2 learners. Previous research (e.g., Escudero and Boersma, 2002; Mayr and
Escudero, 2010; Escudero et al., 2012) has studied L2 categorization behavior
by activating listeners’ L2 language mode (Grosjean, 2000). We conjecture that
categorical perception effects (discrimination peaks) in the region of the old
L1 phonetic categories (e.g., the subsumed Dutch /I/) when perceiving the L2
may provide clues for the accuracy of either the sequential or the interactive
model. These effects may be measured with discrimination and identification
experiments, presenting the relevant tokens to advanced Dutch learners of
Spanish in their Spanish language mode.6 Experiments can include more sen6 A reviewer suggested the possibility that either strategy occurs in real-life L2 learners, and is
perhaps a locus of individual differences in L2 acquisition. The potential co-existence of the two
types of grammars in the same listener or differences across listeners can also be explored with
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sitive measures such as reaction times or event-related potentials to examine
whether retaining the extra L1 vowel category negatively affects L2 perception. Indeed, previous studies have shown that the availability of extra phonetic categories affects native and non-native vowel perception (Benders et al.,
2012; Elvin et al., 2014). Our results thus offer testable hypotheses that may in
turn contribute to the general debate of sequential vs. interactive language
processing (Norris et al., 2000; McClelland et al., 2006).
We conclude that L2LP offers a workable and fruitful model of the processes underlying acquisition of non-native sound systems. Compared to alternative models of L2 acquisition, the simulation paradigm illustrated in this
study allows L2LP to make very specific predictions on how L1 experience
and L2 input shape the outcome of learning. These numerical predictions can
be compared to empirical findings and in turn inform new hypotheses. Future
work is to investigate whether L2LP’s success extends beyond the S UBSET scenario described abovefor instance, the reverse scenario (which would be an
instance of the L2LP N EW scenario) of going from a two-way to a three-way
contrast, and would therefore require the creation of a new L2 category rather
than the discontinued use of an old L1 category.
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CHAPTER

4

Efficient evaluation and learning in multi-level
parallel constraint grammars

Abstract
In multi-level parallel Optimality-Theoretic grammars, the number of candidates (possible paths from the input to the output level) increases exponentially with the number
of levels of representation. The problem with this is that with the customary strategy of
listing all candidates in a tableau, the computation time for the evaluation (i.e. choosing the winning candidate) and learning (i.e. reranking the constraints on the basis of
language data) increases exponentially with the number of levels as well. This paper
proposes instead to collect the candidates in a graph in which the number of nodes and
the number of connections increase only linearly with the number of levels of representation. As a result, there exist procedures for evaluation and learning that increase only
linearly with the number of levels. These efficient procedures help to make multi-level
parallel constraint grammars more feasible as models of human language processing.
We illustrate visualization, evaluation and learning with a toy grammar for a traditional case that has already previously been analyzed in terms of parallel evaluation,
namely French liaison.
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‘meaning’
lexical-semantic constraints
morphemes

morphosyntactic constraints
lexical-phonological constraints

Šunderlying formŠ
faithfulness constraints

/surface form/

structural constraints
cue constraints

[phonetic form]

articulatory constraints

Figure 4.1: The five-level grammar model needed for this paper.

4.1

Multi-level parallel constraint grammars

Difficult problems in phonology and its interaction with phonetics, such as
the French liaison problem discussed in this paper, often benefit from being
expressed in terms of multiple levels of representation. The five levels considered in the present paper are the ones shown in Fig. 4.1: meaning, morphemes, (phonological) underlying form, (phonological) surface form, and
phonetic form. In an Optimality-Theoretic (OT) implementation (Boersma,
2007; Apoussidou, 2007), relations between adjacent levels are evaluated by
inter-level constraints (here, lexical-semantic, lexical-phonological, faithfulness
and cue constraints), and the representations themselves are evaluated by
intra-level constraints (here, morphosyntactic, structural, and articulatory constraints). The downward arrows in the figure represent the direction of the
production process; the input to this process is an intended meaning and its
output is a realized phonetic form.
For the present paper the parallel property of the model is crucial: production is implemented as the evaluation of candidates across all levels of processing in parallel. The speaker starts with an intended meaning and computes an
optimal quadruplet of morphemes, underlying, surface, and phonetic form.
Cross-level parallelism means that e.g. faithfulness constraints, which evaluate the relation between underlying and surface form, can interact with cue
constraints, which evaluate the relation between (phonological) surface form
and (auditory-) phonetic form. This cross-level parallelism allows “later” phonetic considerations such as articulatory effort and auditory cue quality to influence “earlier” phonological decisions (Boersma, 2007, 2008). In the present
paper, parallelism crucially allows later” phonological considerations such as
hiatus avoidance to influence earlier” choices in the morphology such as gen-
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der selection. These types of bottom-up influences in production are depicted
with upward arrows in Fig. 4.1.
In learning, cross-level parallelism typically causes the credit (or blame)
for overt phenomena to be distributed over multiple levels. Thus, when an
underlying |an+pa| is pronounced as phonetic [ampa], the learner will automatically come to interpret this partly as a phonological, partly as a phonetic
assimilation (Boersma, 2008).
A potential problem with parallel evaluation is its computational load. If
every meaning comes with 10 possible morphemes, 10 possible underlying
forms, 10 possible surface forms, and 10 possible phonetic forms, and we assume that all of these can be combined freely, then the number of candidates
(quadruplets of morpheme, underlying, surface, and phonetic form) that have
to be evaluated for any given meaning is 10,000. In other words, the number
of candidates increases exponentially with the number of levels of representation. If we list all of these candidates in a big tableau, and use the usual
candidate elimination procedure for tableaus (Prince and Smolensky, 1993),
the computational load of choosing the optimal candidate increases exponentially with the number of levels of representation. This problem could become
especially prohibitive in a practical comprehensive computational model of
linguistic processing, in which there may be more phonological levels than
in Figure 4.1 (e.g. an additional word level; Mohanan 1981; Kiparsky 1982;
Bermúdez-Otero 2003) and more phonetic levels (e.g. separate articulatory
and auditory levels; Boersma 1998), and in which there will certainly be more
semantic levels (e.g. separate lexical and sentence levels; Jackendoff (1997) as
well as multiple syntactic levels (e.g. deep and surface structure; Chomsky
1957) and some discourse levels (Hengeveld and Mackenzie, 2008); a total of
12 or more levels can easily be imagined.
Fortunately, an exponentially increasing candidate set does not have to
come with an exponentially increasing computation time. The computational
OT literature has repeatedly shown that a candidate set whose size is exponential in a certain parameter can be evaluated in a time that is linear in that
parameter, if certain conditions are met. For instance, in two- level OT, the
number of output candidates is typically exponential in the length of the input: if e.g. each input segment either surfaces unchanged, or is deleted, or has
something epenthesized before and/or after it, each input segment has four
potential surface realizations, and an input string of N segments has 4N surface candidates; Ellison (1994), however, showed that if such a candidate set
can be represented as a regular expression and appropriate restrictions on the
constraints are met (“finite-state OT”) the evaluation time is only linear in the
length of the input (Riggle 2004 improves on this, by showing that in finitestate OT even an infinite candidate set, e.g. one with unbounded epenthesis,
can be evaluated in linear time). Likewise, if we allow subsegmental phonological structure, the number of candidates is exponential in the number of
autosegmental tiers, but Eisner (1997) showed that if in finite- state OT the
candidate set can be represented on a non-hierarchical set of tiers with a time-
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line (“Primitive OT”) the evaluation is linear in the number of tiers.
The same consideration applies to the multi-level OT of Figure 4.1, where
the number of candidates is exponential in the number of levels of representation. In this paper we show that if each constraint evaluates either a single
level or the relation between two levels, evaluation time becomes linear in the
number of levels. As with Ellison (1994), Eisner (1997) and Riggle (2004), this
linearity is achieved with graph-theoretic methods, but without requiring the
assumptions of finite-state OT. Specifically, we represent the candidate set not
in a big tableau but in a candidate graph, which would reduce the 10,000candidate case above to a graph with only 40 nodes and 310 connections, i.e.
with a number of elements that increases only linearly with the number of
levels of representation.
The concept of the candidate graph is introduced in section 2. In section
3 we then show how this economical representation naturally leads to efficient procedures for evaluation and learning, which either extend the usual
candidate elimination procedure for tableaus (Prince and Smolensky, 1993) or
reflect standard procedures for optimization in graphs (Ford 1956; Bellman
1957; Viterbi 1967; for OT: Riggle 2009). As a real-language case to illustrate
the procedures of Section 3, Section 2 introduces the case of the interaction
of liaison and gender selection in French. In Section 4 we investigate how the
learning procedure works out for the French case. In Section 5 we discuss how
our findings relate to complexity-reducing proposals for other parts of OT.

4.2

Visualization of candidates with multi-level OT
tableaus

The usual way to visualize an evaluation process in Optimality Theory is with
a tableau, a list of all possible candidate outcomes with their constraint violations (Prince and Smolensky, 1993). For parallel models such as the one in Fig.
4.1, this list can become very long. The present section illustrates this point
with the example used throughout this paper, which is the phenomenon of
phonological liaison in French and its interaction with morphological gender
selection. Liaison has served as a testing ground for many phonological theories (for reviews see Eychenne 2006 and Durand and Lyche 2008); its parallel
interaction with gender selection has been noted by Encrevé-Lambert (1971)
and Encrevé (1988) and was first addressed within OT by Tranel (1996). We
first present a traditional serial analysis, then proceed to the parallel analysis.

4.2.1

The serial analysis of gender selection and liaison

The serial analysis of gender selection and liaison in French proceeds as follows, in a stepwise OT evaluation where in each step we heavily restrict the
candidate generator (G EN) to providing only the most relevant candidates.
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We only model the behaviour of the adjective good in French, which is pronounced [bOn] when feminine and [bÕ] when masculine, except that before
vowel-initial nouns it is always [bOn] (in first approximation). For our serial
account we follow the early generative approach by Schane (1968), Dell (1970,
1973) and Selkirk (1972), which posits that in the underlying form there is a
single stem |bOn| for both masculine and feminine gender, and that a gender
morpheme is appended to this, which is phonologically empty (| |) for the
masculine and a schwa (|@|) for the feminine.
Suppose that one wants to produce the meaning ‘goodi actori ’ in French.
In a serial version of Figure 4.1, a French speaker starts by connecting this
meaning to the French morphemes hbon-M; acteurM i, where the subscript M
marks the Masculine value of the gender feature of the noun acteur, and the
appended “-M” indicates the masculine ending of French adjectives. In OT,
this could look like the following tableau:
(1) Mapping meaning to morphemes
“goodi actori ”
+

*hFMi

hbon-M; acteurM i
hbon-F; acteurM i

∗!

where the constraint *hFMi militates against a gender mismatch within the
morphemic level. In the serial account, the working of this constraint is quite
trivial: since it interacts with nothing else, it will always force a gender identity
between adjective and noun, as it does here.
Next, the serial speaker connects the morpheme sequence to an underlying form by using a ranking of lexical-phonological constraints (Boersma and
Hayes 2001; Apoussidou 2007) that makes sure that the underlying forms proposed by Schane, Dell and Selkirk are selected. For the present case, the result
is |bOn+ #aktœK|, where “+” denotes a word-internal morpheme boundary
and “#” a word boundary:

∗!
∗!

*hMi | |

*hFi |@|

∗!

∗
∗

*hbon-Fi |bOn|

*hFi | |

*hbon-Mi |bOn|

|bOn+ #aktœK|
|bOn+@#aktœK|
|bÕ+ #aktœK|
|bÕ+@#aktœK|

*hMi |@|

+

*hbon-Fi |bÕ|

hbon-M; acteurM i

*hbon-Mi |bÕ|

(2) Mapping morphemes to an underlying form

∗
∗

∗
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Here, the lexical-phonological constraint *hbon-Mi |bÕ| militates against
connecting the morpheme hbon-Mi to the underlying form |bÕ|, the lexicalphonological constraint *hFi| | militates against connecting morphemic femininity to an underlying null form, and so on. In the serial account, the workings of the lexical constraints are quite simple: since they interact with nothing
else, the winning underlying form of a morpheme is always the one that violates the lowest-ranked lexical constraint.
Now that the underlying form is known, the speaker connects it to the
surface structure /.bO.nak.tœK./, where “.” denotes a syllable boundary and
where the final underlying |n| of |bOn| has been moved to the onset of the
same syllable that contains the first two segments of acteur (a case of liaison):
(3) Mapping the underlying form to a surface form
|bOn+@#aktœK|
+

/.bO.nak.tœK./
/.bÕ.ak.tœK./
/.bO.n@.ak.tœK./
/.bÕ.@.ak.tœK./

*| | /@/

*|@| / /

*/V.V/

*/n./

*|Õ| /On/

*|On| /Õ/

∗!
∗
∗∗

∗!
∗!

∗
∗

Here we see four faithfulness constraints, in a generalized notation suitable
for multi-level approaches: *| | /@/ militates against schwa insertion, *|@| / /
against schwa deletion, *|Õ| /On/ against n-insertion, and *|On| /Õ/ against ndeletion. There are also two structural constraints: */n./ against /n/ in coda,
and */V.V/ against hiatus. Some of these constraints become relevant only in
later tableaus.1
Finally, the speaker pronounces the surface form as the overt phonetic
form [bOnaktœK], with the help of cue constraints (faithfulness-like constraints
for phonetic implementation; Boersma, 2007) and constraints against articulatory effort.
(4) Mapping the surface form to a phonetic form
/.bO.nak.tœK./
+

[bOnaktœK]
[bÕaktœK]
[bOn@aktœK]
[bÕ@aktœK]

*/Õ/ [On]

*/On/ [Õ]

*[@]

*/@/ [ ]

*/ / [@]

∗!
∗!

∗!
∗

∗
∗

Here, the cue constraint */Õ/ [On] militates against pronouncing a phonological nasal vowel as a phonetic nasal consonant, and */ / [@] militates against
1 We ignore in this paper the potential multiplicity of syllabification candidates. Specifically, we
assume that there are high-ranking constraints that dictate that bonne maison good house is better
represented as /.bOn.mE.zÕ./ than as /.bO.nmE.zÕ./, and, conversely, that bon oiseau good bird is
/.bO.nwa.zo/ rather than/.bOn.wa.zo/
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pronouncing a phonetic schwa without a phonological correspondent (the articulatory constraint *[@] is needed below).
To summarize tableaux (1) through (4), one can now express the full route
from meaning to sound as the winning candidate path ‘goodi actori ’ – hbon-M;
acteurM i – |bOn+ #aktœK| – /.bO.nak.tœK./ – [bOnaktœK].
While the word acteur was masculine and vowel-initial, we now proceed
to the word mari ‘husband’, which is also masculine, but consonant-initial.
The meaning goodi husbandi shows up as [bÕmaKi], without any [n], the idea
being that /n/ can phonologically show up only before vowel-initial forms
such as ak.tœK./, and not before consonant-initial forms such as /ma.Ki./. In a
serial account, the first two mappings have no knowledge of this phonological
conditioning, so that their workings are identical to what they were in the
‘goodi actori ’ case:
(5) Serial account: Mapping meaning to morphemes is insensitive to phonology
“goodi husbandi ”
+

*hFMi

hbon-M; mariM i
hbon-F; mariM i

∗

∗!
∗!

*hMi | |

*hFi |@|

∗!

∗
∗

*hbon-Fi |bOn|

*hFi | |

*hbon-Mi |bOn|

|bOn+ #maKi|
|bOn+@#maKi|
|bÕ+ #maKi|
|bÕ+@#maKi|

*hMi |@|

+

*hbon-Fi bÕ|

hbon-M; mariM i

*hbon-Mi bÕ

(6) Serial account: Mapping morphemes to an underlying form is insensitive to
phonology

∗
∗

∗

So the underlying form is |bOn+ #maKi|, with the same initial two morphemes as ‘goodi actori ’, with the inclusion of an underlying bOn. Now that
phonological material is available, the coalescence of the vowel and the nasal
(On → Õ) can enter the derivation. All authors mentioned above (Schane, Dell,
Selkirk) agree that this is an early phonological rule. In OT, the phonological production phase can indeed enforce this change. The constraint against
coda nasals (*/n./) forces underlying |bOn| to surface as /bÕ/, thus violating a
faithfulness constraint:
(7) Serial account: Preconsonantal vowel-nasal coalescence in masculine forms must
take place no earlier than in the phonology
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*| | /@/

|bOn+@#maKi|

+

/.bOn.ma.Ki./
/.bÕ.ma.Ki./
/.bO.n@.ma.Ki./
/.bÕ.@.ma.Ki./

*|@| / /

*/n./

*/V.V/

*|Õ| /On/

*|On| /Õ/

∗!
∗
∗!
∗!

∗

∗

Finally, the phonetic implementation phase offers no surprises, because
there is a candidate that violates none of the constraints:
(8) Serial account: Mapping the surface form to a phonetic form
/.bÕ.ma.Ki./

+

[bOnmaKi]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOn@maKi]
[bÕ@maKi]

*/Õ/ [On]

*/On/ [Õ]

*[@]

*/@/ [ ]

*/ / [@]

∗!
∗!

∗
∗!

∗
∗

The whole path from meaning to sound can be summarized as ‘goodi husbandi ’ – hbon-M; mariM i – |bOn+ #maKi| – /.bÕ.ma.Ki./ – [bÕmaKi].
We are now left with the feminine case, where [n] shows up despite a subsequent consonant, as in [bOnvwatyK] ‘goodi cari ’. As in the masculine case, the
*hFMi constraint enforces gender agreement at the morpheme level (at least in
the serial account):
(9) Serial account: Mapping meaning to feminine morphemes
“goodi cari ”
+

*hFMi

hbon-M; voitureF i
hbon-F; voitureF i

∗!

The early generative accounts mentioned above posit a schwa in the underlying form:

∗!
∗!

∗
∗

∗

*hMi | |

*hbon-Mi |bOn|

*hMi |@|

*hFi | |
∗!

*hFi |@|

|bOn+ #vwatyK|
|bOn+@#vwatyK|
|bÕ+ #vwatyK|
|bÕ+@#vwatyK|

*hbon-Fi |bOn|

+

*hbon-Fi bÕ|

hbon-F; voitureF i

*hbon-Mi bÕ|

(10) Serial account: Underlying feminine forms have schwa

∗
∗

The existence of schwa prevents the deletion of /n/, because /n/ is not in
coda:
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(11) Serial account: Schwa shows up in feminine forms
|bOn+@#vwatyK|

+

*| | /@/

*|@| / /

*/n./

∗!
∗!

∗

/.bOn.vwa.tyK./
/.bÕ.vwa.tyK./
/.bO.n@.vwa.tyK./
/.bÕ.@.vwa.tyK./

*/V.V/

*|Õ| /On/

*|On| /Õ/
∗

∗!

∗

In these serial generative accounts, schwa is dropped later in the derivation, i.e. after coda-n deletion. In an OT account with only two phonological
levels, as here, the drop of schwa has to be relegated to the phonetic implementation:
(12) Serial account: Schwa drop in phonetic implementation
/.bO.n@.vwa.tyK./
+

[bOnvwatyK]
[bÕvwatyK]
[bOn@vwatyK]
[bÕ@vwatyK]

*/Õ/ [On]

*/On/ [Õ]

*[@]

*/ / [@]
∗
∗

∗!
∗!

*/@/ [ ]

∗!
∗

Note the crucial ranking of *[@] over */@/ [ ], i.e. it is worse to have a schwa
in the phonetics than to drop a phonological schwa from the phonetics.
A source of complexity in this serial analysis is its crucial reliance on the
existence of two phonological and/or phonetic mappings. In the original ruleordering approach, the rule of schwa deletion had to be ordered after the
rule of vowelnasal coalescence. In OT, such a situation of counterfeeding interaction cannot be modelled with a single mapping, if the two processes
(here, schwa deletion and vowel-nasal coalescence) are governed by separate
faithfulness constraints (here, *|@| / / and *|On| /Õ/; Smolensky 1995; Orgun
1995; Kirchner 1995; Gnanadesikan 1997; Moreton and Smolensky 2002. In our
French example there is no ranking of the constraints in (11) that yields schwa
deletion in the phonology proper, i.e. it is impossible to derive a phonological
/.bOn.vwa.tyK./ with the given constraints and levels. With a high-ranked */@/
in (11), /.bÕ.vwa.tyK./ would win, because */n./ outranks *|On| /Õ/, a ranking
that is crucial to make (7) work. In other words, no ranking of */@/, */n./,
and *|On| /Õ/will produce both vowelnasal coalescence in /.bÕ.ma.Ki./ and the
surfacing of the /n/ in /.bOn.vwa.tyK./, and schwa drop can only take place
in the “later” phonetic implementation phase. If you insist on having schwa
deletion in the phonology instead, perhaps because other phonological rules
interact with it (e.g. Dell 1973: 188), you will need an intermediate phonological level of representation, such as the word level proposed by theories of lexical phonology (Kiparsky, 1982; Bermúdez-Otero, 2003); schwa drop would
then take place in the postlexical phonology).2 The conclusion is that given
2 Or one could introduce another source of complexity and add a high-ranked conjoined faithfulness constraint along the lines of Smolensky (1995), i.e. *|On| /Õ/ & *|@| / /.
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our straightforward constraint set the opacity of the interaction between vowelnasal coalescence and schwa drop cannot be handled with only two levels of
phonological and/or phonetic representation, and that it can be handled with
three levels, as it is here.

4.2.2

The parallel analysis of gender selection and liaison

A parallel account may look entirely differently at the matter than the serial
account. According to Encrevé (1988), Encrevé-Lambert (1971) proposed that
French speakers opt for gender disagreement if this benefits the phonology:
the feminine phrase l’idée (‘the idea’) has (a reduced form of) the masculine
article le instead of the feminine article la, because the schwa of le (|l@|), but
not the full vowel of la (|la|), can be deleted before vowels (/.li.de./); un vieil
acteur (an old actor) has the feminine adjective vieille rather than the masculine adjective vieux, because vieille (|vjEj+@|) can provide an onset to acteur
(|.vjE.jak.tœK.|) whereas vieux (|vjø+ |) cannot; mon idée (my idea) has the
masculine possessive pronoun mon rather than the feminine ma, because mon
(|mÕ(n)|) can provide an onset to ide (/.mÕ.ni.de./) whereas ma (|ma|) cannot.
Translating this idea to OT, Tranel (1996) proposed the gender agreement
constraint that we write here as *hFMi, and had it interact with phonological constraints equivalent to */n./ and */V.V/. While Tranel made no attempt
to formalize this situation with more than two levels of representation, it can
straightforwardly be formulated in a principled manner within the model of
Fig. 4.1, where the morphosyntactic constraint of gender disagreement and the
structural constraints of syllable onsets and codas play their roles at different
levels of representation. Crucially, a constraint at a “later” level of representation (surface form) dominates a constraint at an “earlier” level of representation (morphemes), a situation that can only occur if the levels are handled in
parallel (or interactively) rather than serially.
In the present example, we have the option of generalizing the ma ∼ mon
alternation to bon ∼ bonne, regarding the latter pair as suppletive and ignoring any phonological relationship. Under that view, French speakers wanting to produce the meaning good actor have the option of choosing the morpheme hbon-Fi instead of hbon-Mi. The resulting morpheme sequence hbon-F;
acteurM i does violate the morphosyntactic constraint against gender disagreement between adjective and noun, but does have the advantage that hbonMi can take the underlying form |bÕ| , violating no faithfulness constraints in
/.bÕ.ma.Ki./, and hbon-Fi can take the underlying form |bOn|, violating no faithfulness constraints in /.bOn.vwa.tyK./ or /.bO.nak.tœK./. The following tableau
shows how the constraint against hiatus in the phonological surface form can
force the selection of the feminine morpheme hbon-Fi for the masculine noun
hacteurM i:
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+

hbon-M; acteurM i
|bOn+ #aktœK|
/.bO.nak.tœK./
[bOnaktœK]
hbon-M; acteurM i
|bOn+ #aktœK|
/.bÕ.ak.tœK./
[bÕaktœK]
hbon-M; acteurM i
|bÕ+ #aktœK|
/.bO.nak.tœK./
[bOnaktœK]
hbon-M; acteurM i
|bÕ+ #aktœK|
/.bÕ.ak.tœK./
[bÕaktœK]
hbon-F; acteurM i
|bOn+ #aktœK|
/.bO.nak.tœK./
[bOnaktœK]

*hbon-Fi|bÕ|,

*/On/ [Õ]

*hFMi

*/V.V/

*|Õ| /On/

“goodi actor”

*hbon-Mi|bOn|

(13) Parallel account: Phonology influences morphology

∗!

∗!

∗

∗

∗!

∗!

∗!

∗

The working of the morphosyntactic constraint *hFMi is no longer trivial,
as it was in §4.2.1, and the workings of the lexical-phonological constraints
are no longer simple, as they were in §4.2.1. Instead, the morphosyntactic
constraint and the lexical-phonological constraints now interact in interesting
ways with constraints at a “later” level, namely faithfulness constraints and a
structural constraint.
When we compare the serial account of §4.2.1 with the parallel account
of §4.2.2, we see several differences. In the parallel account, surface “ghost”
(i.e. unpronounced) schwas as in (11) are no longer needed, even for feminine forms. Instead, there is suppletive allomorphy at the underlying level:
|bÕ| is the masculine form, |bOn| the feminine form. In ‘goodi actori ’, an additional allomorphy on the basis of gender takes place: the feminine form is
selected because a gender change (violating *hFMi) is less bad than hiatus (vi-
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olating */V.V/). To sum up, the parallel analysis gets rid of the ghost segment
/@/, and no longer do any nontrivial processes have to take place in phonetic
implementation; these two advantages (and the advantage of being able to simultaneously account for the ma ∼ mon suppletion) come at the cost of losing
any generalization about a phonological relationship between /bÕ/ and /bOn/.
Another apparent disadvantage of the parallel model is the gigantic size
of a full list of candidates with their violations. For the sake of brevity, tableau
(13) has been reduced to the bare minimum number of constraints and candidates: it includes only 6 of the 20 constraints of §4.2.1, assumes a trivial relation between surface and phonetic form, and otherwise excludes many potentially relevant candidate paths. A full version of tableau (13) would contain
hundreds of candidates and thousands of violation marks. This disadvantage,
however, is only apparent: in §4.2.3 we introduce the “candidate graph”, a
method that captures all the possible candidate paths in a much more concise
and visually informative manner.

4.2.3

Candidate graphs

All of the three winning candidate paths for the serial analysis in §4.2.1, as
well as the three winning candidate paths for the parallel analysis in §4.2.2,
can be visualized as paths through the candidate graph in Figure 4.2. In a
candidate graph, the candidates are paths that share connections and forms
with each other. The winning candidate paths of the parallel analysis of §4.2.2,
for instance, are drawn in Figure 4.2 as thick lines.

4.3

Efficient evaluation and learning

This section discusses how Optimality-Theoretic evaluation and learning can
be done with candidate graphs.

4.3.1

Constraints in the graph

We have seen in Figure 4.2 how candidates in a multi-level OT grammar can be
described as paths along a directed (left-to-right) graph, where each node represents a form on some level of representation, and each connection (the graphtheoretical term is “edge”) represents a possible mapping between two forms
on adjacent levels of representation. Each path in Figure 4.2 visits five nodes
and follows four connections. The graphs can visualize not only candidates,
but also constraint violations: the intra-level constraints of Figure 4.1 and section 2 militate against visiting some nodes, and the inter-level constraints of
Figure 4.1 and section 2 militate against following some connections.
For illustrating how evaluation and learning work, we take a simplified
version of our French grammar, containing a smaller number of constraints
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|bɔ̃+∅#maʁi|

/.bɔ̃.ma.ʁi./

[bɔ̃maʁi]

|bɔ̃+ə#maʁi|

/.bɔ̃.ə.ma.ʁi./

[bɔ̃əmaʁi]

|bɔn+∅#maʁi|

/.bɔn.ma.ʁi./

[bɔnmaʁi]

|bɔn+ə#maʁi|

/.bɔ.nə.ma.ʁi./

[bɔnəmaʁi]

|bɔ̃+∅#vwatyʁ|

/.bɔ̃.vwa.tyʁ/

[bɔ̃vwatyʁ]

|bɔ̃+ə#vwatyʁ|

/.bɔ̃.ə.vwa.tyʁ/

[bɔ̃əvwatyʁ]

|bɔn+∅#vwatyʁ|

/.bɔn.vwa.tyʁ/

[bɔnvwatyʁ]

|bɔn+ə#vwatyʁ|

/.bɔ.nə.vwa.tyʁ/

[bɔnəvwatyʁ]

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|

/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]

|bɔ̃+ə#aktœʁ|

/.bɔ̃.ə.ak.tœʁ./

[bɔ̃əaktœʁ]

|bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

|bɔn+ə#aktœʁ|

/.bɔ.nə.ak.tœʁ./

[bɔnəaktœʁ]

〈bon -F; mariM〉

‘goodi husbandi ’

〈bon -M; mariM〉

〈bon-F; voitureF〉

‘goodi cari ’

〈bon-M; voitureF〉

〈bon -F; acteurM〉

‘goodi actori ’

〈bon-M; acteurM〉

Figure 4.2: Some French graphs of representations. Each path from left to right
is a candidate production. The thick paths illustrate the parallel gender allomorphy analysis of §4.2.2
.
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③
〈bon -F; acteurM〉

⑦
⑥
④

‘goodi actori ’
〈bon-M; acteurM〉

⑩
/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|
⑤
⑧

① |bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]
②
⑨

/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

Figure 4.3: The candidate graph for the meaning goodi actori . Also the starting
point for the evaluation procedure of §4.3.2.
.
and forms (e.g. only two phonetic forms instead of four). The constraints are
indicated by numerical labels 1 through 10 :
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

*hbon-Mi |bOn|
*/Õ/ [On]
*hFMi
*hbon-Mi |bÕ|
*|Õ| /On/
*hbon-Fi |bOn|
*hbon-Fi |bÕ|
*|On| /Õ/
*/On/ [Õ]
*/V.V/

lexical-phonological constraint
cue constraint
morphosyntactic constraint
lexical-phonological constraint
faithfulness constraint
lexical-phonological constraint
lexical-phonological constraint
faithfulness constraint
faithfulness constraint
structural constraint

Figure 4.3 shows the graph for the meaning ‘goodi actori ’. The two intralevel constraints *hFMi and */V.V/ are indicated by labels 3 and 10 placed
on the relevant nodes, while the remaining (inter-level) constraints are indicated by labels placed on the relevant edges.
The graph contains sixteen paths that run from the meaning at the left of
the graph toward the phonetic forms at the right. One of these sixteen paths
is the optimal candidate under thegiven constraint ranking. The next section
explains how the search for the optimal candidate (the “evaluation”) proceeds.

4.3.2

Efficient evaluation: the elimination version

The optimal candidate in a graph is the path whose nodes and edges incur the
least serious violations. Analogously to the familiar procedure for evaluating
candidates in tableaus (Prince and Smolensky, 1993), there exists a procedure
for graphs that eliminates candidates by iterating through the constraint hierarchy, starting with the highest ranked constraint. This slightly informal procedure is presented in §4.3.2, while §4.3.2 presents a more formal account in
terms of dynamic programming.
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Evaluation by elimination of edges and nodes

The first evaluation method for candidate graphs that we discuss is analogous to the usual tableau evaluation: at the start, all nodes and edges in the
graph are “active”, i.e. they can potentially contribute to the optimal path;
next, nodes and edges are iteratively eliminated in an order dictated by the
constraint hierarchy, until one or more optimal paths are left.
The procedure starts by considering the highest ranked constraint. The
edges or nodes associated with the constraint are tentatively deactivated. Next,
the algorithm checks how many paths are left, i.e. via how many routes the
right side of the graph can be reached from the left side (this can be done efficiently, with an algorithm that involves each edge only once).3 If the number
of remaining paths is zero, we must conclude that all the candidates are apparently “tied” on the constraint; the tentative deactivation is then undone,
and the algorithm proceeds to the next constraint. In the other case, i.e. if the
number of remaining paths is greater than zero, the deactivation of the nodes
or edges is made permanent (for the duration of this evaluation); under the
stipulation that paths cannot follow deactivated edges and cannot visit deactivated nodes, this step eliminates all candidate paths that fatally violate
the constraint. If the number of remaining paths is one, we must conclude
that this sole remaining path represents the optimal candidate, and the algorithm terminates successfully. Finally, if multiple paths remain, the above
steps are repeated with the next-highest ranked constraint. These iterations
are repeated down the constraint hierarchy, until either a single path remains
or the lowest-ranked constraint has been handled. Should there still be multiple paths through the graph after all constraints have been handled, we must
conclude that all these remaining paths are optimal candidates.
Figures 4.4 - 4.9 take us stepwise through the elimination procedure for
the case of Figure 4.3. The set of possible candidates at the start of evaluation
is defined by Figure 4.3. The constraints of 4.3.1 are ranked from high to low
by their label, i.e. with *hbon-Mi |bOn| ranked highest and */V.V/ lowest. The
first step, now, is that the highest ranked constraint, i.e. constraint 1 , deactivates the connection between the morpheme sequence hbon-M; acteurM i and
the underlying form |bOn+ #aktœK|, eliminating all 4 paths that travel this
connection. Figure 4.4 depicts this elimination by using dotted lines.

3 The number of paths can be computed iteratively from left to right: for a node X on level n,
the number of paths that lead to it from the single node on level 1 is zero if the node is deactivated,
and otherwise it is the sum of the numbers of paths to those nodes on level n − 1 for which the
edges to node X are not deactivated.
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③
〈bon -F; acteurM〉

⑦
⑥
④

‘goodi actori ’

⑩
/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|
⑤
⑧

① |bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

〈bon-M; acteurM〉

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]
②
⑨

/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

Figure 4.4: The graph after handling constraint 1 ; 12 out of 16 paths are left.
In the next iteration (Figure 4.5), constraint 2 severs the connection between the surface form /bÕ.ak.tœoeK./ and the phonetic form [bOnaktœK].
③
〈bon -F; acteurM〉

⑦
⑥
④

‘goodi actori ’

⑩
/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|
⑤
⑧

① |bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

〈bon-M; acteurM〉

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]
②
⑨

/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

Figure 4.5: The graph after handling constraint 2 ; 9 paths are left.
Next, the intra-level constraint 3 deactivates the morpheme sequence
hbon-F; acteurM i, eliminating all paths that visit this node (Figure 4.6). After
this, only three paths remain out of the original 16.
③
〈bon -F; acteurM〉

⑦
⑥
④

‘goodi actori ’

⑩
/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|
⑤
⑧

① |bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

〈bon-M; acteurM〉

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]
②
⑨

/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

Figure 4.6: The graph after handling constraint 3 ; 3 paths are left.
In Figure 4.7, constraint 4 tentatively deactivates the connection between
hbon-M; acteurM i and |bÕ+ #aktœK|.
③
〈bon -F; acteurM〉

⑦
⑥
④

‘goodi actori ’
〈bon-M; acteurM〉

⑩
/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|
⑤
⑧

① |bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]
②
⑨

/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

Figure 4.7: The graph after trying to handle constraint 4 ; no paths are left.
As this step reduces the number of paths to zero (one can no longer get
from left to right through the graph in Figure 4.7), this connection is reactivated, as seen in Figure 4.8 (the lines become solid again, but constraint 4
stays grayed out).
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③
〈bon -F; acteurM〉

⑦

⑩
/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|

⑥
④

‘goodi actori ’
〈bon-M; acteurM〉

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]

⑤
⑧
① |bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

②
⑨
/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

Figure 4.8: The graph after fully handling constraint 4 ; again, 3 paths are left.
In Figure 9, constraint 5 eliminates the connection between |bÕ+ #aktœK|
and /.bO.nak.tœK./, and a single path remains. This optimal path corresponds
to the candidate ‘goodi actori ’ – hbon-M; acteurM i – |bÕ+ #aktœK| -/.bÕ.ak.tœK./
– [bÕaktœK] and is marked by thick lines in the figure.
③
〈bon -F; acteurM〉

⑦
⑥
④

‘goodi actori ’
〈bon-M; acteurM〉

⑩
/.bɔ̃.ak.tœʁ./

|bɔ̃+∅#aktœʁ|
⑤
⑧

① |bɔn+∅#aktœʁ|

[bɔ̃aktœʁ]

☜

②
⑨
/.bɔ.nak.tœʁ./

[bɔnaktœʁ]

Figure 4.9: The graph after handling constraint 5 ; a single path (thick lines;
pointing finger) is left.
The algorithm is much faster than a full search of all candidates would be,
especially for more realistic numbers of constraints or amounts of data than
contained in the toy example of this section. The complexity of the algorithm
therefore no longer depends exponentially on the number of levels of representation, as it did in Boersma’s and Apoussidou’s simulations.
Evaluation by dynamic programming
Computationally, the overall structure of the graph (a trellis) invites a practical implementation in terms of a “dynamic programming” algorithm, whose
complexity is linear in the number of edges and nodes. Dynamic programming computes the “cheapest” path from the input to (in our case) the right
side of the graph. While originally designed for additive cost functions (Ford,
1956; Bellman, 1957; Dijkstra, 1959) or multiplicative probabilities (Viterbi,
1967), dynamic programming applies to OTs lexicographic constraint order
as well (Riggle 2004: 159-161; Riggle 2009).
To start off, we associate each edge and each node with a cost, which
is a vector of constraint violations, sorted by ranking. For instance, in Figure 4.4 the cost of the node hbon-F; acteurM i is (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), because
this node violates only the third-ranked constraint *hFMi, and the cost of the
edge from bOn+ #aktœK| to /.bÕ.ak.tœK./ is (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), because
this edge violates only the eighth-ranked constraint *|On| / /O/. Costs can be
added, which goes element by element, e.g., if the cost A equals (1, 0, 2) and
the cost B equals (1, 1, 0), then A + B equals (2, 1, 2). Finally, costs can be com-

;
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pared (OTs lexicographic ordering: Prince and Smolensky 1991) by checking
the first element (counted from the left) in which they differ: in the example
of the previous sentence, A is less than B, because the first element in which
A and B differ is their second element, which is smaller in A (namely 0) than
in B (where it is 1); as a result, we can also talk about the minimum of a set of
costs, a notion we need in the algorithm. As shown by Riggle (2009), the existence of well-defined addition and “minimum” operations is precisely what
makes OT suitable for dynamic programming.
In our formalization, we number the levels, and within the levels we number the nodes. The input level is level 0; its number of nodes is N0 = 1. Then
there follow L (in our example: 4) levels of representation, each with Nl nodes
(l = 1 . . . L). Each node n at level l comes with a cost nodeCost[l, n], where n
runs from 1 to Nl , and each connection from node m at level l − 1 to node n
at level l comes with a cost edgeCost[l, m, n]. At the right edge there is a single
invisible node at level L + 1, which is connected to each node at the phonetic
level without violating any constraints (NL+1 = 1). Here is the pseudocode
for the initialization of the relevant variables in the algorithm (the scope of for
blocks is determined by indentation):
Algorithm 2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

nodeCost[0,1] := the violation vector of the input node, sorted by constraint ranking
for l = 1...L do
for n = 1...Nl do
for m = 1...Nl−1 do
edgeCost[l, m, n] := the violation vector of edgelmn ,
sorted by constraint ranking
nodeCost[l, n] := the violation vector of nodeln ,
sorted by constraint ranking
for m = 1...NL do
edgeCost[L + 1, m, 1] := (0, 0, ...)
. a vector of C zeroes
nodeCost [L + 1, 1] := (0, 0, ...)

After this initialization, we employ a dynamic programming algorithm
that takes into account the possibility of tied candidates (i.e. equally good
paths). In left-to-right graphs like the ones in the present paper, dynamic programming works iteratively from left to right, in the following way. Suppose
that for each node Y on level n−1 the best paths (and their cost) for going from
the input node (the single node on level 0) to Y is known. The best paths for
going from the input node to a node X on level n are then the paths through
that node Y for which the cost to Y plus the cost of going from Y to X is less
than (or equal to) the cost for all other nodes on level n − 1. Since the best path
is trivial for all nodes on level 1, and the best path can be computed for level
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n if it is known for level n − 1, the best path can be computed for all nodes at
levels, including for the single invisible node at the last level. The algorithm
uses the minimum operation (“min”) and the addition operation (“+”) for the
cost vectors:
Algorithm 3
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

nodeRoutes [0, 1] := 1
. the violation vector of the input node, sorted by
constraint ranking
nodePathCost [0, 1] := nodeCost [0,1]
for l = 1...L + 1 do
for n = 1...Nl do
for m = 1...Nl−1 do
edgePathCost[m] := nodePathCost[l − 1, m] + edgeCost[l, m, n]
N l−1
minimumEdgePathCost := minm=1
edgePathCost[m]
for m = 1...Nl−1 do
if edgePathCost[m] = minimumEdgePathCost then
edgeRoutes [l, m, n] := nodeRoutes [l − 1, m]
else
edgeRoutes [l, m, n] := 0
N l−1
nodeRoutes [l, n] := σm=1
edgeRoutes [l, m, n]
nodePathCost[l, n] := minimumEdgePathCost + nodeCost [l, n]

After this, edgeRoutes[l, m, n] contains the number of best paths from the
input node to node n at level l that go through node m at level l1, and nodeRoutes[l, n] contains the number of best paths from the input node to node n
at level l.
Now that we know the number of best routes to any node, including the
rightmost (invisible) node, we can randomly choose an optimal path back
from that rightmost node to the input node, by iteratively choosing edges from
right to left, with probabilities proportional to the number of best routes along
the edges at each level:
Algorithm 4
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

optimalNode [L + 1] := 1
. the invisible node at the end
for l = L...1 do
. backtracking, i.e., counting down
chosenRoute := randomInteger(1, nodeRoutes [l + 1, optimalNode [l + 1]])
node := 0
routes := 0
while routes ¡ chosenRoute do
node := node+1
routes := routes + edgeRoutes [l + 1, node, optimalNode [l + 1]]
optimalNode[l] := node
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Here, randomInteger (a, b) is a function that chooses a whole number between a and b (inclusively), all with equal probability. When the algorithm
finishes, the optimal path is given by optimalNode[1 . . . L]; for instance, in Figure 4.9 the optimal path is given by optimalNode[1] = 2, optimalNode[2] = 1,
optimalNode[3] = 1, and optimalNode[4] = 1, at least if at each level of representation the nodes are numbered from top to bottom.
Range of application
The informal account of §4.3.2 and the more formal account of §4.3.2 are equivalent: basically, the former travels the constraint hierarchy in the outer loop,
whereas the latter does that in the inner loop (in the addition and in the comparison function).
For the algorithm to work, the constraints have to honor a strong restriction, namely that each constraint evaluates either nodes on a single level or
connections between adjacent levels. For instance, a constraint that is violated
only for paths that follow a specific UF node and a specific SF node is not allowed, and a constraint that is violated only for a specific connection from e.g.
UF through SF to PF is not allowed either. All constraints proposed within the
early version of OT that just map UF to SF automatically satisfy this restriction, and all the constraints mentioned here in section 2 do so as well.4
There is no limitation on the number of violations per constraint. In the
informal account of §4.3.2 we tacitly assumed that every constraint could be
violated only once (although the account can easily be extended by considering a doubly violated constraint as a constraint that is ranked slightly higher
than the same constraint if singly violated), but the formal account of §4.3.2
makes clear that no such assumption is needed.
The algorithm is compatible not only with the notion of tied paths (see
§4.3.2), but also with the notion of crucially tied constraints (Prince and Smolensky 1993: fn. 31; Anttila 1997; Tesar and Smolensky 1998: 241). Both in the informal account of §4.3.2 and in the formal account of §4.3.2 two constraints that
are ranked at the exact same height can be collapsed, before evaluation starts,
into a single constraint. However, our simulations exclusively use Stochastic
OT Boersma (1998), in which each constraints ranking is numeric and contains
a bit of noise, so that constraint ties have probability zero of occurring.
In the French example, given an input, all nodes are exhaustively connected to all nodes at the next level. This is not a real restriction: to allow unconnected nodes between consecutive levels, one can set the relevant edgeCost
to a vector of positive infinity in the algorithm of §4.3.2, or alternatively, the
algorithm can be easily adapted to visit only the connected nodes. The efficiency of the algorithm, as compared to the efficiency of enumerating all possible paths, then depends on the degree to which nodes tend to be connected
4 The restriction of adjacent levels can be lifted. If the graph has e.g. direct connections between UF and PF, Dijkstra (1959)’s algorithm, which is more general than the Viterbi algorithm
employed here, can do the trick; the informal method of §4.3.2 would also still work.
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to multiple nodes at the previous level: in the worst case, i.e. if each non-input
node is connected to only one node at the previous level, big-list evaluation
and graph evaluation are equally efficient; in the best case, i.e. if each node is
connected to all nodes at the previous level (as in our French case), the efficiency gain of graph evaluation over big-list evaluation is maximal.

4.3.3

Efficient learning from meaning–sound pairs

The reader may have noticed that the winning phonetic form [bÕaktœK] in Fig.
4.9 is not correct French. The inclusion of this failure in the present paper is deliberate: it highlights the fact that correct French is not something that speakers
start doing automatically when they are born in France; instead, French children have to learn to produce French, presumably from the language input
they receive from their environment. In this section we describe how a learner
can process French data in such a way that she does come to produce correct
French.
What a learner of French hears are overt phonetic utterances. If we assume
that the learner is capable of inferring the meaning of these utterances, we can
say that the learner obtains knowledge of pairs of meaning and phonetic form.
For our toy French example, the relevant learning data then consists of the
following form–meaning pairs:
• [bOnvwatyK] paired with ‘goodi cari ’
• [bOnaktœK] paired with ‘goodi actori ’
• [bÕmaKi] paired with ‘goodi husbandi ’
We have seen in Figures 4.3–4.9 how the learner computes an optimal phonetic form by eliminating connections and forms from the graph until a single
candidate path from meaning to phonetic form remains. However, we may assume that a learner does not start out with a constraint hierarchy that will pair
every meaning to the correct phonetic form; instead, the OT learning literature has proposed that either all constraints start out being ranked at the same
height (Tesar and Smolensky 1993) or with all constraints on nodes outranking
all constraints on connections (e.g. “markedness  faithfulness”: Levelt 1995).
Following the OT literature on learning from overt forms (Tesar and Smolensky 1998, 2000; Apoussidou and Boersma 2004; Biró 2013; Jarosz 2013b), we
regard it as the learners job in our French example to rearrange the constraint
hierarchy until the phonetic form produced for each of the three meanings
corresponds to the form presented in the learning data.
Following the idea of error detection in OT learning Tesar and Smolensky
(1998), the learner can learn by comparing two paths: the path that she would
produce herself, which for our example is simply the path in Figure 9, and
the path that she considers correct. We will now explain in detail first how the
learner determines the “correct” path, and then how she learns from it.
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To determine the “correct” path the learner follows a procedure that generalizes the idea of robust interpretive parsing (Tesar and Smolensky, 2000). When
given a meaning–form pair, the learner determines which of the many possible paths from the meaning to the given (correct) phonetic form satisfies the
constraints best, i.e. the path between given meaning and form that is optimal
according to the learners current constraint ranking. This is done by a procedure analogous to the one for evaluation in §4.3.2, with one important additional step at the beginning, namely the deactivation of all phonetic forms
that are not given in the data. Figure 4.10 illustrates the procedure with the
pair ‘goodi actori ’ ∼ [bOnaktœK] . The first step is that all phonetic forms except [bOnaktœK] are deactivated; since our example has only one such form,
namely [bÕaktœK], this step deactivates only the node [bÕaktœK]], as can be
seen in Figure 4.10a.5 Typically, after this initial deactivation, there remain
many possible paths through the graph (in Figure 10a, there are eight). To
find the optimal path from among these, the learner follows the exact same
efficient procedure as in §4.3.2, namely to deactivate nodes and connections
in an order determined by the constraint ranking: constraints 1 and 2 sever
two connections, and constraint 3 deactivates a node, as illustrated in Figure
4.10b. As with the evaluation procedure in §4.3.2, only a single path is left (or,
in the general case, a few equally optimal paths). Because of the initial deactivation of non-French phonetic forms, this path must run from the meaning
given in the data to the phonetic form given in the data. In the figure, this path
is drawn with thick lines and provided with a check mark.
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〈bon -F; acteurM〉

a
‘goodi actori ’

b
‘goodi actori ’

⑦
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Figure 4.10: Robust interpretive parsing: initial deactivation of non-French
phonetic forms, followed by the elimination of edges and nodes by the constraint hierarchy. One path remains (very thick lines).
The learner now regards the path of Figure 4.10 as the correct path, at least
for the purpose of handling the current form–meaning pair.
5 In later sections we apply robust interpretive parsing to the larger graphs of Figure 4.2. In
those cases, this first step deactivates three phonetic nodes at once.
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③
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Figure 4.11: Learning by comparing the produced path of Figure 4.9 to the
“correct” path of Figure 4.10b.
Now that the learner knows the “correct” path, she proceeds to learn from
it, i.e. to potentially change her constraint ranking. To achieve this, she starts
by comparing the “correct” path of Figure 4.10b to the produced path of Figure 4.9. If the two paths are the same, the learner sees no reason to change
her grammar (and indeed, her produced phonetic form is correct French). If
the two paths are different, the learner decides that she made an error and
that her grammar has to change.6 Analogously to learning from the violation
profiles of one “winner” and one “loser” candidate in an OT tableau (Tesar
and Smolensky, 1998), the learner initiates the change by comparing the violation profile of her produced path to that of the “correct” path, as in Figure
4.11. She will then update her grammar by applying one of several OT update
rules that have been proposed in the literature: following the procedure used
by Boersma (2007) and Apoussidou (2007), the rankings of the constraints violated by the production path are raised, and the rankings of all the constraints
violated by the “correct” path are lowered. In Figure 4.11, the two paths differ in the right half of the figure, so that constraint 5 has to be lowered and
constraint 10 has to be raised, as indicated by the arrows.
We have found efficient procedures for evaluation (§4.3.2) and for learning
(section 4.3). The next sections investigate how these procedures handle the
French sample problem.

4.4

Learning French gender allomorphy

In section 4.2, we showed through an example with 3 meanings and 20 constraints how an aspect of French liaison may be described in a multi-level
parallel OT grammar. The present section illustrates how the evaluation and
learning procedures of section 4.3, which were illustrated there with only one
meaning and 10 constraints, work out for the complete problem of section 4.2.
We investigate what parallel and serial analyses are possible, and which of
these are found by computer-simulated learners.
6 This is appropriate, because if the two paths are different, their phonetic forms must also be
different. Intuitively, this must be true because if the phonetic forms of the two paths are identical,
the paths must be identical as well (Bellman’s principle of optimality: if the overall optimal path
contains phonetic form X, then this optimal path must be in the set of all possible paths to phonetic
form X, and it must be the best of those paths).
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4.4.1

4.4. Learning French gender allomorphy

The constraints

Our first grammar contains the constraints of section 4.2, except the constraint
against phonetic schwa (*[@]). We summarize the whole set of 19 constraints
here:
Lexical-semantic constraints (0 in C ON). All such constraints are in the
candidate generator G EN, i.e. they are so strong that not even a connection
is allowed that would violate them. For instance, the meaning ‘husband cannot connect to the morpheme hacteurM i or hvoitureF i, in this simplified world.
The effect of this is equivalent to the effect of inviolable lexical-semantic constraints like *‘husband hacteurM i. The connections between actor and hacteurM i
and between good and hboni therefore do not violate any constraints in C ON.
Morphosyntactic constraints (1). Here we only have the gender disagreement constraint *hFMi, which is violated in hbon-F; acteurM i, hbon-F; husbandM i,
and hbon-M; carF i.
Lexical-phonological constraints (8). Many of these are in G EN, but the
ones relevant to the allowed connections in Figure 2 are *hbon-Fi|bOn|, *hbonMi|bOn|, *hbon-Fi|bÕ|, *hbon-Mi|bÕ| , *hMi|@|, *hMi| |, *hFi|@|, and *hFi| |.
The last of these is violated e.g. in the connection from hbon-F; mariM i to
|bOn+ #maKi|. This constraint subset is formulated in an exhaustive way, and
handles allomorphy at the morpheme level, i.e. whether feminine and masculine stems are allowed to be different in underlying form.
Faithfulness constraints (4). We have *|Õ| /On/, *|On| /Õ/, *|@| / / (against
schwa deletion) and *| | /@/ (against schwa insertion). Exhaustive connectivity between underlying and surface form would also require anti-faithfulness
constraints such as *|Õ| /O/ and *|On| /On/, but these are not included in our
example.
Structural constraints (2). We have the hiatus-avoiding constraint */V.V/,
which is violated by the second syllable in /.bÕ.ak.tœK./, the third syllable in
/.bO.n@.ak.tœK./, and by any form that starts with /.bÕ.@/ (i.e. /.bÕ.@.ak.tœK./
violates it twice). We also have the constraint */n./, which militates against
/n/ in coda.
Cue constraints (4). We have */Õ/ [On], */On/ [Õ], */@/ [ ] and */ / [@]. Exhaustive connectivity between surface and phonetic form would also require
“perverse” constraints such as */Õ/ [Õ] and */On/ [On], but these are not included in our example so as not to introduce too much arbitrariness at the
phonology–phonetics interface.

4.4.2

Grammars that work

For each of the three meanings there are 32 routes through the graph to arrive at the correct French phonetic form. When only looking at the graphs and
ignoring constraints, we would therefore predict that there are 323 = 32768
possible analyses of the French data. The 19 constraints of §4.4.1 severely re-
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strict this number. A brute-force search7 shows that with this constraint set,
there are only six different analyses that produce the correct phonetic forms
for each of the three meanings. Three of these analyses are shown in Figures
4.12 through 4.14 each of these figures shows a triplet of graphs that represents
a grammar-cum-analysis of the French data (just as a set of tableaus does in
two-level OT).
The analyses in Figures 4.12–4.14 constitute two crucially parallel analyses
and one “serial” analysis.
The first crucially parallel analysis (“PU”) is seen in Figure 4.12. The morphemes hbon-Mi map to the underlying form |bOn| if followed by a vowel in
the surface form, but to the underlying form |bÕ| if followed by a consonant
in the surface form. Hence, a “later” consideration in the phonology, namely
the constraint */V.V/ at the surface level, influences an “earlier” choice at the
underlying level. Such bottom-up influences in production can only occur in
a parallel evaluation, not in a serial evaluation.
The second crucially parallel analysis (“PG”) is seen in Figure 4.13. The
meaning good, applied to a masculine noun, maps to the morphemes hbon-Mi
if followed by a consonant in the surface form, but to the morphemes hbonFi if followed by a vowel in the surface form. This is Encrevé-Lamberts and
Tranels gender allomorphy of section 4.2.2. Again, a “later” consideration influences an “earlier” choice, this time at the morphemic level. This type of
analysis can again only occur in a parallel evaluation, not in a serial evaluation.
The “serial” analysis, i.e. an analysis in our parallel model that could also
occur in a serial model, is seen in Figure 4.14. From the meaning level to the
morpheme level, the contrast between masculine and feminine is maintained
in that good maps to hbon-Mi before masculine nouns and to hbon-Fi before
feminine nouns. From the morphemic to the underlying level, the contrast
between masculine and feminine is maintained in that the morphemes hbonMi map to underlying |bÕ| and the morphemes hbon-Fi map to underlying
|bOn|. The phonological constraint */V.V/ enforces its influence only at the
surface level, where it converts underlying |bÕ| to surface /bOn/ if a vowel
follows. This serial analysis (labeled “SN” as a reference to n-insertion) cannot
handle data beyond the current toy example, because it cannot explain why
|bÕ| should become /bOn/ but |mÕ|— may become /mÕn/ (Dell, 1970; Selkirk,
1972).

7 Technically, this was done by applying Batch Constraint Demotion (Tesar and Smolensky,
1995) on each of the 32768 analyses and seeing whether the algorithm converged. Cycling through
all possible analyses like this is feasible for the current toy example, but stops being feasible if the
number of forms per level grows much larger.
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Figure 4.12: Parallel analysis with allomorphy in the underlying form (“PU”).
Ranking: 1 *hbon-Fi |bÕ|  2 *hFMi  3 *|On| /Õ/  4 *hMi|@|  5
*hFi|@|  6 */V.V/  7 *|Õ|/On/  8 *| | /@/  9 *|@|//  10 *// [@] 
11 */On/ [Õ]  12 */Õ/ [@n]  13 */@/ [ ]  14 *hFi |∅|  15 *hbon-Fi|bOn|
 16 *hbon-Mi|bOn|  17 */n./  18 *hMi | |  19 *hbon-Mi|bÕ|.
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Figure 4.13: Parallel analysis with true gender allomorphy (“PG”). Ranking:
1 */V.V/  2 *hbon-MibOn  3 *|Õ|/On/  4 *hbon-Fi |bÕ|  5 *hFi|@|
 6 *|On|/Õ/  7 *hMi|@|  8 *| | /@/  9 *|@|//  10 *’/ / [@]  11
*/On/|Õ|  12 */Õ/|On|  13 */@/ [ ]  14 *hFMi  15 *hbon-FibOn  16
*hMi | |  17 *hFi| |  18 *hbon-Mi |bÕ|  19 */n./.
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Figure 4.14: “Serial” analysis: phonological n-insertion (“SN”). Ranking: 1
*hFi|@|  2 *hFMi  3 *hbon-MibOn  4 *hbon-Fi|bÕ|  5 *hMi|@|  6
*/V.V/  7 *| |/@/  8 *|On|/Õ/  9 *|@|//  10 */@/[]  11 */Õ/ |On| 
12 */ / [@]  13 */On/|Õ|  14 *hFi| |  15 *hbon-FibOn  16 *hMi | |
 17 *|Õ| /On/  18 */n./  19 *hbon-Mi |bÕ|.
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The remaining three analyses are similar to those of the graphs of Figs.
4.12 through 4.14, but have a schwa in some masculine intermediate forms.
PU (Fig. 4.12) has a variant (“PU@”) with schwa in both masculine underlying
forms: |bÕ+@#maKi| and |bOn+@#aktœK|. 8 . PG (Fig. 4.13) has a variant (“PG@”)
with schwa in the consonantal masculine underlying form |bÕ+@#maKi| only.9
Finally, SN has a variant (“SN@”) with schwa in both masculine underlying
forms, which are now |bÕ+@#maKi| and |bÕ+@#aktœK|. 10 One can say that for
all analyses it is immaterial whether the underlying form has |∅| or |@|; the
ranking of *hMi |∅| with respect to *hMi|@| and *|@| / / determines the masculine underlying ending, but this ranking does not influence anything else
in the analysis. The reason why we see no schwas in the feminine underlying forms is that */V.V/ is capable of “deleting” underlying schwas from
|bÕ+E#maKi|, |bÕ+@#aktœK|, and |bOn+@#aktœK|, but not from |bOn+@#vwatyK|
(but see 4.6).
The serial analysis of §4.2.1 does not appear here, because *[@] has not been
included in the constraint set yet. See 4.6 (and Figure 15) for analyses that
become possible when the constraint set is larger.

4.4.3

Error-driven learning

We have seen that the set of 19 constraints of 4.4.1 is compatible with six distinct analyses that produce the correct phonetic form for each meaning. Some
of those analyses had been proposed before, but some were novel. It remains
to be investigated which (if any) of these six analyses are learnable. After all, it
is possible that there exist analyses that are allowed by factorial typology (i.e.
representable by a constraint ranking) but for which no learning path exists. It
then becomes interesting to see which of the six analyses virtual, i.e. computergenerated, learners will find: starting with a certain initial state and following
a certain reranking algorithm, will they come up with a serial analysis known
from the literature, such as the one in 4.2.1, or with a parallel analysis known
from the literature, such as the one in 4.2.2, or with one of the novel analyses?
To assess learnability, we supply a virtual learner with 10,000 pairs of meaning and phonetic form randomly drawn from the French data in §4.3.3, i.e.
each of the three meaning–form pairs will occur approximately 3300 times in
the learners input. During this process, the learner is equipped only with a
constraint set (the 19 constraints), a candidate generator (the graphs of Figure
4.2), a single current grammar hypothesis (i.e. a current constraint ranking),
8 A possible ranking is: *hFi|@|  *hFMi  */V.V/  *|Õ|/On/  *hbon Fi|bÕ|  *hMi|∅|  *| |
/@/  *|On| /Õ/  */Õ/ [On]  */On/ [Õ]  */@/ [ ]  *//[@]  *hbon Mi|bOn|  *hbon Fi|bOn|
 *hFi|∅|  *hMi|@|  */n./  *|@|//  *hbon Mi|bÕ|.
9 A ranking is: *hFi|@|  *hMi| |  *hbon Mi|bOn|  */V.V/  *| | /@/  *hbon Fi|bÕ|  *|Õ|
/On/  *|On| /Õ/  */Õ/ [On]  */@/ [ ]  *//[@]  */Õn/ [Õ]  *hFMi  */n./  *hbon Mi|bÕ|
 *hMi|@|  *|@|//  *hbon Fi|bOn|  *hFi |∅|.
10 A ranking is: *hMi|∅|  *hbon-Mi|bOn|  *hbon-Fi|bÕ  *hFMi  */V.V/  *hFi|@|  *{
/@/  *|On| /Õ/  */On/ [Õ]  */@/ [ ]  */Õ/ [On]  */ / [@]  *hbon-Mi |bÕ|  *hFi|∅|  *|Õ|
/On/  *hbon-Fi |bOn|  *hMi |@|  */n./  *|@| / /.
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Analysis
PU PG SN PU@ PG@ SN@ SN∼PU SN∼SN@ Total
Proportion of
random baseline
25% 7% 46% 8% 2% 12%
0
0
100%
learners
Proportion of
“weighted uncancelled” 1.7% 0? 21% 0.01% 0? 0.9% 0.16% 0.04% 24%
learners
Table 4.1: Proportions in which the 6 possible analyses are found by two kinds
of learners. For random baseline learners, see §4.4; for “weighted uncanceled”
learners, see §4.5.
and at most a single datum (meaning–form pair) that she is currently handling. On each datum, the learner performs a virtual production, i.e. she computes the optimal path from the given meaning according to the evaluation
procedure of 4.3.2, and compares this with the path computed by robust interpretive parsing (4.3.3); if the paths are different, the learner takes action by
changing her constraint ranking (this is therefore error-driven learning). After
10000 data, we stop the learner and check whether the learners final constraint
ranking is correct, i.e. whether the ranking maps the three French meanings to
the correct French phonetic forms. Note that the learning procedure works online: the learner maintains a single ranking at each time and considers a single
data pair at a time, without any memory of previous hypotheses or previous
data.

4.4.4

The random baseline learner

It has been argued that learning algorithms should be checked against a random baseline (for parameter setting: Berwick and Niyogi 1996; for OT: Jarosz
2013b). In our case, the random baseline learner starts by randomly choosing a constraint ranking out of the 19-factorial possible rankings, and when
her ranking fails on a datum, she randomly chooses a new constraint ranking.
When we simulated 1,000 learners in this way, they all turned out to have a
correct French grammar after 10,000 data. Counts of their resulting analyses
are in the middle row of Table 4.1.
We conclude that the learners have a preference for the “serial” analyses
(58%) over the parallel analyses (42%), and for the schwa-less analyses (78%)
over the analyses that posit a schwa somewhere along the route (22%). Since
in this algorithm a grammar no longer changes after it is correct, these preferences are easy to explain: they correspond to the number of rankings (out of
the 19! possible ones) that yield each analysis.
The fact that all 1,000 learners succeeded can be explained by the probability of guessing a correct ranking by chance. When we drew 1,000,000 random rankings of the 19 constraints, about 0.62 percent of these rankings rep-
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resented a correct grammar for the French data. This means that a random
baseline learner will run into a correct grammar after making on average 160
errors, a number that is reached after at most approximately 480 pieces of
data (the worst case, which occurs if all errors are made for only one of the
three data pairs). The probability that a learner has not encountered a correct
grammar after 10,000 data, if the incidence of such grammars is 0.48%, is approximately 10−9 .
The problem with the random baseline, however, is that it does not scale.
Berwick and Niyogi (1996) took Gibson and Wexler (1994) grammar of 3 parameters and showed that a random error-driven selection out of the 23 (=
8) possible grammars results in more (namely, 100%) successes and faster convergence than Gibson and Wexler’s “local and greedy” algorithm, which takes
on the order of 32 (= 9) error steps; the problem here is that Berwick and Niyogis baseline would probably fail if the number of parameters were 30 instead
of 3, because 230 (= 1,073,741,824) is much more than 302 (= 900). Likewise, the
random baseline in the OT case tends to scale exponentially with the number
of constraints: there is no hope that e.g. the 322 cue constraints simulated by
Boersma and Hamann (2008), or the large number of lexical constraints suggested by Boersma (2001), are ranked correctly by random selection within
any learners lifetime.
In the following section we therefore try out the “local and greedy” reranking procedure of §4.3.3, and several variants on it.

4.4.5

Incremental learning procedures

The opposite of a random reselection procedure is an incremental procedure:
in case the current grammar hypothesis fails on the incoming datum, only a
few constraints are reranked, and the remainder retains their current ranking.
One example of this is the reranking procedure in 4.3.3, which is the standard
version of the Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma and Hayes, 2001). This
assumes Stochastic OT, in which all constraints have numerical ranking values, and indeed the initial state of the learner in our simulations is that all
constraints are ranked at the same height of 100.0. Evaluation proceeds by
temporarily adding to each constraints ranking a random value drawn from
a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 2.0 (the evaluation noise).
When a learning pair comes in, the learner uses the evaluation noise to determine a constraint ranking, and then uses this ranking to compute both
her virtual production and her robust interpretive parsing (“correct” path).
If these two paths differ, all constraints that prefer (i.e. have fewer violations
in) the produced path (+) are demoted by a value of 1.0 (the plasticity), and all
constraints that prefer the “correct” path (X) are promoted by 1.0. The effect
is that the grammar moves closer to a ranking where the supposedly correct
candidate may win.
When we simulate 100 learners with this “symmetric all” reranking procedure, however, none of them finds a correct grammar of French after 10,000
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data. The learners typically get stuck in various types of limit cycles, alternating between a grammar that handles ‘good actor’ and ‘good car’ correctly and
a grammar that handles ‘good actor’ and ‘good husband’ correctly. Figures 15
and 16 illustrate a type of limit cycle that is known from the literature (Tesar
and Smolensky 2000, p. 67, Boersma and Pater 2016). The constraint ranking
in Figure 15 correctly produces good husband as [bÕmaKi] (not shown), but
incorrectly produces good car as [bÕvwatyK], as shown by the semi-thick path
and the pointing finger. When the correct phonetic form [bOnvwatyK] comes in,
leading to the “correct” thick path, a comparison between the two paths will
lead to a demotion of constraints 16 *|Õ|/On/ and 19 */@/ [ ] and a promotion
of constraint 17 *|@| / /.
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〈bon-F; voitureF〉
⑬

|bɔ̃+∅#vwatyʁ|
⑮

⑭ ⑬
⑥

⑮
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⑫
⑦ ⑥
⑱
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⑩
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⑰
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⑧
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✓

⑨
⑨
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Figure 4.15: A ranking appropriate for [bÕmaKi] but not for [bOnvwatyK]: upon
encountering [bOnvwatyK], the learner will promote constraint 17 and demote
constraints 16 and 19 .

The combination of movements of 16 *|Õ| /On/ and 17 *|@| / / will typically result in these constraints becoming ranked in the opposite order. This
change is shown in Figure 16, where *|@| / / is now labeled 16 and *|Õ| /On/ is
labelled 17 . This new ranking, however, now causes the grammar to fail on
the input good husband, producing [bOn@maKi] as shown in the figure. When
the correct phonetic form [bÕmaKi] now comes in, the learning algorithm will
demote 16 *|@| / / and promote 17 *|Õ| /On/.
This movement will restore the original ranking of *|Õ| /On/ over *|@| / /,
leading again to a grammar that handles good husband correctly but fails on
good car.
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Figure 4.16: The ranking that results from the constraint movements in figure
4.15, which will now incorrectly produce [bOn@maKi]. When confronted with
[bÕmaKi] the learner promotes one of the constraints demoted in figure 4.15
and demotes the constraint that was promoted in Figure 4.15.
We can identify two problems with the events in Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
The first problem is that *|Õ| /On/ and *|@| / / will swap places eternally, never
allowing the grammar to leave this cycle. The second problem is that the net
result of the Figure 4.15 – Figure 4.16 cycle is that constraint 19 */@/ [ ], which
was already bottom-ranked, has moved further down the hierarchy; in a situation of stochastic ranking this fruitless eternal downward “pumping” reduces
the possibility that */@/ [ ] will ever play a role again. We will now discuss
various attempts to improve on this problem.
The pumping effect can be reduced by a variant reranking procedure, namely
“weighted uncanceled” (Apoussidou, 2007: 174). This update rule is similar
to “symmetric all”, except that the value subtracted from the ranking of +preferring constraints is now equal to the plasticity divided by the number
of these constraints, and the value added to the ranking of X-preferring constraints equals the plasticity divided by the number of these constraints (if either of these numbers of constraints is zero, no constraint moves). In Figure 15,
for instance, constraints 16 and 19 are demoted by only 1/2 each and constraint 17 is promoted by 1, and the combination of Figures 15 and 16 leads
to 17 staying fixed, 16 rising by 1/2, and 19 falling by 1/2. In general, this
scheme leads to less downward pumping than “symmetric all”, because the
amount by which constraints can fall is kept within bounds by the amount
that other constraints can rise, and this is in turn bounded by the other constraints in the grammar: in our example, for instance, constraint 16 *|Õ| /On/
can never reach beyond the top of the hierarchy, because if this constraint becomes high-ranked the learner will choose as the “correct” path a path that
does not violate it. The result is that both 16 and 19 get more chances to
interact with other constraints under the “weighted uncanceled” scheme than
under the “symmetric all” scheme, and this is a general difference between
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the schemes that is not specific to the toy case at hand.
For our French example, it is indeed the case that the “weighted uncanceled”
reranking procedure works better than “symmetric all”: about 24% of 10,000
virtual learners succeeded. The analyses that the succeeding learners came up
with are summarized in the bottom row of Table 1. Most found the “serial”
analysis SN, 90 found SN@, and 170 found PU (same preference as the random
baseline learners). A few (16) learners came up with a variable grammar in
which *hbon-Mi|bOn| and *|Õ| /On/ were ranked at the same height, leading to
a 5050 variation between the SN and PU analyses; in this example we see that
the ranking difference between a “serial” and a crucially parallel grammar can
be minimal (the learner cannot notice this; to a learner, all grammars are parallel and the potential existence of a serial equivalent is inaccessible). Finally, 4
of the 10,000 learners came up with a variable grammar in which *hMi|@| and
*hMi| | were ranked at the same height, leading to a 5050 variation between
the SN and SN@ analyses. We see that only three of the six analyses seen in §4.2
emerge with any frequency in the Optimality-Theoretic grammars, and that
variable grammars that never occur for random baseline learners (for whom
two rankings have probability zero of being equal) are also possible.
A point of concern in figure 15 is the demotion of 19 : demoting constraints that are ranked below the highest-ranked X-preferring constraint ( 17
) cannot really help to improve the decision. Tesar and Smolenskys (1998)
Error-Driven Constraint Demotion (EDCD) therefore prevents the demotion
of 19 : in this scheme, all +-preferring constraints ranked above the highestranked checkmark-preferring constraint are demoted to a value just below this
highest-ranked X-preferring constraint, and no constraint is promoted. In figure 15, 16 *|Õ| /On/ will be demoted below 17 *|@| / /, and in Figure 4.16, *|@|
/ / will be demoted below *|Õ| /On/ . These two constraints will continue to
tumble down in this way, and once they pass constraint 19 */@/ [ ], they will
drag it along down the hierarchy. The chances for these three constraints to
interact with the rest of the hierarchy will diminish even faster than with symmetric all, and indeed in our simulations with EDCD (with stochastic ranking;
Boersma 2009b), none of the 10,000 simulated learners succeeded in correctly
learning a ranking for the three French pieces of data.
Magri (2012)’s update rule limits some of the demotions of EDCD, while
retaining the advantage of not demoting 19 in Figure 4.15: in this scheme, all
’+-preferring constraints ranked above the highest-ranked -preferring constraint are demoted by 1.0, whereas all constraints that prefer the correct path
are promoted by 1.0 multiplied by (the number of constraints being demoted)
and divided by (the number of constraints being promoted plus one). In Figure 4.15, this means that 16 falls by 1 and 17 rises by 1/2, and in the combination of Figures 4.15 and 4.16, both constraints end up being demoted by 1/2,
while 19 is pumped down once the other two constraints have reached it. Re-
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garding this behavior, this scheme can be expected to work better than EDCD
but not better than weighted uncanceled, and indeed none of 10,000 simulated
learners (with stochastic ranking) turned out to be able to learn from the data.
The relative success of the various update rules corroborates earlier comparisons in the literature, where symmetric all had more success than EDCD
(Boersma, 2003) and “weighted uncanceled had more success than symmetric
all (Apoussidou, 2007).
A general strategy for improving solutions to difficult optimization problems is to add randomness (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983), and this indeed turns
out to help in the current case. We performed an additional series of simulations for the 19-constraint grammar of section 4.4.1 under the Generalized
Robust Interpretive Parsing (GRIP) strategy introduced by Biró (2013). Recall
that under regular RIP, the sets of constraints eligible for promotion and demotion are decided by comparing an (incorrectly) optimal candidate with a
parsed target candidate containing a target form. Under GRIP, the optimal
candidate is instead compared with a Boltzmann-weighted mean of the entire
set of candidates containing the target form. Biró (2013) argues that by maintaining multiple hypotheses over the correct parse in this manner, the learner
is more likely to converge on a grammar consistent with all data. The settings
for simulations performed with GRIP were identical to those reported above,
except with regard to evaluation noise: as Tamás Biró (pers. comm.) suggests,
the repeated shuffling of the hierarchy through evaluation noise may not be
compatible with GRIPs notion of a decreasing temperature vector. Indeed, we
found that no GRIP learners converged on a correct French grammar within
40,000 data under the standard evaluation noise of 2.0. On the other hand,
when the evaluation noise was set to a very small value of 10!9, GRIP turned
out to outperform regular RIP for our virtual learners of French: 100 out of 100
weighted uncanceled learners, 84 out of 100 symmetric all learners, 33 out of
100 learners using Magri (2012)’s update rule, and 0 out of 100 EDCD learners
converged to a correct grammar under GRIP. Again, we see the usual success
relations between the algorithms.
As stated in the beginning of this section, the virtual learners in our simulations find optimal candidates through a hierarchy that is stochastically influenced by evaluation noise, and the same draw of the evaluation noise is
used for virtual production and for interpretive parsing. A study by Jarosz
(2013a) suggests, however, that virtual production and interpretive parsing
are performed with different draws of the evaluation noise. Jarosz reports a
case in Stochastic OT where this resampling improves learning. When repeating our simulations described in the beginning of this section with resampling
(and reranking the constraints only if the phonetic form differed between the
two paths), we found that for all update rules the chances of a learner settling on a correct grammar improved: 83 out of 100 “weighted uncanceled”
learners, 39 out of 100 symmetric all learners, and 45 out of 100 learners using Magri (2012) update rule succeeded in finding a correct French grammar.
The increase in learning success reported by Jarosz thus seems to extend to
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multilevel grammars.

4.4.6

A grammar with a constraint against phonetic schwa

In all, the success of the learners with the 19 constraints of section 4.4.1 is modest. A possible cause is that the number of constraints is too low. We therefore
tried the constraint set of section 4.2.1, which contains the same 19 constraints
as the grammar of section 4.4.1, plus an articulatory constraint *[@] that is violated by every occurrence of a schwa in the phonetic form (the constraint
seen in the serial account of tableau (12)). Again, only “weighted uncanceled”
learners succeeded, in this case 80 out of 100. The analysis found most frequently by the learners (32 times) was one not possible in the original 19constraint grammar: a variant of SN (figure 4.14) in which the female form
contains a schwa on the underlying and surface levels, which is deleted in the
phonetic form.
The traditional serial of analysis of section 4.2.1 was found by 1 of the 80
learners, and it is shown in Figure 17. The ranking of Figure 17 is of course
not the only ranking that yields these paths. A shift of the four relevant constraint classes such that the rankings between these classes become {lexicalsemantic, morphosyntactic lexical-phonological  faithfulness, structural 
cue constraints, *[schwa] } leads to the same winning paths as long as the
rankings within the classes are preserved; precisely this property is what allows us to call the analysis serial. A fairly large group of learners found a
crucially parallel analysis in which a feminine underlying schwa was deleted
from the surface form by the ranking of the lower-level constraints *[@] and
*/@/ [ ] over the higher-level constraints *|@| / / and */n./.

4.4.7

Harmonic Grammar

The algorithm in section 3.2 is specific to the constraint-ranking decision mechanism of OT. It has been suggested that learners that instead use the decision
mechanisms of Harmonic Grammar (HG) or one of its variants might perform
better on multilevel problems than OT learners (Boersma and Pater, 2016). HG
grammars employ weighted constraints instead of the ranked constraints of
OT. In our graph-based representation, the evaluation procedure reduces in
HG to finding the shortest path, which is efficiently done with dynamic programming, as in the case of OT (section 3.3).
We carried out a number of simulations in which candidates were evaluated using HG (Legendre et al., 1990) and its variants Maximum Entropy
(Goldwater and Johnson, 2003), Exponential HG (Boersma and Pater, 2016),
Positive HG (Boersma and Pater, 2016), and Linear OT (Keller, 2000). All of
these were tested with two of the update rules discussed before, namely, “symmetric all” and “weighted uncanceled” (the other update rules we used above
are specific to OT). The result was that for all of these decision mechanisms
(except in some cases Exponential HG), the “weighted uncanceled” update
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rule was successful for all 100 learners (both with the 19-constraint set and
with the 20-constraint set), and the “symmetric all” update rule was successful for 99 learners (with 20 constraints), 78 learners (with 19 constraints in
HG and Maximum Entropy), or 50 learners (with 19 constraints in Positive
HG and Linear OT). Indeed, HG-style learners performed better in the simulations than OT learners (replicating a tendency also reported in Boersma
and Pater 2016), and, again, the weighted uncanceled update rule performed
better than symmetric all and learners with an additional constraint against
phonetic schwa again outperformed learners who had only the original 19
constraints. Typologically speaking, HG tends to come with a larger set of
possible languages than OT. While for the 19-constraint case only six analyses were possible using an OT constraint hierarchy with strict domination, the
HG learners found several more weighted constraint rankings: besides five of
the possible OT analyses of section 4.2 (the three analyses that the OT learners
found in section 4.2, plus the one of figure 9, plus the true gender allomorphy
analysis of figure 7), the learners found three analyses that rely on the possibility of having negative constraint weights. An example of an additional
triplet of optimal candidates found by a small percentage of HG learners is
the following:
‘goodi cari ’ hbon-F; voitureF i |bÕ+@#vwatyK| /.bO.n@.vwa.tyK./ [bOnvwatyK]
‘goodi actorii ’ hbon-M; acteurM i |bÕ+ #aktœK| /.bO.nak.tœK./ [bOnaktœK]
‘goodi husbandii ’ hbon-M; mariM i |bÕ+ #maKi| /.bÕ.ma.Ki./ [bÕmaKi]
This analysis combines phonological n-insertion with schwa deletion at the
phonetic level, and is not similar to any analysis previously proposed in the literature; the cause is, for example, that the path between /.bO.n@.vwa.tyK./ and
[bOnvwatyK] requires a negative weight for the constraint */@/ [ ], something
that is impossible in OT. As the typological consequences of negative constraint weights are probably undesirable in general (Pater, 2009), it is worthwhile to look at the analyses found by HG learners whose constraint weights
are restricted to being positive. The analyses found by learners with such decision mechanisms (Exponential HG, Positive HG, Linear OT) all fell within the
set of six OT-compatible analyses of section 4.2, which supports Pater (2009,
2016)’s claim that the typology of positive versions of HG is not so different
from the typology of OT. In the end, while learnability criteria seem to favor
HG over OT, as suggested both by Boersma and Pater (2016) and by the simulations in this article (as measured by the success rates of the learners), the
choice between HG and OT has to be determined also by which of the two
produces the better typologies.

4.4.8

Conclusion

In the OT framework, the “symmetric all”,“Magri”, and EDCD learners succeeded with neither constraint set, whereas the “weighted uncanceled” update rule was moderately successful. Whether these differences between the
update rules for the present case reflect genuine differences in quality between
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the update rules or whether they are peculiar to the present case cannot yet
be determined; a whole-language simulation performed on a large corpus of
French data may shed light on this question.
Such a larger simulation is also needed if we want to find out whether a
serial analysis or a parallel analysis is more appropriate for French. For instance, the serial analysis regards the bon ∼ bonne alternation as phonological,
whereas the parallel analysis regards this alternation as suppletive. Including
in the simulation some data that are uncontroversially suppletive, such as the
ma ∼ mon or the vieux ∼ vieil(le) alternation, may shift the preference of the
virtual learners in the direction of a parallel analysis, whereas including more
data that are possibly regarded as phonological, such as the alternation between the nouns chien [SjẼ] ‘dog’ and chienne [SjEn] ‘bitch’, may shift the preference in the direction of a serial analysis. Such data, and more realistic and
extensive data on schwa drop and schwa insertion, pose an interesting subject
of future research. A specific expectation is that the analyses with underlying
masculine schwas found in the present limited example will vanish.

4.5

The relation to complexity reductions for other
parameters than number of levels

In this article, we constructed an algorithm for parallel evaluation across multiple levels of representations whose complexity is linear in the number of levels, while the size of the candidate set is exponential in the number of levels.
As mentioned in section 1, this stands in a tradition of reducing exponential
candidate sets to linear by graph-theoretic means: linearity has been achieved
for the number of segments in the input and the number of autosegmental
tiers (Ellison, 1994; Eisner, 1997; Riggle, 2004). There is a difference in the kind
of grammar and the kind of candidate generator between our work and this
earlier work: when describing the relation between adjacent levels, we worked
with small lists of candidates (enumerated in tableaux), just as in Prince and
Smolensky (1993)’s formalization and in most practical work in OT, whereas
Ellison, Eisner, and Riggle achieved their linearity results under the restriction
that candidate sets can be represented as regular expressions, the finite-state
assumption. A super-efficient comprehensive model of evaluation in parallel
multilevel OT would preferably be subexponential in the number of segments
in the input and in the number of autosegmental tiers and in the number of
levels of representation. Can this be achieved?
The finite-state models by Riggle (2004) achieve the evaluation of an infinite candidate set. One would like to apply that method to multilevel evaluation. However, finite-state transducers have a single input alphabet and a
single output alphabet, whereas our French example works with at least four
different alphabets (the underlying form and the surface form may both be
written in the same phonological alphabet, but the other three levels are in-
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commensurable with the phonological levels and with each other), and once
one includes syntactic and semantic representations, the number of alphabets
will increase again. One could represent the French case as a concatenation
of four finite-state transducers, but such an apparatus would perform only
serial multilevel evaluation. For parallel evaluation, one would need a single
giant transducer, with meaning as the input and phonetic form as the output;
the alphabets of the intermediate levels would then remain unexpressed. Unfortunately, the size of the transducer seems to have to become impractically
large. According to (Riggle, 2004, p.100), the number of states in an OT transducer is exponential in the number of constraints if the constraints work on
different kinds of structures. In a multilevel case, constraints that work at different levels of representations do not share structures, so that the number of
states seems to have to be exponential in the number of levels, which is exactly what the present account wants to avoid; for our 19-constraint case, the
states probably number many thousands. Future work by finite-state and/or
multilevel theorists may find a solution to this problem.

4.6

Conclusion

In this article, we illustrated that a parallel multilevel constraint grammar can
be represented as a graph with a number of connections that is linear in the
number of levels, although the number of candidate paths is exponential in
the number of levels. We illustrated how this leads to efficient evaluation procedures and learning mechanisms whose computation times are also linear in
the number of levels. Although for the time being we have to stay agnostic
about whether our French example is best described with a serial or with a
parallel grammar, the linear computation time helps to make parallel multilevel evaluation and learning feasible as a method of modeling phonological
processing and acquisition. This kind of linearity may well become essential
when we scale up to more realistic problems – for example, when we apply
parallel multilevel evaluation in whole-language simulations.

CHAPTER

5

Learning from corpus data in multi-level constraint
grammars

Abstract
This chapter builds on the efficient evaluation approach of the previous chapter. The
size of the learning data set, constraint sets and candidate spaces is increased greatly.
A large corpus of spoken French serves as the empirical basis for this scaled-up analysis of liaison in the multi-level BiPhon framework. Several variant models are tested
for their ability to correctly model the patterns found in the data. The results of these
simulations shed new light on the factors that are at play in French liaison. First, a random baseline learner was unable to find a correct ranking for this enlarged constraint
set. Error-driven learners equipped with a serial production grammar are unable to
learn the patterns in the data, whereas fully interactive grammars do succeed. Successful learners also show an overwhelming preference for a lexical analysis, using a
consonant-initial allomorph of certain nouns to avoid vowel hiatus. More generally, the
results demonstrate the viability of the multi-level modeling approach for analysing
complex phonological phenomena.

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the multi-level modeling approach to French liaison is expanded. The previous chapter introduced an efficient evaluation algorithm
and tested it on a toy language containing three phrases. This chapter takes
the logical next step: utilizing these computational gains by enlarging the scale
and scope of our multi-level model. This will be done in two ways. First,
the learning data set is expanded so that learners are confronted with a va-
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riety of forms both with and without liaison. Second, the candidate graphs
for each individual learning datum are generated procedurally rather than
crafted by hand, in a slightly augmented version of the model used in the
previous chapter. These two adaptations result in much larger candidate sets
and, consequently, give virtual learners more possible analyses to consider.
With this enlarged data set and hypothesis space, we may test and validate
our “data-driven” approach on a learning problem that does more justice to
the complexity and variation faced by real learners.

5.1.1

A multi-level model of liaison

As discussed in Chapter 4, liaison in modern French has been the subject of
extensive analysis in various theoretical frameworks. The main focus of Chapter 4 was the comparison between the serial phonological analyses of e.g. Dell
(1973) and parallel morphophonological analyses of Encrevé-Lambert (1971)
and Tranel (1996). However, it has also long been noted that non-phonological
factors play a role: e.g. syntax (Selkirk, 1974; Bonami et al., 2004), morphology
proper (Morin, 2003), lexical frequency (Bybee, 2001), orthography (Chevrot
and Malderez, 1999; Laks, 2005), and others (e.g. Eychenne, 2011). Moreover,
corpus studies have pointed out that there is substantial variation in the realization of liaison (Durand and Lyche, 2003); many contexts considered obligatory in earlier formal analyses turn out to be optional, sometimes outright rare.
Extragrammatical (sociolinguistic, regional, stylistic and idiosyncratic) factors
also influence the probability of liaison appearing (Ågren, 1973). As Durand
and Lyche (2003) put it, “[d]ealing with liaison requires stepping into all the
components of the grammar, while tackling at the same time the quicksands
of variation.”
From a modeling perspective, the BiPhon framework is a good fit to that
description. Indeed, Boersma (2011) states that BiPhon should ultimately do
whole-language simulations in order to achieve explanatory adequacy. We saw
in the previous chapter that the presence of lexical and morphosyntactic representations and constraints enables analyses that explicitly acknowledge nonphonological factors. Additionally, variation and gradient phenomena can be
represented through stochastic ranking. The simulations of Chapter 4 showed
how a BiPhon MLCG implementation with these properties can efficiently
model liaison. However, the specific candidate and constraint sets used in
those simulations were created in a somewhat ad-hoc fashion, to represent
a small set of serial and parallel analyses. Such an approach is unsustainable
on the scale needed to model liaison in its full complexity. Instead, this chapter presents a method for dynamically creating constraint sets and candidate
spaces on the basis of a sizable input data set, edging closer to the ultimate
goal of whole-language simulation.
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Using data from the PFC corpus

The Phonologie du français contemporain project (PFC; Durand and Lyche, 2003;
Durand et al., 2009; Detey et al., 2016) was created to establish a large, reliable and accessible corpus for studying the sound patterns of modern spoken
French. The PFC corpus contains annotated recordings of speakers from a variety of locations in France and other Francophone countries. While a large
part of the corpus consists of free-flowing unguided dialogue between researcher and informant, the data collection and annotation particularly focus
on three phenomena of special phonological interest: the phonemic inventory,
usage of schwa, and (non-)realization of liaison.
This focus on liaison is reflected in the data structure of the corpus. Through
a web interface1 , or alternatively by downloading the data together with a
software tool, one may specifically search for utterances that contain potential contexts for liaison, and extract transcripts and recordings of these utterances. This study leverages these transcripts and accompanying orthographic
transcriptions to generate the meaning–sound pairs that serve as input to our
error-driven learning model. In this way, we can use the PFC data to scale
up Chapter 4’s investigation of liaison and hopefully gain more insight in the
factors that influence its manifestation.

5.1.3

Aims and limitations of this study

The approach and aim of this work resemble those of Chapters 3 and 4. We
start by describing and computationally implementing a meta-model, which
subsumes several models that generate distinct hypotheses about linguistic
representations and processes. These models are then trained on data reflecting the overt evidence available to language learners. The results of training
will indicate which (if any) of the models are capable of learning, representing and reproducing the patterns found in the empirical data. Moreover, after
training we can test whether any solution found by the virtual learners generalizes to unseen data or a holdout test set. As with the serial and parallel
L2 learners of Chapter 3, this can help to make a distinction between models
that at first glance seem to exhibit the same surface behaviour on the training data, in spite of architectural differences. Finally, the state of the constraint
grammar can be inspected during and after learning. This provides insight in
the possible pathways to learning surface-correct grammars, and how different approaches to error-driven constraint learning may govern the success or
failure to learn certain patterns in the data.
Our computational approach thus provides us with a tool to compare competing hypotheses of speech perception and production. By basing the input
on lab-collected or spontaneously recorded corpus data, we ground the outcome of this comparison in empirical linguistic behaviour, including variation
and frequency effects. This study is therefore partly methodological in nature: it
1 https://www.projet-pfc.net/
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aims to showcase the viability of this data-driven model selection approach,
on a large data set representing a well-studied and intricate phenomenon. This
is not to say that the meta-model covers the gamut of analyses that have been
proposed in the prodigious literature on liaison. Although we are relatively
agnostic on the locus of liaison in the grammar, representational choices still
unquestionably shape and restrict the hypothesis space available to our virtual learners. The learning data will likewise be restricted to a subclass of noun
phrases manifesting liaison, limiting the explanatory power of our models for
liaison as a whole. We return to these questions in the discussion (Section 5.5).

5.1.4

Outline

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. The next section motivates
expanding the model from that of the previous chapter, and informally describes the procedures for candidate and constraint generation. Architectural
choices and restrictions mentioned above are also addressed. Section 5.3 follows, describing a series of simulations with the expanded model, starting
with a handful of training items resembling the toy liaison dataset of the previous chapter. This dataset is then augmented with more input data and surface variation, allowing us to address some speculative comments made in
the previous chapter. Finally, Section 5.4 describes a series of simulations on a
much larger data set culled from the PFC. The implications of the simulation
results are discussed in Section 5.5.

5.2
5.2.1

Model and data
Reducing teleological bias

A majority of OT analyses in the literature mention only a fraction of the total
constraint and candidate set presumed to be active in an evaluation. This is
for good reason: the authors analyse a particular phenomenon in some particular language(s), and take care to construct concise examples to illustrate the
merits of their approach. However, the ambition of handling a larger and more
varied set of liaison data in our model requires an alternative approach to candidate and constraint creation. Not only would it be laborious and error-prone
to manually design candidate graphs for thousands of inputs, but as Bane and
Riggle (2012) point out, there is considerable risk of accidentally omitting a
constraint or candidate which breaks a given analysis. Perhaps more critically,
knowing the desired outcome(s) is likely to introduce a teleological bias in
our view of the learning problem. The toy liaison grammars of the previous
chapter are no exception. The “candidate graph” representation allowed compact visualization of multi-level evaluation over a reasonably large candidate
set (128 candidates per input). Nonetheless, the possible interlevel mappings
and constraints were designed by hand, and many thinkable sub-candidates
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ours
un ours
les ours
des ours

/.uKs./
/.œ̃.nuKs./
/.le.zuKs./
/.de.zuKs./

loup
un loup
les loups
des loups
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/.lu./
/.œ̃.lu./
/.le.lu./
/.de.lu./

Table 5.1: Syllabification of the nouns ours and loups when combined with
various determiners

were precluded from the analysis or presented as forbidden by inviolable
constraints. The candidate graphs encompassed several distinct analyses that
have been proposed in the liaison literature, and contained just enough forms
and constraints to represent these. Relative success of EDRAs to find these
covert structures served as a metric for learnability of one analysis over another, given the same overt and ambiguous input data.
Presumably, real learners acquiring the phonology of French face even
greater ambiguity. For one, they are not born into the world with knowledge of
boundary representations for specific French words and morphemes. Rather,
they infer these from the linguistic input; at the age of 8.5 months infants already show sensitivity to word boundaries (Jusczyk and Aslin, 1995; Pelucchi
et al., 2009), and in the second year of life are able to distinguish between
similar-sounding words (Werker et al., 2002). Despite this remarkable feat of
unsupervised learning, children (and indeed adults) do sometimes continue to
entertain spurious word or morpheme boundaries. In French, cues for word
boundaries can be obscured by two related sandhi phenomena: liaison and
enchainement. The latter refers to the syllabification of historically word-final
liaison consonants to the onset of the following word. The forms in Table 5.1
illustrate.
The underlying forms of ours and loup can be presumed to be |urs| and
|lu|, respectively. This can also be seen when they occur in isolation. The articles les and des have liaising forms ending in /z/, which roughly speaking
only surface when the following noun begins with a vowel. When preceding
a consonant-inital noun such as loup, the /z/ does not surface and |lez+lu|
becomes /.le.lu./ On the basis of these and similar data, a learner assuming
that word boundaries coincide with syllable boundaries might well be led to
believe that the plural definitive article takes the form |le|, and that /zuKs/ is
an allomorph or prefixed plural form of |uKs|. Surface /.le.lu./ and /.le.zuKs./
would be restructured as underlying |le+lu| and |le+zuKs|. Such restructuring
becomes even more plausible with words that are chiefly encountered in the
plural, accompanied by indefinite des or definite les, and rarely in the singular or in isolation. Indeed, the speech of young learners of French sometimes
betrays such restructuring. Chevrot et al. (2009) cite the example of a child reanalyzing les arbres as les zarbres and un ours as un nours. Several French-based
creoles contain vocabulary items originating from reanalyzed word boundaries, e.g. zanimo “animal” and zistwar “story” in Mauritian Creole (Grant
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and Guillemin, 2012; Bonami and Henri, 2012).2 Beginning with Gougenheim
(1935), some authors consider this joining of liaison consonants to a following
word to be active in L1 adult grammars. In particular, a plural prefix |z| has
been proposed to appear before vowel-initial nouns (Morin and Kaye, 1982).
If our learning models are to provide insight in the acquisition patterns of
liaison by real French learners, we should not bias the virtual learners toward
the historically or orthographically correct form of the words in the input data
– these forms are after all not available to learners at the time they are acquiring the language. Instead, the approach we take is to generate various
(sub)candidates and constraints over these hidden structures on the basis of
semantic and phonemic features overtly present in the input, through a computational implementation of G EN and C ON.
Algorithmically generating a finite number of candidates is the same approach that was taken in the more limited simulation world of Chapter 3, and
many other studies of learning in constraint grammars, e.g. Tesar and Smolensky (1998) and Jarosz (2013a). The resulting candidate space still derives from
features present in the overt learning data, whose representations are in turn
inspired by the specific phenomenon we want to analyze. However, by generating rather than designing the hypothesis space that our MLCG learners will
explore, the grammars should contain less bias toward known solutions to the
problem.

5.2.2

Formalizing levels of representation and forms

To get a good understanding of the representations and structures involved
in our multi-level liaison model, we may re-examine a candidate quintuplet
from Chapter 4’s toy grammar:
“goodi , actori ” – hbon-M; acteurM i – |bOn+∅#aktœK| – /.bO.nak.tœK/ – [bOnaktœK]
This notation concisely expresses properties from various components of
the grammar which supposedly play a role in liaison: syntactic agreement, inflection, lexical access, syllabic structure, phonemic and phonetic content, and
so on. Many of these properties were mentioned in passing or only implicitly in Chapter 4. The linear notation also obscures the essentially hierarchical
structure within some forms. Moreover, it is clear that there is a correspondence between adjacent forms within the candidate quintet, but the nature of
this correspondence was not made explicit. To implement procedural generation of such multi-level candidates, as well as many others, it is necessary to be
more precise about the features and structures that make up the forms on each
level of representation, and the way features correspond on adjacent levels.
This holds true especially for semantic, syntactic and morphological features,
which traditionally have not been the focus of the BiPhon framework.
2 Another interesting example comes from the Verlan argot, which creates words by inversing
their syllables: rabza “Arab”, apparently inversed from *zarabe.
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Semantic
primitives
Phonic
primitives

{
{

"Semantic-Syntactic"
⬍
«Morphosyntactic»
⬍
<Morphemic>
⬍
|Underlying|
⬍
/Surface/
⬍
[Phonetic]
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morphosyntactic constraints

morphemic constraints
lexical constraints
faithfulness constraints
structural constraints
cue constraints
articulatory constraints

Figure 5.1: The extended BiPhon model used in this chapter
.
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the extended BiPhon model that will be
employed in this chapter. The most salient and important addition is an extra
level of representation. To make the nature of the mappings, features and constraint interactions of a morphological nature more explicit, the Morpheme
level of the previous chapter has been split into two levels, Morphosyntactic
and Morphemic. While this split is not strictly necessary to represent the liaison
grammars used here, it has an explanatory benefit in distinguishing between
different types of processes. The next sections will walk through the extended
model, using forms familiar from the previous chapter to illustrate the procedure by which G EN composes candidates and C ON differentiates between
them.

5.2.3

A dynamic and local G EN

Chapters 2 and 4 stated a general restriction to the MLCG framework utlized
in this thesis: constraints must evaluate either forms on a single level, or form
mappings between adjacent levels. With this restriction, candidate evaluation
over multiple levels can be defined as the ’sum’ of multiple independent and
local sub-evaluations. This dynamic programming approach can also be applied to candidate generation: for a grammar with n levels of representation,
we decompose G EN into a series of functions G EN1 . . .G ENn−1 . The output of
one such sub-G EN functions as input on its successor. This approach to candidate generation is also used in serial constraint grammar frameworks such
as Stratal OT (Bermúdez-Otero, 1999; Kiparsky, 2000), which is however restricted to phonology proper – that is, purely concerned with levels that are
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Figure 5.2: An attribute-value matrix representation of a Semantic-Syntactic
Form: an ordered pair of S-words. The set of features is typed for concept,
fixed, selected or contextual.
considered “hidden” in BiPhon. Other approaches such as Harmonic Serialism (McCarthy, 2000) and Simulated Annealing for Optimality Theory (Biró,
2006) also take a dynamic approach to candidate generation, but apply the
same G EN repeatedly rather than iterating over different sub-G ENs.
In this chapter, rather than using numeric level indices in our notation, we
use the abbreviated level of the input forms. For example, G ENUF stands for
the sub-G EN that takes Underlying Forms as input.

5.2.4

Level-by-level walktrough of the extended model

Syntactic-semantic form
The topmost level in Figure 5.1 is Semantic-Syntactic Form (SSF). Like the Semantic Form of the previous chapter, it formalizes the “semantic” or “contextual” information presented to learners. One difference with “traditional”
BiPhon SemF is that SSF contains not only semantic but also rudimentary
syntactic information, about word order and syntactic category. On the basis
of SSF, learners go on to infer possible morphosyntactic representations. SSF
forms are structured hierarchically: at the highest level they are an ordered
collection of syntactic words (S-words), complex structures that encode semantic and syntactic information about dependency and optional morphosyntactic features. In linguistic formalisms, complex feature structures of this type
are often represented using attribute-value matrices (AVMs): see (Sag and Pollard (1987) ) As an example, the Semantic Form “goodi actori ” of the previous
chapter might be represented as in Figure 5.2, a pair of S-words in SSF in an
AVM:
An S-word, then, is composed of a syntactic category (PoS), a binary headedness value also derived from syntax (either head or dependent) and a set
of typed features, where a feature is understood to mean a combination of an
attribute and a value for that attribute. Of these features, the concept type is
obligatory: it encodes the meaning of the S-word, and may theoretically take
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on any value that language users are able to represent conceptually.3
The other features might be called morphosyntactic features. Structurally,
they are attribute-value pairs, where both attribute and value come from a
small closed set. Morphosemantic features come in three types4 : Fixed or lexical features are inherently determined by the expressed meaning. In French,
we may consider the grammatical gender of nouns to be fixed: any noun belongs to either the class of masculine or feminine nouns, irrespective of the semantic or grammatical context in which it is used.5 Selected features are those
that are dictated by semantic context, i.e. the meaning conveyed by a phrase.
The grammatical number of acteur in the noun phrase bon acteur is singular,
since the phrase refers to a single actor. Contextual features are those that are
assigned by grammatical context: through agreement or government. Contextual features are actually not yet present on the SSF level: they are imposed
onto non-head S-words on the next level, Morphosyntactic Form.
The treatment of headedness as a binary feature is deliberately simplistic
and theory-neutral. Nichols (1986) calls headedness “a theory-independent
notion which in fact figures as a primitive in all theories”. Since this chapter is
confined to small nominal phrases in French, a simple marking of S-words as
head or dependent allows us to generate candidates and constraints related to
agreement, as the next section will explain.
Mapping from Semantic-Syntactic to Morphosyntactic Form
In mapping from Semantic-Syntactic Form to Morphosyntactic Form (MSF),
the morphosyntactic features of SSF may spread out from the head S-word to
the dependent S-word(s), a process of agreement. While feature attributes are
always copied from head to dependent in MSF, the dependents’ features may
take on other values than those of the head S-word, including a null value. In
this way, agreement as well as disagreement and non-expression of gender
and number on the determiner may all be generated as hypotheses – recall
from the previous chapter that a possible analysis of liaison requires that a
learner select an incongruent feminine form of the adjective with some masculine nouns, in order to prevent vowel hiatus.
The figure illustrates one possible mapping from “Actor.M, SG” to an MSF
form. Copied features are printed bold. In this particular mapping, the number feature is faithfully copied from the head S-word, but the value of the
gender feature is changed to F, resulting in non-agreement.
3 In practice, because the concept feature is given in the input and cannot change in subsequent
levels of representation, the number of values for this feature is finite, limited by the total set of
inputs available to a learner in the simulation.
4 This taxonomy of features derives from Kibort (2007).
5 The presence of a fixed gender feature on SSF violates the premise that it only contains features that can be determined by context. This choice was made deliberately in order the be able
to simulate the role of gender in liaison, without dealing with the extra complication of having to
learn a gender feature.
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Figure 5.3: An attribute-value matrix representation of a Morphosyntactic
Form. An example of typed features is seen in the second S-word: the feature
of type fixed has the attribute gender and the value M.
The G ENSSF function thus generates a set of possible output SSF–MSF mappings for a given SSF. Each feature whose attribute is copied from a head to
a dependent S-word may assume one from a closed set of possible feature
values. The Cartesian product of these sets yields the set of possible feature
combinations that may be added to the dependent S-words of the MSF; each
combination corresponds to a possible SSF–MSF mapping.
The tableau in Figure 5.4 lists all possible mappings from SSF to MSF for
the example form of the previous section. It also illustrates the two types
of constraints active in this mapping: E XPRESS constraints and A GREE constraints. Both are intralevel constraints militating against certain features or
feature combinations on the Morphosyntactic Forms.
A GREE constraints operate on the level of the entire phrase. They punish
disagreement between a morphosyntactic feature on a dependent S-word and
the corresponding feature on its head S-word. They are specified for part of
speech and morphosyntactic attribute. For example, A GREE A DJ -G inflicts a
violation for an adjective whose value for the gender feature is not in agreement with that of the head S-word.
E XPRESS constraints are similarly specified for part of speech and morphosyntactic attribute, but inflict a violation for a dependent S-word not expressing that attribute, i.e. when the value for that feature is null.
In the context of the problem researched in the simulations, these two constraint types serve to shape learners’ hypotheses on the role of “gender allomorphy” in liaison. For instance, A GREE -A DJ -G must be ranked low in order
to allow for the hypothesis that bon acteur employs a syntactically feminine
allomorph of hGoodi. MSF forms with null feature values, forbidden by E X PRESS constraints, allow for the hypothesis that some parts of speech are not
marked at all for a given morphosyntactic feature.
Mapping from Morphosyntactic Form to Morphemic Form
In this mapping, the list of S-words from MSF is transformed to a list of Mwords on Morphemic Form (MF), retaining the word order. An M-word consists of a PoS feature inherited from the S-word, and an ordered collection of
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“{Good}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N ”
+

{Good, M, SG}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, M, PL}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, M, ∅}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, F, SG}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, F, PL}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, F, ∅}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, ∅, SG}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, ∅, PL}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
{Good, ∅, ∅}Adj – {Actor.M, SG}N 
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Figure 5.4: Tableau illustrating a mapping from SSF to MSF. Note how features may spread from the head noun in SSF to the dependent adjective in
MSF, violating constraints when the feature attribute is null (E XPRESS) or noncongruent (A GREE).
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Figure 5.5: An attribute-value matrix representation of a Morphemic Form.
unordered feature sets. These feature sets are named Morphemes.
The output of G ENMSF is defined by a procedure that maps an input MSF to
a set of MFs that retain the ordering of S-words from the input, lose the headedness feature, and introduce a partial order on the set of morphosyntactic
features contained in each S-word. This procedure takes three steps:
1. Each possible partition (set of non-empty subsets) for the feature set of
each MSF S-word is generated. A partition represents a possible subdivision of the S-word’s non-null features into one or more Morphemes,
where each feature must be a member of exactly one Morpheme; an additional restriction is that fixed features must remain attached to their
concept feature.
2. For each partition into Morphemes, all possible orderings of these Mor-
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Figure 5.6: A schematic example of a mapping from Morphosyntactic Form to
Morphemic Form.
phemes are generated. This ordering, combined with the part of speech
of the parent S-word, is called an M-word. (The total number of M-words
created from a given partition is the factorial of the partition’s size.)
3. The list of S-words from the MSF has now been turned into a list of sets
of M-words. We take the Cartesian product of this list of sets – that is,
all possible combinations that can be created by combining a member
from each set in this list of sets.This operation yields the output set of
Morphemic Forms.
Figure 5.6 illustrates this algorithm for a specific MSF. It will be clear from this
description that the number of MFs generated grows more than exponentially
in the number of features present in the MSF.
Two types of intralevel constraints operate on the mappings generated by
G ENMSF . The first is the family of A NALYZE constraints. These are specified
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for part of speech and morphological feature, and militate against synthesizing that feature with another. Thus, A NALYZE -A DJ -N UM inflicts a violation
on the Morpheme G OOD .S G because its number feature is coalesced with the
concept feature good. The second type is the family of O RDER constraints, concerned with the ordering of Morphemes within the M-word. It too is specified
for part of speech and morphological feature. It inflicts a violation when the
relative ordering of two Morphemes in an M-Word differs from that specified
in the constraint. For instance,*A( NUM <G ) inflicts a violation on an Adjective M-Word when it has a Morph with a Number attribute ordered before a
Morph with a Gender attribute. The tableau below illustrates how these different constraint types may interact in the MSF → MF mapping. It is worth
noting that no two subcandidates have the same violation profile. As in the
previous mapping, this is a result of the close relation between G EN and C ON
in our dynamically generated grammar.
In the context of our liaison model, an MF representation contained in the
candidate for a given meaning–form pair represents a hypothesis on the coalescence of morphosyntactic features into single morphemic elements, as well
as the placement of inflectional elements relative to a stem. By treating inflectional elements as possibly separate morphemes, we are able to represent
hypotheses about their interaction with liaison, as also done by e.g. Bonami
et al. (2004). At the same time, the model allows suppletive analyses through
the coalescence of morphosyntactic features with stems, yielding e.g. good.M
as a single morphemic unit which has two allomorphs |bÕ| and |bOn|.
Morphemic Form to Underlying Form
Through this mapping, the abstract Morphemes forming the minimal parts of
words are mapped to a string of Morphs making up an Underlying Form (UF).
A Morph is in turn a string of segments representing the phonemic content of
a Morpheme. In other words, the MF–UF relation concerns the lexicon: each
mapping from MF to UF contains hypotheses about the segmental representations associated with the Morphemes contained in an MF.
Unlike the previous two sub-G ENs, G ENMF cannot be defined strictly in
terms of elements present on the input level; the phonemic segments on UF
are written in a different “alphabet”. Instead, the mapping from MF to UF
is determined by a learner’s lexicon, which contains the set of allomorphic
hypotheses for a Morpheme and so bounds the set of subcandidates. We return to this lexicon in Section 5.2.5, after this level-by-level walkthrough of the
grammar.
Constraints
The only constraint type active in this mapping is that of interlevel L EX constraints (Apoussidou 2007; see also Chapter 3). An individual L EX constraint
forbids a particular mapping from a single Morpheme to a single Morph.
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Figure 5.7: A tableau illustrating a mapping from Morphosyntactic Form to
Morphemic Form.

Good.M SG, Actor.M SG

☞

bOn+∅#aktœr+∅
bOn+∅#aktœr+z
bOn+z#aktœr+∅
bOn+z#aktœr+z
bO˜+∅#aktœr+∅
bO˜+∅#aktœr+z
bO˜+z#aktœr+∅
bO˜+z#aktœr+z
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*GOOD.M bOn
*GOOD.M bO˜
* ACTOR.M aktœr
*Nom.SG ∅
*Nom.SG z
*Adj.SG ∅
*Adj.SG z
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*!
*!
*!
*!
*
*
*
*

* *
*
* *
*
*
* *
*
*
*
* *!
*
* *!
*
*
* *!
*
*
*

Figure 5.8: A tableau illustrating a mapping from Morphemic Form to Underlying Form.

Morphs may simply be the phonologically empty null affix |∅|. Thus, the constraint *A CTOR . M - |aktœr| forbids mapping the Morpheme A CTOR .M to the
Morph |aktœr| and inflicts a single violation mark on every MF–UF mapping
realizing this lexical relation. Ranking this constraint lower will increase the
likelihood that this Morph is retrieved for this Morpheme. The learner’s lexicon determines the size of the L EX constraint family, since each allomorphic
hypothesis is represented by a lexical constraint forbidding it Recall from the
previous chapter that, in a parallel analysis, phonological considerations (e.g.
hiatus-forbidding structural constraints) may interact with L EX constraints,
giving rise to phonologically conditioned allomorphy.
The sub-G EN active on the MF–UF mapping works quite simply. For each
Morpheme that is present on the MF level, the lexicon retrieves a set of Morphs
(allomorphs). A list of Morphemes in a particular MF thus yields an ordered
list of such sets, and the set of subcandidates generated for an MF is the Cartesian product of this list of sets. C ON contains a unique L EX constraint for each
Morpheme-Morph submapping, so that again each MF–UF mapping has a
unique violation profile. Figure 5.8 gives an example, which is exhaustive under the assumption that the lexicon contains one possible allomorph for actor.M and two possible allomorphs for each of other three Morphemes in the
input.
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Underlying Form to Surface Form
This mapping is probably the most familiar to readers: it works analogously
to that of the previous chapter, and is generally closest to the two-level, purely
phonological processes often analysed with “vanilla” two-level OT (see Chapter 2). On the Surface Form (SF) level, the Morphs present on the Underlying Form level are spelled out to strings of individual phonemes. These concatenated phoneme strings are then syllabified. Interlevel faithfulness and intralevel structural constraints govern the outcome of this mapping. As in the
previous chapter, we model sound changes on the segmental rather than the
featural level. While this may fail to capture some generalisations (e.g. that the
submappings |On| - /Õ/ and |En| - /Ẽ/ both involve the same transformation), it
seems justifiable in this study which is primarily concerned with the appearance or disappearance of complete segments. One novel addition compared
to the previous chapter is that a single UF may map to multiple segmentally
identical syllabifications, rather than using the “Max Onset Principle” (Kahn,
1976).
The faithfulness constraints take the form *|α| → /β/ where a violation
mark is inflicted for every instance where the UF segment(s) |α| are realized
as the SF segments(s) /β/. Insertion and deletion are represented as | | →
/β/ and |α| → / /, respectively. Structural constraints forbid entire codas or
onsets, inflicting a violation for each syllable on SF that contains such a coda or
onset, including empty ones: */.V/ is equivalent to the constraint traditionally
named O NSET. The constraint set in itself thus does not contain a preference
for the absence or presence of consonants in onset or coda.
As in Chapter 4, and unlike Chapter 3, there are no constraints militating
again a fully faithful mapping between UF and SF. There is an implicit correspondence relation between the two levels, and only when a segment is not
mapped to an identical segment on the other level will a faithfulness violation be inflicted. Otherwise, the segments on UF are mapped left-to-right to
identical correspondents on SF.
G ENUF creates Surface Forms through the following (informally defined)
procedure:
1. The Morphs of UF are “spelled out” to an intermediate, linearized segmental representation that retains markers for morpheme and word boundaries.
2. The boundary markers in these intermediate representations serve as
anchor points for context-sensitive transformational rules. The set of all
possible combinations of rule applications is generated, with the stipulation that each boundary marker may be the locus of at most one transformation.
3. For each member of this set, a set of syllabifications is generated, with
the rule that each syllable must contain precisely one vowel.
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|bOn#Om|

→ /t/

→ /z/

→ /@/

bOnom

bOntOm

bOnzOm

bOn@Om

|On| → /Õ/

bÕOm

/.bO.nOm./
/.bOn.Om./

/.bO.ntOm./
/.bOn.tOm./
/.bOnt.Om./

/.bO.nzOm./
/.bOn.zOm./
/.bOnz.Om./

/.bO.n@.Om./
/.bOn.@.Om./

/.bÕ.Om./

Figure 5.9: An illustration of the mapping from UF to SF. First a phonological
rule is applied at a word edge; for the resulting string of segments, all possible
syllabifications are created.

The rewrite rules that are applied in the second step come from a finite
set of rules, including a “zero rule” that does not rewrite any segments. As
with the lexical repository of G ENMF , the provenance of this rule repository
is discussed in the next section. Figure 5.9 illustrates how the procedure may
create 11 distinct SFs from the UF |bOn#Om|.

Surface Form to Phonetic Form
G ENSF constitutes the final mapping in the production grammar, from a syllabified Surface Form to a flat string of segments on the Phonetic Form (PF)
level. As in the previous chapter, the SF–PF mapping is rather similar to the
UF–SF mapping: a PF is here represented as a string of phones, rather than
the more fine-grained phonetic-articulatory representations of Chapter 3. As
on the previous level, mappings from SF to PF are generated on the basis of
rewrite rules, operating on edges between segments. In this case, they operate
at syllable edges. In the simulations described below, the rules mostly concern
insertion or deletion of schwa segments. Interlevel C UE constraints take on the
same form as the faithfulness constraints of the previous mapping; intralevel
A RT constraints punish certain segments or combinations thereof. The role of
cue and articulatory constraints involving schwa are crucial in our multi-level
version of Dell’s “abstract serial” analysis of liaison (see also Chapter 4).
The constraints and candidate sets shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are again
not complete, but serve to illustrate the workings of the constraints and their
interaction. The number of mappings created on G ENUF and G ENSF depends
for a large part on the particular transformations that are allowed. The next
section explains in more detail where the transformation rules come from.

☞

/bOn.ak.tœr/
/bOn.akt.œr/
/bO.nak.tœr/
/bO.nakt.œr/
/bO.ak.tœr/ *!
/bO.akt.œr/ *!
*!
/bOz.ak.tœr/
*!
/bOz.akt.œr/
*!
/bO.zak.tœr/
*!
/bO.zakt.œr/

*V.

*CC.

*C.

* .V

ŠbOn+∅#aktœr+∅Š

Š∅Š -> /z/
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ŠnŠ -> /∅/
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*! ***
*! ** *
**!
*

*
*

* **
*

*

*
*

*

*

***
** *
**
*

*

t→∅

n→∅

O → O˜

/bO.nak.tœr/

∅→@

Figure 5.10: A tableau illustrating a mapping from Underlying Form to Surface Form.

☞ [bOnaktœr]

[bOnaktœr@] *!
[bOaktœr]

*!

[bO˜aktœr]

*! *

[bOaktœr@] *!

*

[bO˜aktœr@] *! *

*

[bOnakœr]

*!

[bOakœr]

*! *

Figure 5.11: A tableau illustrating a mapping from Surface Form to Phonetic
Form.
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Constraining G EN and generating C ON

One of the stated aims of this chapter was to decrease the teleological bias of
our simulations by allowing for more hypotheses. At the same time, we had
to place clear bounds on G EN and C ON by introducing a lexical repository
that enumerates possible allomorphic submappings, rather than allowing any
Morpheme to map to an arbitrary string of segments.
We also posited rule repositories in order to limit the number of segmental substitutions, deletions, and insertions that could be in effect between the
segmental levels of representation. These bounds are necessary to prevent the
generation of infinite candidate sets. The problem of infinite candidate generation has been resolved for two-level OT grammars within a Finite State OT
context by Riggle (2004). However, those results do not seem applicable to our
multi-level parallel OT model: a subcandidate which is harmonically bounded
may be part of a full candidate that is possibly optimal.
A pragmatic balance must be struck between minimizing bias and limiting
generative power. We introduce a deductive bias on the lexical forms that can
be hypothesized by learners. Only lexical hypotheses for which there is some
evidence in the overt input data may enter the lexical repository. We first detail
this deductive procedure below, then consider whether this approach might
also be suitable for creating a phonological “rule repository”.
Deducing lexical hypotheses
Section 5.2.2 showed the dual nature of input to the learners. The features of
the Semantic-Syntactic representations, representing the context to an utterance, are largely unordered (except the top-level S-words), and organised hierarchically. The Phonetic Forms that represent the acoustic signal are a string,
a flat ordered list of primitive symbols. The lexicon as represented by the MF–
UF mapping forms the link between those two types of representations, but
the primitives on the two “overt” levels of representation are of a quite different nature. What is a sensible way to constrain the set of possible lexical
mappings?
In the context of all spoken languages, the relation between sound and
meaning is almost completely arbitrary and unlimited (Saussure, 1916). However, this relation is not arbitrary for the members of a linguistic community:
among speakers of the same language, things have a name, and similar events
and entities will provoke similar sequences of speech sounds. The details of
this process are the subject of much debate and ongoing research, but we may
at least assume that infants are sensitive to these patterns and use them to
learn word segmentation and acquire a lexicon of the target language.
When generating lexical hypotheses in the grammar of our virtual learners, we therefore limit the possibilities to those for which there is some evidence in the input data. Rather than simulate the formation of these hypotheses ’on-line’ as part of the learning procedure, we generate them by iterating
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over the complete input data set and building possible representations “from
the outside in”. 6 The procedure can be informally described as follows:
1. For each SSF–PF learning datum, generate all possible SSF → MSF →
MF mappings.
2. For each unique Morpheme in the resulting MFs, add an entry in a oneto-many map with the Morpheme as key and the co-occuring PFs as
values.
3. For each Morpheme in the resulting map, take the set of PFs associated
with it and calculate the longest common substring (LCS) of phones over
this set. (A Morpheme’s LCS may have length zero).
4. Create all possible alignments of MFs with co-occurring PFs such that:
(a) every Morpheme is at least aligned with the longest common substring calculated in step 3
(b) every phone is aligned to exactly one Morpheme
(c) alignments are non-crossing
5. For each possible alignment, add the resulting Morpheme-Morph mappings to the lexical repository.
As an example,take the following simplified data set:
SemF
MF
h (G OOD-M)A (H USBAND .M)N i
“goodi , husbandi ”
h (G OOD .M)A (H USBAND .M)N i
h (S MALL-M)A (H USBAND .M)N i
“smalli , husbandi ”
h (S MALL .M)A (H USBAND .M)N i
h (G OOD-F)A (C AR .F)N i
“goodi , cari ”
h (G OOD .F)A (C AR .F)N i
h (S MALL-F)A (C AR .F)N i
“smalli , cari ”
h (S MALL .F)A (C AR .F)N i
h (G OOD-M)A (A CTOR .M)N i
“goodi , actori ”
h (G OOD .M)A (A CTOR .M)N i
h (S MALL-M)A (A CTOR .M)N i
“smalli , actori ”
h (S MALL .M)A (A CTOR .M)N i

PF
[bÕmaKi]
[p@timaKi]
[bOnvwatyK]
[p@titvwatyK]
[bOnaktœK]
[p@titaktœK]

In step 3 of the algorithm, the following longest common substrings would
be found for each Morpheme:
6 In principle, the procedure could also be applied on-line, with new lexical hypotheses appearing as more input data are offered to learners. However, this would somewhat complicate
our general learning framework, where G EN and C ON are represented as fully formed from the
beginning.
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Morpheme
(Husband.M)N
(Car.F)N
(Actor.M)N
(Good)A
(Good.F)A
(Good.M)A
(Small)A
(Small.F)A
(Small.M)A

(M)A

(F)A

PFs
[bÕmaKi]
[p@timaKi]
[bOnvwatyK]
[p@titvwatyK]
[bOnaktœK]
[p@titaktœK]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOnvwatyK]
[bOnaktœK]
[bOnvwatyK]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOnaktœK]
[p@timaKi]
[p@titvwatyK]
[p@titaktœK]
[p@titvwatyK]
[p@timaKi]
[p@titaktœK]
[bÕmaKi]
[p@timaKi]
[bOnaktœK]
[p@titaktœK]
[bOnvwatyK]
[p@titvwatyK]
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LCS
maKi
vwatyK
aktœK
b
bOn
b
p@ti
p@tit
p@ti

Figure 5.12: Creating alignments on the basis of longest common substrings
found for Morphemes.
Then the possible alignments for the partition
h(S MALL), (M), (A CTOR .M)i ... [bOnaktœK] are shown in Figure 5.12.
On the basis of these alignments, the following lexical hypotheses will be
added to the repository:
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small
→
|p@ti|
small
→
|p@tit|
Adj.M →
|∅|
Adj.M →
|t|
actor.M → |taktœK|
actor.M → |aktœK|
We see that the LCS constraint on G EN still allows for various hypotheses on how the liaison consonant should be analyzed: in one alignment the
latent t of petit is reanalysed as belonging to the morph for actor. This allows
for the type of reanalysis discussed in section 5.2, where liaison consonants
are considered a prefix or part of an allomorph of the noun that follows the
modifier.
Deducing phonological rules?
We described above that the mappings generated by G ENUF and G ENSF are
mostly determined by SPE-style phonological rewrite rules. The provenance
of these rules was not yet made clear. It would be an interesting endeavour to
also extract these on the basis of the input data, rather than craft them by hand.
In fact, by assuming a deductive bias for our learners similar to that used for
lexical hypotheses, auto-generation of rewrite rules is possible to some extent.
In the BiPhon framework, the UF–SF mapping is usually considered the
locus of allophony: alternations involving distinct realizations of a single underlying phoneme, conditioned by the phonological environment. In fact, we
have already lists of alternations at our disposal in the lexical repository. These
alternations might be hypothesized to be the result of a rule on the phoneme
level, instead of lexically based. For instance, from an alternation resulting in
two stored allomorphs |p@tit| and |p@ti|, we can infer two possible rules: one
inserting a /t/, perhaps before a vowel, and one deleting a /t/, perhaps before
a consonant. Likewise, the presence of allomorphs |bOn| and |bÕ| in the lexicon
would inspire two rules |On| → /Õ/ and |Õ| → /On/.
Rules for the SF–PF mapping could be generated in the same manner, with
the distinction that they be limited by alternations found within the same
phrase: i.e. if the phrase “good daughter” is sometimes realised as [bOnfij],
sometimes as [bOn@fij], this would constitute evidence for two rules /@/ →
and → [@].
Unfortunately, the sheer number of phonological rules generated by this
deduction process grows quite large for bigger data sets. Suppose that for the
morpheme A CTOR .M, the lexicon contains the set of Morphs |aktœr|, |laktœr|,
|zaktœr|, |taktœr| and |naktœr|. If we consider each of these Morphs the possible result of a phonogical transformation from another Morph, we end up
with 5 × 4 = 20 rules. Other lexical hypothesis sets may yield yet more rules,
many of which seem outlandish from a phonological perspective (e.g. |ez| →
Õ). The additional SF and PF forms generated in this way exploded the candidate space, and as a result put too much processing and memory demand on
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the simulation framework. For this reason, a more restrictive approach was
taken, which will be described in the following subsection. However, we will
return to a slightly similar rule generation method in Section 5.4.4. We discuss
the implications of these restrictions in 5.5
Predefined phonological rules for liaison and schwa
A rule repository was crafted by hand for G ENUF and G ENSF to allow for
phonologically and phonetically based factors in liaison. We consider the following consonants to play an active role in optional and obligatory liaison:
/t/, /z/ and /n/. The other consonants sometimes marked as liaising, /r/, /p/
and /g/, are not taken into consideration, since they are quite rare and mostly
restricted to a handful of constructions (see Durand et al., 2011).
The full rule set used is shown below.
Sub-G EN
G ENUF
G ENUF
G ENUF
G ENUF
G ENUF
G ENUF
G ENUF
G ENSF

5.3

Formulation
|z| →
|t| →
|@| →
|On| → /Õ/
→ /z/
→ /t/
|Õ| → /On/
/@/ →

Name
z-deletion
t-deletion
Schwa deletion
O-nasalisation
z-insertion
t-insertion
denasalisation/n-insertion
Schwa deletion

Simulation 1: toy French revisited

The previous sections described a model of liaison in the multi-level BiPhon
framework, expanded from that of Chapter 4 in order to handle data sets of
any size and account for more facets of the phenomenon. As a proof of concept, this expanded model will first be tested on a small data set, similar to
the one used in Chapter 4. This exercise also serves to finetune the learning
parameters to values suitable for a larger candidate and constraint set. Next,
this toy set will be slightly altered to test the capability of the expanded model
to handle variation in the input.
The previous chapter tested various update algorithms, parsing strategies,
and cost functions (i.e. OT, HG, MaxEnt and so on). For the simulations described in this and the following section, we will stick to a narrower range of
parameter settings: generally, those that gave the best results in the previous
chapter. However, the interested reader is welcome to test different parameter
settings by downloading the code and data from the author’s website.7
7 http://jwvl.eu/ssen
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5.3.1

Data set 1A: three-noun toy grammar

Input data and resulting grammars
The input data for this first set of simulations is a slightly augmented version
of the three-pair grammar of Chapter 4. The same nouns are used, but varied
with a second liaising adjective as well as the definite article le/la/l’. These extra
data serve mainly to differentiate a phonological analysis from an allomorphic
one in the results; if the data contain only one noun and one adjective (albeit
in varying forms), there is little sense in calling an alternation ‘phonological’.
Table 5.2 shows the input data used, together with their orthographic form
(not used in learning) and frequency within the dataset. Here, the frequency
is the same for all pairs in the distribution: that is, each has a probability of
100/900 ≈ 11.11% of being drawn for an evaluation.
Orthographic
bonne voiture
bon mari
bon homme
petite voiture
petit mari
petit homme
la voiture
le mari
l’homme

SSF
(good)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N )
(small)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (car.F, SG)N
(the)Det ; (husband.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (man.M, SG)N

PF
[bOnvwatyK]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOnOm
[petitvwatyK]
[petimaKi]
[petitOm]
[lavwatyK]
[l@maKi]
[lOm]

Freq
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Table 5.2: The input distribution for simulation 1A.

Learning procedure
The learning procedure and hyperparameters used conform to those described
in Chapter 2; for a number of parameters, several settings were tried. Evaluation noise was set to 1.0, and the number of learning steps was 20,000 in every
simulation, divided into four epochs. Three values were tried for the initial
plasticity: (0.5, 1.0, 2.0). For plasticity decay, three values were tried: (0.25, 0.5
and 0.75). The final parameter that was varied was the update algorithm: either “weighted uncancelled” or “all up, high down” (see Chapter 4). The “resampling” parsing strategy of Jarosz (2013a) was applied in all simulations,
since it was shown to notably increase success rates of BiPhon learners in both
Chapters 3 and 4.
300 learners were trained for each combination of these (3 × 3 × 2 =) 12
possible configurations. To assess the extent to which the resulting grammars
matched the input data, the error rate of the resulting grammar was tested by
evaluating 1,000 forms drawn randomly from the training distribution under
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the same evaluation noise of 1.0, and counting the proportion of winning candidates that correctly reproduced the target form pair. A learning success was
defined as an error of less than five percent on these test data.
Quantitative analysis of results
Results show that a majority of learners were labeled “successful” on this data
set, regardless of update algorithm, initial plasticity or plasticity decay. Table
5.3 shows the percentage of successful learners under the various parameter
combinations discussed above. Figure 5.14 shows the averaged error rates (regardless of success/failure). The results appear to indicate a slight advantage
for the AllUpHighDown algorithm, although the difference is small.
Update algorithm
Initial plasticity
Plasticity decay: 0.75
Plasticity decay: 0.5
Plasticity decay: 0.25

W.Uncancelled
0.5
1.0
2.0
87.7 88.3 83.3
87.3 86.3 87.7
89.7 87.3 88.0

AllUpHighDown
0.5
1.0
2.0
88.7 87.3 86.0
89.0 88.0 89.0
83.3 90.7 86.7

Table 5.3: Successes as % under varying parameter settings for data set A
The data-based G EN used in these simulations leads to a much larger candidate space per input compared to that of Chapter 4, with many more noncanonical candidates (as discussed in Section 5.2.1). Contrary to what might
be expected, this enlarged candidate space seems to improve rather than diminish an EDRA’s chance of success; recall that the success rates in Chapter 4
were 83 out of 100 for “weighted uncancelled” learners. Nevertheless, about
one learner in ten still appears to become stuck in a local optimum from which
it cannot recover. Figure 5.14 illustrates this: it tracks the success rates over the
course of training, separating learners which eventually emerge succesful from
those which fail to acquire the target language. As the figure illustrates. the initial stages of learning turn out to be crucial: after just 1,000 evaluations, a large
gulf in error rates can be seen between ultimately successful and ultimately
unsuccessful learners. The sources of randomness in the training framework
(drawing input data, evaluation noise) may irretrievably force the grammar
into a locally optimal, globally suboptimal state. We return to this failure of
convergence in Section 5.5.1.
Qualitative analysis of results
The previous section described how the procedurally generated candidate
and constraint sets should be compatible with various analyses for the liaison
forms: selection of gender-mismatching forms, allomorphy, and phonologicallybased consonant deletion or insertion. Only the strictly serial analysis of Dell
(1970, 1973) is not available to the learners in this simulation, since it requires
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Figure 5.13: Average error rates over various parameter settings for data set
A.
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Figure 5.14: Average error rates versus number of data processed, split by
eventual success.
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postulating an underlying schwa which cannot be reconstructed from the input data. An inspection of the output after training reveals that the “less biased” candidate and constraint generator of this chapter does not lead to
a pronounced preference for one solution to the exclusion of others. Morphosyntax, lexicon and phonology are all implicated as the locus of liaison
alternations. Figure 5.15 visualizes the various solutions found for the forms
bon homme, petit homme and petite voiture. For the liaising forms with homme,
learners unanimously select |bOn| as an underlying form, but disagree as to
its morphological makeup (masculine, feminine or not specified for gender).
Interestingly, a considerable proportion of learners consider voiture to have an
underlying allomorph |tvwatyK|, whose /t/ is then deleted in phonology.
Random baseline learner
In Chapter 4, the results of OT/EDRA learners were compared to a baseline
“random learner”, which simply shuffles its ranking around until it stumbles upon a hierarchy that is compatible with all learning data. It turned out
that for the 19-constraint, 3-datum grammar of Chapter 4, the random baseline learner performed no worse than the error-driven reranking algorithms.
However, the prediction was made that such an approach would no longer
be feasible if the number of forms and constraints were to be increased. This
prediction was tested by applying the random baseline learning algorithm to
the expanded model used in this chapter, again using the input data shown in
Table 5.2.
After 10 million shufflings of the grammar, the random learner had still not
found a hierarchy compatible with all 9 pairs in the input data. Grammars that
correctly reproduced 5, 6 and 7 pairs were found after respectively 616, 27444
and 290457 tries. This justifies the need for an efficient learning/evaluation
algorithm such as that of Chapter 4: random learning of hierarchies does not
appear to scale to larger grammars and data sets. In the rest of this chapter,
this assertion will be taken for granted, and random learners will no longer be
used as a baseline.

5.3.2

Data set 1B: variation in schwa

Data and method
Having established that our model is capable of learning a variant of the toy
grammar of the previous chapter, a next step is to test its performance in
the face of variation. So far, we have been simulating speakers of “Standard”
French. In this dialect, the orthographic e in feminine adjectives such as petite
and bonne is almost invariably mute in normal speech. This is not necessarily the case in all dialects: a prominent feature of Midi (Southern) French is
a much higher rate of schwa realization. Armstrong and Unsworth (1999) report that for younger speakers of a variety of Southern French, schwa deletion
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Figure 5.15: Sankey diagrams for some output candidates of succesful learners
of data set A. A wider band indicates a more popular mapping or form.
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Figure 5.16: Average error rates for all learners on data set B

occurs in approximately 37% of cases in a C C context in conversational style.
We create a (grossly simplified) “Midi version” of the toy language of data
set 1A by applying this same schwa retention rate to the feminine adjectives
of our data set. Table 5.4 shows the distribution.
Results
Figure 5.16 shows the average error rate over time for all learners. Given the
variation displayed for some SSF forms, learners’ L-candidates will inevitably
keep deviating from the form pairs drawn from the distribution, even when
a learner’s language closely mirrors the target language. An error rate of less
than five percent therefore cannot be expected on this data set: a hypothetical
minimum error rate of about eight percent could be reached by learners who
always output the more likely AudF for those SSFs with variable realizations.
However, the error-driven learning framework is not conducive to converging
on such a best-guess learner. Table 5.4 instead compares the original input
distribution with the average output distributions of learners after learning.
These ’averaged’ results appear to indicate that learners achieve some success in mirroring the variation found in the data, although a perfect match
seems hard to achieve, unlike the probability-matching learners of e.g. Boersma
and Hayes (2001). Given the variety of factors that decide schwa realization
in real French, and the multitude of candidates that lead to schwa-realizing
forms in our model, perhaps this outcome is not entirely undesirable: the
results indicate that increased complexity in the input leads to more variation among learners. This at least appears to be true for schwa realization
in French, which has inspired numerous phonological analyses and shows
substantial inter- and intraspeaker variation (see e.g. Dell, 1973; Selkirk, 1978;
Tranel, 1987; Côté, 2001; Bayles et al., 2016).
The inclusion of schwa-final Phonetic Forms in the input distribution increases the number of hypothesized lexical entries available to the learners:
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Figure 5.17: Sankey diagrams for some output candidates of succesful learners
on data set B.
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Orthographic
bonne voiture
bon mari
bon homme
petite voiture
petit mari
petit homme
la voiture
le mari
l’homme

SSF
(good)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (car.F, SG)N
(the)Det ; (husband.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (man.M, SG)N

AudF
[bOn@vwatyK]
[bOnvwatyK]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOnOm]
[petit@vwatyK]
[petitvwatyK]
[petimaKi]
[petitOm]
[lavwatyK]
[l@maKi]
[lOm]

Target
63
37
100
100
63
37
100
100
100
100
100
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Avg (sd)
52.55 ± 17.65
40.41 ± 15.98
93.11 ± 12.43
99.16 ± 3.01
55.40 ± 15.67
39.49 ± 13.59
92.91 ± 13.92
99.6 ± 0.74
96.49 ± 10.23
99.45 ± 1.89
100 ± 0.00

Table 5.4: Original input distribution compared with learners’ outputs for data
set B.
there is now evidence for underlying forms |bOn@| or |p@tit@|. Figure 5.17 shows
that some learners indeed entertain these forms as allomorphs of these adjectives, resulting in analyses that somewhat resemble the serial analysis of Dell
(1973) as formalized in Chapter 4. The difference is that these virtual learners
delete in the mapping from UF to SF, rather than from SF to PF. Also, some
learners have schwa-final underlying forms for the masculine form of bon and
petit. Nevertheless, the fact that candidates with underlying schwa can emerge
as optimal, despite their incurring an additional constraint violation, indicates
an abstract role similar to that of Dell’s analysis.
To summarize, the simulation model introduced in this chapter is capable
of reproducing variability in the input data. Furthermore, the adapted dataset
demonstrates the influence of the input data on the hypothesis space available
to learners: a previously unavailable analysis, involving an “abstract” schwa
in some forms, is chosen by a considerable amount of learners. Given that the
focus is on liaison rather than schwa deletion/retention, variation in schwa
realization will not be further examined in this chapter.

5.3.3

Data set 1C: Gender-allomorphic forms

The extended BiPhon model of this chapter is able to generate candidates displaying “true” gender allomorphy, where gender agreement is sacrificed for
phonological well-formedness in liaising forms. As Chapter 4 mentioned in
passing, there is a small set of forms that lends more weight to this analysis. A
well-known triplet of adjectives, namely [nuvo]-[nuvEl] ‘new’, [vjø]-[vjEj] ‘old’
and [bo]-[bEl] ‘beautiful’, have alternations that cannot be derived from more
general synchronic phonological rules. Interestingly, vowel-initial male nouns
are preceded by forms that are surface-identical to the feminine form of the adjective. The same happens for the possessive pronouns [mA]-[mÕ] ‘my’, [tA]-[tÕ]
‘your (S G)’ and [sA]-[sÕ] ‘his/her’. A single process of phonologically-driven
gender selection, violating a constraint on agreement, can account for all these
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alternations (as well as previously seen petit(e) and bon(ne). A ‘lexical allomorphy’ analysis requires learning several separate masculine allomorphs for the
above irregular forms. From a constraint learning perspective, the gender selection analysis requires fewer crucial constraint orderings and thus seems
more attractive. The procedural grammar generation procedure of this chapter allows us to test these intuitions, by including these adjectives to the input
data.
Data and method
Table 5.5 shows the input distribution. It expands on data set A in two ways.
First, the adjectives nouveau/nouvelle, vieux/vieille and beau/belle were added.
Additionally, a vowel-initial feminine noun onde ‘wave’ was added, so that
the data clearly reflects that both phonological and morphosyntactic factors
influence the phonetic realization of the adjective. Each noun was crossed with
each adjective as well as the definite article.
Orthographic
bonne voiture
bonne onde
bon mari
bon homme
petite voiture
petite onde
petit mari
petit homme
nouvelle voiture
nouvelle onde
nouveau mari
nouvel acteur
vieille voiture
vieille onde
vieux mari
vieil homme
belle voiture
belle onde
beau mari
bel homme
la voiture
l’onde
le mari
l’acteur

SSF
(good)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (wave.F, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (wave.F, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(new)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(new)Adj ; (wave.F, SG)N
(new)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(new)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(old)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(old)Adj ; (wave.F, SG)N
(old)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(old)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(beautiful)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(beautiful)Adj ; (wave.F, SG)N
(beautiful)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(beautiful)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (car.F, SG)N
(the)Det ; (wave.F, SG)N
(the)Det ; (husband.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (man.M, SG)N

AudF
[bOnvwatyK]
[bOnÕd]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOnOm]
[p@titvwatyK]
[p@titÕd]
[p@timaKi]
[p@titOm]
[nuvElvwatyK]
[nuvElÕd]
[nuvomaKi]
[nuvElaktœK]
[vjEjvwatyK]
[vjEjÕd]
[vjømaKi]
[vjEjOm]
[bElvwatyK]
[bElÕd]
[bomaKi]
[bElOm]
[lavwatyK]
[lÕd]
[l@maKi]
[lOm]

Table 5.5: The input distribution for simulation 1C.

Freq
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
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Figure 5.18: Average error rates over time for successful and unsuccessful
learners on data set C.
The learning procedure and parameter settings were otherwise identical
to those used on data set B: 100 learners were trained for 20,000 learning steps
divided over four epochs, using the AllUpHighDown update algorithm and
RRIP parsing, with evaluation noise at 1.0, initial plasticity at 1.0 and plasticity
decay at 0.5.
Results
As in Simulation 1A, a majority of learners converged on a “correct” targetreplicating grammar. Learning success (less than 5 percent error when testing
on the training set) was reached for 88 out of 100 learners. This is an encouraging result, given that the larger training set increases not only the number
of constraints but also the size of the auto-generated lexicon. For instance, |Ej|
and |El| will be considered as morphs for the Morpheme S G, and thereby increase the number of candidates generated from any SSF. Again, separating
the eventually successful from the failing learners makes clear that the initial
stage of learning is decisive for the outcome (Figure 5.18).

5.3.4

Data set 1D: Plural forms

The final data set in this section enriches the SSF forms with a selected morphosyntactic number feature on nouns, and adding both singular and plural
forms to the input data. Grammatical number is an important factor in liai-
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Figure 5.19: Sankey diagrams for some output candidates of succesful learners on data set C. A minority of learners entertains a “gender allomorphy”
analysis.
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son realization, as the plural morpheme |z| (orthographically s or x) added to
nouns, adjectives and determiners is subject to deletion in many phonological
contexts. As such, this data set serves as a test for the model’s ability to represent additional morphological factors in liaison. Unfortunately, this added
morphological complexity adds substantial computational cost, which meant
that the generative power of the model had to be toned down, as the next
section explains.
Data and method
The distribution for data set 1D is shown in table 5.6. It resembles data set 1A,
except that a plural variant has been added to each form, marking grammatical number as a selected morphosemantic feature on nouns in the SSF forms.
Its value is either singular (S G) or plural (P L).
This single added feature on SSF leads to a great increase of possible Morphemes on MF compared to those generated in data sets 1A, 1B and 1C. In
turn, the size of the lexicon that defines possible forms generated by G ENMF
explodes, and this size increase is propagated to the segmental forms of representation further down the “candidate graph”.
The resulting candidate and constraint sets were thus several orders of
magnitude larger than those generated without a number feature on SSF. Unfortunately, the time and space complexity of simulations with these large candidate and constraint sets became such that, desptite the efficient evaluation
procedure detailed in the last chapter, the resulting candidate space could not
be traversed in a reasonable amount of time on any machine available to the
author. Therefore, to allow the simulations of this and subsequent sections
to run their course, the automatic lexicon generation procedure was reduced
in generative power. This was done by restricting the number of possible
Morpheme to Morph mappings as follows: after automatically generating a
lexicon according to the procedure detailed in Section 5.2.5, all non-concept
features (or combinations thereof) were restricted to generating either null,
schwa, or one of the consonants implicated in liaison: |t|, |z| and |n|. Other
hypotheses, such as the aforementioned |Ej| and |El| allomorphs for the Morpheme SG or M.SG, were deleted from G ENMF . This restriction only applied
to non-concept features; lexical mappings containing concept features were
left intact. Restricting G ENMF in this manner sufficed to make generation and
evaluation computationally tractable. The learning parameters were the same
as those used for data sets 1B and 1C. The next section describes the results
obtained by training virtual learners on the candidate and constraint sets obtained by this procedure.
Results
A convincing majority of learners found a grammar capable of producing the
correct forms: 97 out of 100 learners arrived at an error rate of less than 5
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Orthographic
bonne voiture
bonne onde
bon mari
bon homme
petite voiture
petite onde
petit mari
petit homme
la voiture
l’onde
le mari
l’homme
bonnes voitures
bonnes ondes
bons maris
bons hommes
petites voitures
petites ondes
petits maris
petits hommes
les voitures
les ondes
les maris
les hommes

SSF
(good)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (wave.F, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (car.F, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (wave.F, SG)N
(small)Adj ; (husband.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (car.F, SG)N
(the)Det ; (wave.F, SG)N
(the)Det ; (husband.M, SG)N
(the)Det ; (man.M, SG)N
(good)Adj ; (car.F, PL)N
(good)Adj ; (wave.F, PL)N
(good)Adj ; (husband.M, PL)N
(good)Adj ; (man.M, PL)N
(small)Adj ; (car.F, PL)N
(small)Adj ; (wave.F, PL)N
(small)Adj ; (husband.M, PL)N
(good)Adj ; (actor.M, PL)N
(the)Det ; (car.F, PL)N
(the)Det ; (wave.F, PL)N
(the)Det ; (husband.M, PL)N
(the)Det ; (man.M, PL)N

AudF
[bOnvwatyK]
[bOnÕd]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOnOm]
[p@titvwatyK]
[p@titÕd]
[p@timaKi]
[p@titOm]
[lavwatyK]
[lÕd]
[l@maKi]
[lOm]
[bOnvwatyK]
[bOnzÕd]
[bÕmaKi]
[bOnom]
[p@titvwatyK]
[p@titzÕd]
[p@timaKi]
[p@tizOm]
[levwatyK]
[lezÕd]
[lemaKi]
[lezOm]

Freq
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Table 5.6: The input distribution for Simulation 1D

percent. As in data sets 1B and 1C, increasing the number of pairs in the input appears to increase, not decrease, the probability of convergence on all
pairs. Qualitative inspection of the results reveals a peculiar bias in those
learners that converged on a “working” grammar: they are heavily biased toward synthetic forms, which fuse the morphosyntactic number and concept
features with the concept feature, yielding a single Morpheme on MF and
consequently a single Morph on UF. Figure 5.20 shows a few example analyses. For instance, all learners analyze petits hommes as having an underlying
form of |p@ti+zOm|, where |zOm| is the “suppletive” Morph for the Morpheme
(Man.M.PL). Interestingly, phonological rules are nevertheless active in some
learners’ grammars. A minority of learners analyses (Son.M.SG) as |@fis|, with
the underlying schwa retained in le fils [l@fis] but deleted in bon fis [bÕfis], apparently for reasons of syllabic wellformedness.
While consistent with the data set and constraint set available to learners,
these analyses are quite unorthodox. Intuitively, we can think of several rea-

Figure 5.20: Sankey diagrams for some output candidates of succesful learners
on data set 1D. A majority of learners uses synthetic plural forms like |zom|
and |zÕd|.
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5.4. Simulation 2: PFC dataset

sons why these learners favor a largely lexical analysis of liaison:
• The small size of the data set, and the resulting small lexical constraint
set, makes it relatively unexpensive to find a ranking of L EX constraints
that conforms to the data. With a larger number of concepts a “general” explanation rooted in phonological rules becomes more attractive
(would require less crucial constraint orderings).
• The model used in this chapter is not biased against entertaining multiple allomorphs for any morpheme. On the contrary, the initial equal
ranking of L EX constraints favors conditioned allomorphy.
• The definition of the constraints on MSF and MF creates a bias towards
synthetic forms.
Since the main objective of Simulations 1A–1D was to investigate the feasability of the six-level extended BiPhon model for analysing liaison, we will not
pursue these intuitions further here. Rather, having demonstrated that the efficient evaluation and learning procedures can find various liaison analyses
even in a much larger candidate space, we move on to the next section, where
the extended BiPhon model will be tested on larger-scale, more realistic and
more varied data sets.

5.4
5.4.1

Simulation 2: PFC dataset
Preprocessing of input data

The source data used for Simulation 2 were downloaded by FTP from the Projet PFC server in September 2016. To ensure uniformity of dialect in the input
data, only speakers from the Île-de-France region were selected. In this manner, transcriptions of interviews with 35 informants were collected. Utterances
by the interviewers were left out of consideration.
The analysis in this chapter is restricted to two-word modifier-noun phrases,
where a modifier means either a determiner (D ET), an adjective (A DJ), or a numeral (N UM). Unfortunately, not all data in the PFC were tagged for part of
speech at the time the source data were collected. To gather relevant word
pairs, possible modifier-noun phrases were extracted from the data with the
help of the L EXIQUE lemma database (New et al., 2004). All combinations
of two adjacent words that were potential modifier-noun phrases were extracted from the transcriptions. Using the morphological information and associated transcription for each word in Lexique, together with the liaison annotation for this word in PFC, an SSF–PF pair was automatically generated
for this word pair. As in 5.3.4, nouns in the SSF forms were marked for (inherent/lexical) gender and (selected) number, whereas these features were not
marked on the determiner. All nouns were marked as head, and the modifiers as dependent. The resulting pairs were then manually checked by the
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Types
Tokens

All items
2260
5335

Liaising items
147
382

129

Pct liaising
6.50 %
7.16 %

Table 5.7: Type and token frequencies of all and liaising items in the PFCderived dataset.
SSF
“(ArtInd)Det ; (zoom.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtInd)Det ; (objet.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtInd)Det ; (objet.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtDef)Det ; (an.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtDef)Det ; (an.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtDef)Det ; (animal.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtDef)Det ; (animal.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtDef)Det ; (concours.M, PL)N ”
“(ArtDef)Det ; (concours.M, SG)N ”
“(PossM)Det ; (fille.F, SG)N ”
“(PossM)Det ; (frère.M, SG)N ”
“(petit)Adj ; (ami.F, SG)N ”
“(petit)Adj ; (banc.M, SG)N ”

PF
[dezum]
[dezObZE]
[deObZE]
[leÃ]
[lezÃ]
[leanimo]
[lezanimo]
[lekÕkuK]
[l@kÕkuK]
[mafij]
[mÕfKEK]
[p@titami]
[p@tibÃ]

Frequency
2
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5.8: A small fragment of the input distribution offered to learners in
Simulation 2. Items exhibiting liaison are highlighted.
author for spurious items and erroneous gender or number assignments. The
resulting data set contains 2260 distinct form pair types. Of these only 147
manifest laison, about 6.5%. However, since the liaising constructions are often quite frequent, their token proportion in the distribution is actually a bit
larger, about 7.16% (Table 5.7). Table 5.8 shows a fragment of the pair distribution, also demonstrating the phonetic variation exhibited by some phrases
within the dataset.

5.4.2

Method

The parameter settings used for the PFC dataset simulations are largely the
same as those used in Section 5.3.4. Again, the presence of both number and
gender features meant that some measures had to be taken to prune the size of
the resulting candidate graphs, by manually enumerating the possible mappings of non-concept features. The value of the plasticity parameter was raised
from 1.0 to 4.0 to account for the larger number of constraints in C ON, especially in the number of L EX constraints. Plasticity decay was set to 0.75, over
four epochs. The reranking algorithm used was Weighted Uncancelled, as it is
more compatible with learning in a stratified grammar.
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Figure 5.21: Average error rates over time for parallel and serial learners.

5.4.3

Simulation 2A: Learnability of serial and parallel grammars

In this first experiment on the PFC dataset, we will compare a stratified serial
grammar with a completely parallel one. A similar comparison was made in
Chapter 3. In the stratified grammar, the MSF and MF levels are located in the
same stratum: as explained in Section 5.2.4, the separation of these two levels
in the BiPhonX model is chiefly for explanatory reasons. Putting the evaluations for G ENSSF and G ENMSF in distinct strata would render a majority of candidates eternally suboptimal, since completely faithful, non-disagreeing subcandidates would always win in the sub-evaluation from SSF to MSF. Other
than this, each following sub-G EN was placed in a lower stratum than the
previous for the serial grammar.
The parallel and serial learners were represented by two groups of 25 virtual learners each. They were fed 100,000 learning data from the data set described above, with the other hyperparameters as described in simulations
1A-1D.

Results
The average error rates of parallel and serial learners over the course of learning is shown in Figure 5.21. A very clear difference can be seen between the
two types of learner. Serial learners were universally unable to deal with the
data set: all of them showed only a small amount of improvement over the
initial state of the grammar, and remained stuck at an error rate of over 50%.
Parallel learners, on the other hand, reached an average error rate of 8.9%
after 100,000 learning data. This is a marked difference with the results of
Chapter 3, where both serial and parallel grammars were capable of learning
the input distribution, albeit with different hidden representations.
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Parallel grammar: results on liaison forms
Since the focus of this modeling study is on liaison, the error rate on the totality of forms is in itself not entirely informative; after all, only a small fraction
of the data consist of potentially liaising phrases. Furthermore, given the variation present in the learning data, we can expect learners to produce forms
that are not attested in our sample, but not strictly incorrect under a view of
optional liaison. We are therefore not just interested in how well the grammars obtained by learners mirrored the full input distribution, but also their
performance on the subset of the input data allowing potential liaison forms.
In order to assess the acquisition of liaison by our learners after training,
a subset of the input distribution was taken whose phrases were marked in
the PFC corpus as potential liaison sites. 10,000 items were drawn from this
distribution and evaluated with the post-training grammars of each learner.
The resulting pairs were classified according to these features of the Phonetic
Form:
• attested in the training data
• “acceptable”, i.e. containing no spurious insertions or deletions except a
canonical liaison consonant for that phrase
• exhibiting liaison
For example, a Phonetic Form [leopozÃ] would be marked as acceptable,
not exhibiting liaison, and not attested, as only the liaising form [lezopozÃ] is
found in the data; a form like [deztvatyr] would be marked as unacceptable,
exhibiting liaison, and unattested. Forms marked acceptable but unattested
were manually selected by the author. Table 5.9 shows the results of drawing
10, 000 SSF forms from the ‘possibly liaising’ subset of the training distribution, for this simulation and that of the subsequent simulations/

2a
2b
2c
2d

Attested
90.2% ±2.6
89.2% ±8.3
88.6% ±3.9
78.9% ±5.4

Acceptable
95.2% ±2.1
94.1% ±8.1
92.6% ±3.0
94.5% ±2.1

Liaising
71.6% ±4.8
70.7% ±8.0
71.3% ±8.9
60.6 % ±11.1

Table 5.9: Results on liaison items for simulations 2A-2D. Percentages represent averages over 25 virtual learners, with standard deviations.
These results indicate that learners perform reasonably well at replicating
the liaison pattern found in the input data. Moreover, learners seem to regularize their knowledge to phrases unattested in the data, producing liaisons
not attested in the training data.
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Analyses found by learners
As in Section 5.3, the post-training grammars can be tested on the input distribution not only to see whether they produce a correct AudF for a given SSF,
but also to inspect what analysis learners prefer when training is completed.
Of course, the analyses found for liaising forms are of particular interest here:
do learners select a “gender-allomorphic”, lexical, phonological or phonetic
solution, or some combination thereof?
Given the large number of possible liaison contexts in the input data, and
the multitude of analyses possible for any meaning-form pair in our parallel
MLCG (see also Chapter 4), analyzing all outcomes in detail is not feasible.
We restrict ourselves to pointing out some trends in the analyses found by
the virtual learners. Figure 5.22 shows a few sample results. These and other
outcome patterns show that learners have an overwhelming preference for a
lexical approach to liaison, where the liaison consonants are considered part
of an allomorph of a noun. In such an analysis, for the phrase leurs economies
[lœKzekOnOmi], the Morpheme hE CONOMY.F.PLi maps to the Morph |zekOnOmi|.
The L EX constraints deciding between these two forms are close in ranking
value, and structural constraints may force the choice of one allomorph over
the other in a given phonemic context. The phonological and phonetic rewrite
rules that operate in G ENUF and G ENSF do not play any significant role in this
analysis.
This lexical approach ocassionally results in erroneous forms such as *[lenÃ]
les (n)ans or *[œ̃zOKdinatœK] un (z)ordinateur, where the liaising allomorphs
surface in a phonologically inappropriate context. Such errors are actually
consistent with L1 acquisition data of French – see for instance the examples
cited in Wauquier-Gravelines and Braud (2005); Wauquier (2009). However,
as these errors tend to vanish from the language of older speakers in real L1
acquisition, the lexical analyses that underlie them are usually considered part
of a developmental stage. This stage eventually gives way one of more rulebased, generalized analyses (Chevrot et al., 2009; Wauquier, 2009). Our virtual
learners do not seem to progress from a lexical analysis to a more general
(phonological) one. Nevertheless, the results indicate that a lexical analysis of
liaison can go a long way towards replicating the patterns found in the PFC
corpus.

5.4.4

Simulation 2B: liaison consonants as abstract segments

Section 5.2.5 mentioned a restriction on the lexical hypotheses generated by
the learners in this study: only segments found in the phonetic surface data
could be linked to a given morpheme. This restriction rules out “abstract”
analyses of liaison, where underlying forms contain segments that may surface either as zero or as a liaising consonant /z/, /t/ or /n/.
To test the effect of allowing such analyses, a simulation was performed in
which G EN is enriched allowed for abstract liaison segments. This was done

ArtI

Figure 5.22: Sankey diagrams for some output candidates of parallel learners
in Simulation 2A.
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as follows. After creating the lexical repository on the basis of the input distribution, the sets of Morphs (partial Underling Forms) generated in the lexicon
for each Morpheme are inspected. If any pair within this set differs only in the
presence of a |z|, |t| or |n| at the edge, an additional Morph is added to the set
with an “abstract” variant |Z|, |T| or |N| at that edge. Taking the example from
Figure 5.12, if the Morpheme hSmallA i contains mappings both to |p@ti| and
|p@tit|, these two UFs differ only in the presence of a segment |t| at the right
edge. The abstract segment generator will then add a new mapping hSmallA i
→ |p@tiT| to the lexicon.
On G ENUF , additional rewrite rules were added that force these abstract
segments to be either deleted or realized as their non-abstract counterpart.
These rewrite rules come with corresponding constraints, i.e. FAITH *|T| → /t/
and FAITH *|T| → /∅/. As G ENUF forces the abstract segments to be deleted or
realized, any Morph containing an abstract segment will incur a violation on
on of these constraints in the mapping to SF. The effect of these additions to
G EN is that learners may hypothesize certain morphemes to contain a “latent”
consonant whose eventual manifestation is governed by phonological context.
In such an analysis, petit would have a single Underlying Form |p@tiT|. On
the other hand a word like net, whose final consonant is always pronounced,
should only have a Morph |nEt| in the lexicon.
Results
Inspecting the results (Table 5.9), it appears that the availability of ’abstract’
allomorphs in the lexicon does not diminish learners’ preference for a lexicalallomorphic analysis. The error rates and candidates found for potentially liaising forms are similar to those of Simulation 2A, and Underlying Forms containing abstract segments are rarely utilized in the final grammars of learners.

5.4.5

Simulation 2C: merely-lexical grammars

The grammar framework of this chapter allows for liaison consonants to either appear or disappear at the lexical level, when mapping to Underlying
Form, or as a result of phonological or phonetic processes, when mapping to
Surface and Phonetic Forms. To tease apart these distinct loci for liaison, we
ran a simulation where the phonological rewrite rules are “switched off”: the
rule sets described in Section 5.2.5 were deactivated, so that only Structural
constraints played an active role in the mapping from Underlying Form via
Surface Form to Phonetic Form. This effectively means that virtual learners
can only realize variation in liaison realization through allomorphy.
Results
Simulations 2A and 2B demonstrated that parallel learners in this framework
are predisposed toward a lexical analysis of liaison. It is therefore not surpris-
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ing that learners with a merely-lexical grammar are still capable of reflecting
the input data fairly well. Compared to the learners of Simulation 2A, quantitative and qualitative inspection of the results show a slight propensity toward
producing “unacceptable” forms with spurious consonants inserted. Presumably this is because there are no phonological rules to delete these spurious
consonants for the sake of well-formedness, giving less opportunity for repair. However, the small number of simulations performed means that these
differences cannot be called significant.

5.4.6

Simulation 2D: lexically limited grammars

As a final variant on the experiments with the PFC data set, we run a simulation where the lexical hypotheses about the nouns in the phrases are restricted
to the “canonical” forms of these nouns – that is, without prefixed liaison consonants. This rules out the type of analyses often found by learners in experiments 2A–2C , where learners analyse plural forms of vowel-initial nouns as
beginning with a |z|.

Results
Simulations 2A, 2B and 2C resulted in an overwhelming preference for lexicallybased analyses, where liaison consonants were part of a nominal allomorph
on Underlying Form. When this possibility is ruled out from the grammar, a
slightly different picture emerges. In terms of the number of “acceptable” liaison forms produced, these learners perform similar to the previous variants;
but they appear to be less inclined to reproducing forms attested in the input
data, and also produce fewer liaising forms. However, due to the small number of simulations performed, these quantitative differences between types of
forms produced cannot be called significant.
A closer, qualitative inspection of the candidates produced after learning
reveals that these learners combine two approaches to liaison: allomorphy on
the determiner (e.g. |lez| for hArtDef.Pli) and, to a lesser extent, insertion of
/z/ in the mapping from Underlying Form to Surface Form. The latter is especially interesting: no other insertion rules are applied, making /z/ a kind of default sandhi consonant for these learners. The fact that this strategy still results
in the production of mostly “acceptable” forms indicates that liaison in our
determiner-noun data mostly concerns /z/. Nevertheless, /z/-insertion sometimes leads to erroneous forms. These lexically limited learners are forced to
adopt a general phonological rule for hiatus avoidance, but its limited applicability leads to a diminished production of liaison forms in favor of /V.V/
constructions.
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Figure 5.23: Sankey diagrams for some output candidates of learners in Simulation 2D.
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Conclusion and discussion
Interpretation of simulation results

Simulation 1
In Section 5.3, learning simulations were performed on a number of meaningform pair distributions representing a kind of minimal liaison data set, similar
in size to that of Chapter 4. However, the procedural approach to multi-level
G EN and C ON resulted in much larger candidate and constraint sets. Results
show that the efficient evaluation algorithm introduced in the previous chapter keeps learning feasible in these large grammars, although some restrictions
to the generation procedure were necessary when more morphosyntactic features were employed. This is an encouraging result: the MLCG/EDRA simulation framework scales to larger and less teleologically biased candidate sets.
A data set exhibiting phonetic variation was also learnable.
While serving mainly as a prelude to the corpus data of Simulation 2, some
interesting observations can also be made on the basis of the results of Simulation 1. First, the enlarged hypothesis space does not harm the probability of
convergence on a surface-correct grammar. On the contrary, generating more
forms and constraints resulted in higher success rates than were obtained in
Chapter 4. Those learners that fail to converge get stuck in a local optimum in
the earliest stages of learning: they acquire a grammar that is able to reproduce
some, but not all overt forms in the data.
Simulation 2
For the second series of simulations, a much larger input data set was created on the basis of the PFC corpus. Various grammars were generated on the
basis of the meaning-form pairs in the input data, and compared for learnability. The results only showed a categorical difference in learnability for one
comparison: that between a serial and a parallel grammar. Virtual learners
equipped with a serial grammar invariably failed to acquire a ranking consistent with the input data. On the other hand, learners with a completely unstratified grammar did manage to reproduce the patterns in the input training
data, both for items with and without liaison. Naturally, this does not constitute definitive proof for an interactive view of speech processing; it remains to
be seen whether peculiarities of the representations, constraint set, learning algorithm, or learning data used made a serial analysis unreachable. Nevertheless, given the fact that the number of possible rankings is much larger when
all constraints are placed in a single stratum, this result vindicates the feasability of a parallel analysis in the BiPhon framework and affirms the power of
error-driven constraint learning even over a very large, procedurally generated C ON.
A closer inspection of the grammars obtained by successful parallel learn-
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ers indicates an overwhelming preference for a “lexical”/allomorphic approach
to liaison. This preference still holds when a more general abstract analysis
with explicit “latent” consonants is available. Only in a variant that removes
the possibility of nominal allomorphy do learners utilize a more phonological approach, at the cost of a slightly less faithful reproduction of the input
data. As before, architectural choices may have influenced this outcome; in
particular, the relatively straightforward phonological/phonetic levels of representation excluded many analyses that have been proposed (e.g. autosegmental analyses etcetera). In particular, the assumption that there exists an
identity relation between segments on UF, SF and PF seems to favor analyses
that faithfully map between these levels. We saw in Chapter 3 that learnability of certain configurations increased when we abandoned this assumption
of identity.
Finally, the choice to restrict the analysis to determiner-noun phrases in
the learning data may have obscured the generality of liaison, favoring a lexical analysis. The interaction with other phonological processes, in particular
variability in the insertion and deletion of schwa, was not explored either.
For these and other reasons, the simulation results from this chapter fall
short as a complete analysis of liaison in modern Standard French. Rather,
their contribution is as follows. First, they show the feasability of analysing
complex phonological phenomena in multi-level constraint grammars, profiting from the efficient algorithm introduced in Chapter 4. On the basis of a
large data set culled from the PFC corpus, a largely lexical analysis of liaison
emerges as the most viable approach for representing its patterns and variation. This analysis aligns with some theoretical proposals from the literature,
as described in Section 5.2.1. Second, this chapter demonstrated a methodology for exploring and selecting hypotheses about sound patterns. By procedurally generating hypotheses about hidden structures on the basis of corpus data, we reduce the risk of teleological bias, cherry-picking, or oversights.
By measuring learnability as we add or remove components in the resulting
grammars, we may evaluate which assumptions about hidden structures are
necessary and sufficient to learn and reproduce the empirical data. This allows
us to refine our models of speech perception and production. The next section
sketches some approaches that could be taken on the basis of these results.

5.5.2

Suggestions for future research

Even within the confines of the six-level BiPhon framework used in this chapter, the possible approaches to analyzing liaison are far from exhausted. A
marked advantage of the procedural candidate generation described above is
that including more data should be a relatively small effort. Scaling up the
data set, by including more speakers or widening the scope of the analysis
to other types of phrases, should increase confidence in the generality of the
results.
One particular piece of low-hanging fruit that suggests itself on the basis
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of the results of this chapter is to embed the learners in an agent-based iterative learning simulation. With a small adaptation, namely using the output
distribution of one learner as the input for another, the stability and learnability of certain liaison patterns over time could be tested. The iterative learning paradigm has been used both in computer simulations (de Boer, 2001;
Lopopolo and Biró, 2011) and lab experiments (Verhoef et al., 2014), including
several studies in the BiPhon framework (Boersma and Hamann, 2008; van
Leussen, 2008).
The data-driven approach of this chapter is relatively “agnostic” about the
locus of liaison in the grammar, but the candidate and constraint sets generated still fall short of comprising all representations and processes that have
been proposed to play a role in liaison. As long as these analyses can be represented in a MLCG, the framework of this chapter can be adapted to investigate
how these alternative grammars fare in learning and reproducing the patterns
found in the data.
Alternatively, we may take the opposite approach: removing assumptions
about the nature and structure of the hidden representations between meaning and (phonetic) form. The mapping from Semantic Form to Phonetic Form
can be viewed as a kind of translation from one code to another. Recent advances in machine learning, in particular deep learning models, have achieved
remarkable results on this kind of task. By training a sequence-to-sequence
model (Sutskever et al., 2014) on the data of this chapter, we could learn to
what extent our assumptions about intermediate (morphological and phonemic) representations are necessary, and which features in the input data are
essential to learning the patterns. The downside of a deep learning approach
is that it is much harder to interpret the intermediate representations acquired
by the trained model.
Each of the above approaches suggests taking the training data and results of this chapter as a kind of benchmark. The methodology advocated by
this chapter, and in this thesis as a whole, is to compare the relative merits
of phonological models not by their intrinsic properties or ability to handle
ad-hoc phenomena, but by measuring them against empirical data. A fair
comparison between competing models of similar phonological phenomena
should ideally use the same test data. For metrical phonology, there is a de facto
benchmark in the form of Tesar and Smolensky (2000); but to my knowledge,
no comparable test set exists for segmental phonology. This study has shown
that data from a corpus like the PFC can serve as such a benchmark. With liaison as a testing ground for theories about sound patterns and phonological
representations, this chapter evaluated various assumptions about these patterns and representations within the BiPhon framework. By using the same
data set – or a variation or enrichment thereof – to test other computational
models of phonological acquisition, this evaluation method could be expanded
to make a comparison between frameworks.

CHAPTER

6

Conclusion

6.1

Summary

Chapter 1 presented the aim that unites the case studies in this thesis: moving towards whole-language simulation in a model of phonological acquisition.
Chapter 2 laid down a theoretical and computational basis for simulating
learning in multi-level constraint grammars. This basis was then used to describe BiPhon, the Optimality-Theoretic framework in which the simulations
in subsequent chapters are based.

Chapter 3
Chapter 3 applied this framework to second-language learning, in a revised
version of Escudero 2005, 2009’s L2LP framework (itself an application of
BiPhon to second-language learning). In particular, the acquisition and perception of Spanish front vowels by native speakers of Dutch was simulated.
Data from empirical studies were used to model the input of first-language
acquisition and second-language perception. A previous computational implementation of this scenario in the L2LP model (Weiand, 2007) failed to computationally confirm the predictions of Escudero (2005). The revised model
deviated from Weiand (2007)’s implementation in two ways. First, the notion
of categorical “faithfulness” between BiPhon’s UF and SF levels was replaced
by a more gradient measure of similarity between features on these levels. Second, Jarosz (2013a)’ resampling method was used to parse optimal learning
candidates. With these two revisions, two versions of the model were tested:
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a fully parallel one in which constraints over all levels of representation could
interact, and a serial one where constraints on pre-lexical perception were
evaluated prior to constraints that govern lexical recognition. Both the serial
and the parallel versions of the revised L2LP borne out the predictions of Escudero (2005), with the L2 learners successfully transitioning from three to
two front vowels. The two versions differed in the underlying representations
used to arrive at this surface behaviour. Chapter 3 suggested some ways to
tease apart these variant predictions in an empirical study, in order to assess
the relative ability of either variant to account for real listeners’ behaviour.

Chapter 4
Chapter 4 introduced an efficient procedure for learning and evaluation in
multi-level constraint grammars, that grows linearly (rather than exponentially) in the number of levels of representation. The procedure was illustrated
graphically, as well as explained more formally. To test the algorithm, a small
(toy-scale) simulation was carried out over a multi-level grammar of French
liaison. Various variants of error-driven constraint learning were used to test
the performance of the new method. In the context of this thesis, the chapter
also served as a prelude to the scaled-up study presented in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5
In Chapter 5, the efficient procedure laid out in the preceding chapter was put
to use in a larger scale study of French liaison. The chapter used a BiPhonbased multi-level model based on that of Chapter 4, but introduced a method
for generating candidates in this space on the basis of data from the PFC corpus (Durand and Lyche, 2003; Durand et al., 2009; Detey et al., 2016), with
some (but not all) of these candidates manifesting liaison on the overt phonetic level. Virtual learners were then trained on the corpus-based data in order to see how these overt liaisons would be represented on the covert (lexical,
morphological and/or phonological) levels of representation. As in Chapter
3, a comparison was made between a serial and parallel version of the model.
For these corpus data, and unlike Chapter 3, the serial model was unable to
replicate the patterns of the input data. The parallel version of the model, on
the other hand, did successfully learn to reproduce the data. It turns out that
these learners overwhelmingly preferred a lexical analysis of liaison, where liaising words come with two or more lexical variants, whose manifestation is
conditioned by the phonological context.

6.2

Implications and limitations

In this section, the results of the simulation studies are given some further
interpretation in light of the general aim of this thesis: investigating how to
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bring multi-level models like BiPhon closer to “whole-language simulation”.

6.2.1

Implications

Serial versus interactive processing
A recurring question in each of the simulation chapters is whether phonological processes should be seen as serial, with distinct components of the grammar serving as links in a chain of inputs and outputs, or as interactive, with
constraints on both components influencing one another. The results do not
give any definitive answer on this question, but offer some interesting insights
on how this question can be pursued in multi-level grammars.
The L2 Spanish model of Chapter 3 allowed for both a serial and an interactive explanation, whereas Escudero (2005)’s original model was strictly serial.
However, the two versions of the model gave slightly different interpretation
of the role played by covert representations. Further empirical study, or simulations involving other scenarios that the L2LP model is designed to handle,
should shed more light on the adequacy of either variant.
The French liaison studies of Chapters 4 and 5 differ somewhat in their
prognostications on serial versus parallel processing. The second part of Chapter 4 tested the efficient model of evaluation and learning on a toy grammar of
French liaison, and expressly included a number of analyses previously made
in the literature. The model used was itself fully interactive, in that no restrictions were placed on the ordering of constraints acting over different levels
of representation. Within this interactive model, the simulated learners that
emerged successfully generally preferred a ”serial” analysis similar to that
made in the generative model of Dell (1973).
In Chapter 5, a more direct comparison was made: a fully interactive model
of liaison production was compared with one where evaluation was serial
over levels of representation. As stated, here only the parallel model was capable of learning to replicate the input data. This appears to contradict the
finding of Chapter 4. A number of explanations can be proposed. First, the
amount of data covered in Chapter 5 is much larger than that of the toy problem in Chapter 4. It is possible that a serial grammar can no longer account
for the variety of forms manifesting liaison in this larger data set. If so, this
would constitute a vindication of the ”data-based” approach over modeling
toy problems. Another possible cause may be that the level-by-level seriality attempted in Chapter 5 is too strict. There are more ways to ”serialize” a
grammar – compare the serial model of Escudero (2005) as implemented in
Chapter 3, which divides four levels of representation into two serial stages of
evaluation.
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Resampling rankings and increasing candidate space
One outcome supported by both the L2LP and the liaison studies is that the
resampling method of Jarosz (2013a) had a positive impact on learning success, as defined by the probability that virtual learners converge on a “correct” constraint ranking that replicates the input data. Another, more subtle
phenomenon also seems to have an effect: it was noted in Chapter 5 that the
three-form toy grammars used in the first series of simulations therein were
similar to those used in Chapter 4, but with a larger candidate space because
grammars were automatically generated rather than hand-crafted. Perhaps
unexpectedly, learners confronted with this enlarged candidate space were
more likely to find a ”successful” constraint ranking than with the similar toy
grammar of Chapter 4. Taken together, these results seem to point to a cure for
constraint grammars getting stuck in local minima: introducing more sources
of randomness.

6.2.2

Limitations of the presented studies

There are a number of ways in which the simulations performed in this thesis
were limited. This section briefly highlights some of these limitations and how
they might be overcome in follow-up research.
Limited range of parameter settings
Any study based in simulation is necessarily limited – there is usually no end
to the number of different parameter combinations that can be tested. Chapter
2 gave an overview of different constraint-based models; some, but not all, of
these were used in the simulations of Chapters 3 to 5. The most exhaustive
number of combinations was made in Chapter 4, but that study was still limited to Optimality Theoretic and Harmonic Grammar learners, ignoring other
evaluation mechanisms (e.g. MaxEnt, Goldwater and Johnson 2003). Another
avenue which remains mostly unexplored is the role of initial constraint rankings, such as those reflecting “markedness over faithfulness” (Gnanadesikan,
1996). Mostly these choices were made for the sake of brevity, since comparing
different variants of multi-level constraint grammars was not the main focus
of the study. It should be relatively easy to re-implement simulations over the
same datasets and grammars using these different “flavors” of evaluation.
Limited view of acquisition process
Chapters 3 and 5 made some efforts to increase realism in learners’ inputs:
the former by basing the Auditory level inputs on empirical production data,
the latter by algorithmically generating features on the Lexical and Underlying levels of representation based on the information available to real learners. However, the simulations in either study still gloss over many difficulties faced by real learners – in particular, by framing phonological categories
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as already being in place, rather than built on the basis of the phonetic and
contextual evidence available to real learners. I propose that the simulations
presented in this thesis go some way towards increasing realism, but a theory
of category formation in the BiPhon model remains elusive and should be the
subject of further (modeling) studies. Some efforts in this direction have been
undertaken by Boersma et al. (2003) and Boersma et al. (2018).
Limited scope of phenomena studied
In each of the simulation chapters, linguistic phenomena are studied largely in
isolation from that language as a whole. This is most obvious and deliberate in
the toy liaison grammar of Chapter 4, but Chapter 5 likewise limits its scope to
liaison, largely ignoring (for example) insertion/deletion of schwa and other
salient phonological features of French. Chapter 3 studies the L2 acquisition
of Spanish front vowels, without considering their place in the full five-vowel
system that is to be acquired. Such limitations in scope are common in studies
of phonological phenomena, but somewhat limit the claim that we are doing
whole-language simulation. The efficient framework introduced in Chapter 4,
combined with a grammar and constraint generation method like that proposed in Chapter 5, could conceivably be used to perform simulations on a
larger number of data, to further enlarge the scope of these investigations.

6.3

Suggestions for future research

Taken as a whole, the simulation studies of Chapters 3 to 5 suggest a methodology of data-driven testing of phonological models, in particular complex ones
such as can be represented in a grammar over multiple levels of representation. By computationally implementing formal models of morphology and
phonology, their often complex predictions can be put to the test. Next, these
implementations can be tested not only over a small set of data tailored to
the phenomenon at hand, but a larger data set, collected from empirical production studies or corpora. This data-driven approach allows researchers to
test the validity of their constraint-based formal models in a systematic way,
in the well-established framework of learning by reranking constraint grammars. The methodology also allows testing several variants of a model (e.g.
regarding initial constraint ranking or serial versus parallel interaction) to see
which better aligns with the empirical data. The implementations should also
allow predicting what will be done with novel data (unseen by virtual learners), yielding predictions that can be tested in empirical experiments with real
speakers.
It was suggested at the end of Chapter 5 that formal linguistics might in
this respect take a cue from the disciplines of machine learning and natural language processing. For various tasks of interest in these fields (parsing,
sentiment analysis, co-reference resolution and many others), gold data sets
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and competitions exist on which researchers from different institutions may
test newly developed methods and algorithms. Relative performance on these
data sets gives an objective benchmark for comparing various approaches to
these problems. Of course, (formal) linguistics is not an engineering discipline,
and improving performance on a given learning problem should not be in itself the end goal of phonological research. Nevertheless, the establishment of
freely available standard problem sets in various areas of phonology may allow for more direct and fruitful comparisons of competing views on representation, computation and learning – including more general learning models
not rooted in linguistics, such as deep neural networks. The same goes for
sharing and reusing code between research groups. I hope that, as computational implementation of formal models grows more common in linguistics,
such sharing of resources, code and goals will become commonplace.

6.4

Conclusion

This thesis has presented a general framework for multi-level constraint grammars, as well as a number of simulation studies within a particular MLCG, the
BiPhon framework. These simulations have shed more light on some previously undecided properties of the framework, and presented a novel methodology for learning and evaluation in multi-level grammars on an unprecedented scale. More broadly, the studies in this thesis demonstrate the feasibility of using formal multi-level grammars on realistic data sets based on
corpora, and show how this allows exploring the viability of variant theories
within a constraint-based framework. This methodology allows for a tighter
coupling of theory and data, bringing together the findings of empirical studies and formal linguistic theory.

APPENDIX

A

List of minimal pairs used as target lexical items in
Chapter 3

This list is identical to that used in Weiand (2007)
checa
checo
fecha
gres
lega
lema
meca
mesa
memo
reto
rezo
veda
peso

‘Czech.F’
‘Czech.M’
‘date”
‘stoneware’
‘layman’
‘motto’
‘Mecca’
‘table’
‘fool’
‘dare’
‘prayer’
‘prohibition’
‘weight’

chica
chico
ficha
gris
liga
lima
mica
misa
mimo
rito
rizo
vida
piso

‘girl’
‘boy’
‘token’
‘gray’
‘league’
‘file’
‘mica’
‘Mass’
‘mime’
‘rite’
‘curl’
‘life’
‘floor’
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Summary

The emergence of French phonology
This thesis presents a computational framework for modeling the acquisition
of sound patterns. It argues that in order to model this acquisition, not just
phonological but also extra-phonological levels are necessary. To build on previous literature of phonological acquisition, especially in Optimality Theory,
the framework is constraint-based. The thesis then presents a number of studies that utilize one such multi-level constraint-based framework, Bidirectional
Phonetics and Phonology, to simulate a number of scenarios in both first and
second language acquisition.
The first simulation presented in the thesis concerns the acquisition of
Spanish as a second language by native speakers of Dutch, focusing on how
these Dutch learners acquire the Spanish front vowels /i/ and /e/. This process is modelled with a revised version of the Second Language Linguistic Perception model, which improves on an earlier iteration of that model. Two versions of the revised model were tested: a parallel one in all levels of representation could interact, and a serial one where pre-lexical perception precedes
lexical recognition. Both the parallel and serial variant were able to model
the gradual acquisition of Spanish-like perception of the two front vowels.
However, the two versions of the model make different predictions of how
these vowels are represented in a learner’s grammar. Further perception studies may elucidate whether the parallel or serial grammar more accurately describes the acquisition process.
The second simulation study describes an efficient method to evaluate and
learn in a multi-level constraint-based framework, and illustrates this method
by modeling the first-language acquisition of a small set of forms that concisely illustrate the phenomenon of liaison in French. This efficient method
is then used to advantage in the final study described in this work, where
the acquisition of liaison is tested on a large dataset whose forms are taken
from a large corpus of spoken contemporary French. A lexical solution to li-
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aison emerges from these simulations, where learners entertain different allomorphs for a given lexical item and choose the one which best fits the phonological context. Such an analysis has been proposed before in the theoretical
literature, and contrasts with other analyses which explain liaison in mostly
phonological terms.
This thesis, then, demonstrates the viability of a multi-level and data-driven
approach to phonology. By training models on large datasets, we can compare
competing explanations for a given phonological phenomenon, on the basis of
learnability and compatability with empirical data.

Samenvatting

The emergence of French phonology
Dit proefschrift presenteert een computationeel kader om de verwerving van
spraakklanken te modelleren. Het betoogt dat hiervoor niet alleen fonologische, maar ook niet-fonologische niveaus van representatie noodzakelijk zijn.
Om aan te sluiten op de bestaande literatuur, met name waar die de Optimaliteitstheorie gebruikt, is gekozen voor een analyse in termen van constraints (beperkingen). Vervolgens wordt een specifiek constraintgebaseerd multilevel model, te weten Bidirectional Phonetics and Phonology, toegepast om
een aantal scenario’s in de eerste- en tweedetaalverwerving te bestuderen
door middel van computersimulaties.
De eerste studie in dit proefschrift betreft het leren van Spaans als tweede
taal door moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands, en spitst zich toe op de
verwerving van de Spaanse voorklinkers /i/ en /e/ door deze leerders. Om
het verwervingsproces te modelleren wordt een herziene versie van het Second Language Linguistic Perception-model gebruikt. Van dit herziene model
worden twee varianten getest: een parallel model waarin alle niveaus van representatie met elkaar in interactie zijn, en een seriel model waarin prelexicale
perceptie voorafgaat aan lexicale herkenning. Zowel de parallelle als de seriële
variant kunnen de geleidelijke verwerving van een ”Spaans-achtige” perceptie van de twee klinkers modelleren. De beide varianten doen echter verschillende voorspellingen over de uiteindelijke representaties in de fonologische grammatica van de taalleerder. Nader empirisch onderzoek zou kunnen
verhelderen welke van de twee varianten het verwervingsproces getrouwer
beschrijft.
Voor de tweede studie wordt een methode beschreven om efficiënt te leren
en evalueren in een constraintgebaseerd model met meer dan twee niveaus.
Ter illustratie wordt een verschijnsel in de Franse fonologie, liaison, gemodelleerd aan de hand van een klein aantal voorbeelden. De efficinte methode
wordt vervolgens ten volle benut in de derde en laatste simulatie van het
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proefschrift, door de verwerving van liaison te modelleren aan de hand van
een omvangrijke dataset die onttrokken is aan een corpus van het hedendaagse gesproken Frans. Uit deze simulaties komt een lexicale analyse van
liaison naar voren. In zo’n analyse hanteren leerders verscheidene allomorfen
voor een lexicaal item, en kiezen zij hieruit de meest geschikte op basis van
de fonologische context. Dergelijke analyses zijn bekend uit de theoretische
literatuur, en contrasteren met andere theorieën die liaison primair vanuit de
fonologie verklaren.
De studies in dit proefschrift pleiten derhalve voor een multi-level, datagestuurde benadering in de fonologie. Het trainen van computermodellen op
grote datasets levert een instrument waarmee concurrerende analyses vergeleken
kunnen worden, op basis van hun leerbaarheid en overeenstemming met empirische gegevens.

